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foreword 

This monograph treats the airborne missions flown by American 
troop carrier units in the Mediterranean area during World War II 
as case histories in the development of a type of warfare in which 
the United States had no previous experience. For this reason 
much attention is given to the background of plans, preparation 
and training preceding the missions and to the impact of the mis
sions on U1e development of doctrine. 

As might be expected the history of these unprecedented opera
tions deals with mistakes and mishaps as well as achievements. 
The difficulties and problems of airborne operations are carefully 
examined; at the same time the monograph brings out the tremen
dous value of venical warfare when employed under proper 
conditions. 

This study was written by Dr. John C. Warren of the USAF 
Historical Division, Air University, Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala
bama. The original of this monograph and the documents from 
which it was written are in the USAF Historical Division, Archives 
Branch. 

Like other Historical Division studies, this history is subject to 
revision, and additional information or suggested corrections will 
be welcomed. 
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CHAPTIR · 1 

Background 

ON THE NIGHT of 7/ 8 November 1942 the 
United States Army Air Forces flew its 

first combat airborne mission. As part of the 
Allied invasion of North Africa (TORCH), 39 
C-47's of the 60th Troop Carrier Group set out 
from England , carrying a battalion of paratroops 
to occupy airfields in Algeria near the city of Oran . 

At that time the United States had had only two 
years of experience with airborne operations, and 
that experience had been on a very small scale. 
An experimental parachute platoon had been or
ganized in July 1940 , partly under the stimulus of 
the spectacular success of German airborne opera
tions in Norway and the Low Countries, and had 
made its first group jumps on 22 August. In 
September 1940 the plat?On bad been expanded 
into a battalion, which was soon followed by three 
more. In February 1942 the four battalions be
came regiments , and in August of that year an 
infantry division was split to serve as cadre for 
two airborne divisions . However , until November 
1941 the AAF had never dropped more than one 
company at a time and had rarely been able to 
do that. 

This meager achievement resulted from an ex
treme shortage of transport planes and pilots. As 
early as February 1933 the Air Corps had set up 
transport units to provide air freight service for 
the depots of its Materiel Division , but , limited 
to that function , these units grew very slowly. 
When war broke out in 1939, the Materiel Di
vision had only one transport group of four squad
rons with nine or ten planes apiece. In addition 
to these, the Air Corps had nearly a hundred trans
port aircraft in the hands of tactical units which 
used them individua11y as part of the unit trans
portation. In maneuv ers, to be sure, these planes 

were usually pooled into temporary organizations 
to help transport the equipment and ground per 
sonnel of air combat units fro m base to base. Al
though the United States had pioneered in this 
use of transports beginning in 1931, no steps bad 
been taken to organize them. It was noted in Sep
tember 1939 that " ... transport squadrons have 
bad to be improvised for every maneuver GHQ 
has undertaken ."1 

Driven by an. urgent need for fighters and 
bombers , and influenced by a belief that transports 
could always be bought "off the sbelf,"2 the Air 
Corps placed almost no new orders for such craft 
in 1939 or in the first half of 1940. In June 1940 
this policy was abruptly changed, and by the mid
dle of 1942 no Jess than 11,802 mellium transports 
were on order . However, it had not been possible 
to buy thousands of transport planes "off the 
shelf." Exactly 5 were delivered in the last half 
of 1940, and at the end of the year the Air Corps 
had a total o( 122 transports, mostly obsolescent 
Only 133 more were delivered in 1941. It is hardly 
surprising that in June 1941 the AAF could not 
spare a dozen planes for paratroop training and 
that it had to strain its resources to provide 39 
planes for airborne operations in the November 
maneuvers of 1941.3 

For three or four months after Pearl Harbor 
the lack of cargo planes was aggravated by the 
desperate need for air transport during mobiliza
tion . In January and February 1942 complaints 
were made tbat Fort Benning, the center of air
bonie training, bad bad no planes assigned to it 
since 7 December 1941, although a few "miscel
laneous" transports had been sent the re on loan. 
Even in March, the AAF A-3, although agreeing 
that Benning needed a transport group for its air-
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ing of airborne forces. The Airborne Command 
(!liter the Airborne Center) was established ·on 23 
March 194-2 replacing the Pro'lisional Parachute 
Group, which had been formed in 1941 under the 
Infantry School. Then, a a natural sequel, an Air 
Transport Command was set up on 30 April 1942 

to organize and train Air Transport units for aU Coons 
of Air Transpon with special emphasis on the conduct 
of operations involving the air moYement of airborne 
infantry, glider troops and parach·utc troops ..•. Th~ 
primary initial objective will be to meet specified re
quircmcmts for air.borne forces. 

To accomplish its mission it was given the 50th 
Ttansport Wing.and 12 transport groups, an there 
were at tha.t time in the United Stales." 

On 20 June 1942 the new Air Transport Com
mand was red.esignated Troop Carrier Command, 
and the name of its subordinate units were like
wise changed from "Transport" to "Troop Car
rier."• The primary mission of the troop carrier 
units was described as transport of parachute 
troops, airborne infantry and glider troops. Per
formance of air freight activities within theaters 
was to be accomplished by troop carrier units 
temporarily attached to the theater air service 
commancl 10 Evidently the airborne mission of 
the troop carrier units was foremost in the minds 
of those who christened them. In practice, the 
unantkipated a.nd overwhelming demand for air 
transport by both air and ground forces overseas 
often diverted the troop carriers from their pri
mary task. Failure to foresee this demand has 
been criticized as a mistake which delayed troop 
carrier expansion beyond the 12-group Iimit.l t One 
may question whether in 1942 a greater expansion 
by the troop carriers would have been pos ible 
without grave prejudice to other parts of the AAF 
program. 

One reason for the creation of special troop 
carrier and airborne infantry commands was the 
emergence. of a specific airborne mission. In Jan
uary 1942 none bad existed. By March an air
borne assault in divisional strength was contem
plated as part of BOLERO, the build-up for a 
cross-channel invasion t'hen scheduled for April 
1943. For this purpose Air Transport Command 

•By lho same order lhe nnmo Air Transport Comm nd was 
iuven 10 the former Ferry .ing Command. It WIil! made rcsponsf
ble ror inter-theater ir 1ranspo nalion. Air Servi~ Comm.and 
continued 10 provid11 air freight within the United States fol' 
the AAF but did so by utilizing commerci al aJrllnes on. a con
uacl bas". 

(Troop Carrier Command) was directed early in 
May to have four transport groups ready for 
movement to England by J August and four more 
by September. The command did its best even to 
curtailing the training of jts other groups, but it 
could not produce pilots and navigators overnight. 
lndeed it had difficulty in getting enol@l experi
enced pilots to serve as instructors. By September 
only two groups the 60th and 64th, had been sent 
to England, nn<I the 62d was preparing to leave. 
Even within those three groups there was a great 
difference in quality.12 

First and best of the three was the 60th, which 
had been activated in December 1940. But even 
the best was none too good. When inspected at 
Westover on 26 May 1942 (just one month before 
its first air echelon set out for England) the group 
was almost a new creation: although it had a fine 
nucleus of experienced pilots of whom 18 had 
over 1,000 hours to their credit, it bad only 36 
out of 60 authorized navigators. All but one of 
the navigators were ''fresh out of scboo1 with about 
50 hours." OnJy 27 of its 52 planes bad arrived.18 

The 64th Group, which began its move overseas 
in late July, did not compare with the 60th. The 
62d was still less experienced. It did not dispatch 
.its first air echelon to England until 22 September. 
The delay was needed to provide its men with a 
m.lnimum of unil training. Most of it pilots bad 
graduated in mi ummer from TCC's five-week 
transition training course, a course in which the 
students did not solo until the next-to-last week..14 

Headquarters, 51st Troop Carrier Wing landed 
in Scotland on I September 1942 to command the 
troop carrier groups in the U.K. It had been acti
vated on 1 June specifically for service overseas 
the 50th Troop Carrier Wing being beld in the 
United States to conduct training under the Troop 
Carrier Command. The 5 lst was assigned directly 
to the Eighth Air Force. Action ta.lcen early in 
the summer to set up a troop carrier command 
in England had been rescinded in July on the sup
position that troop carriers overseas would "nor
m ally be assigned to support commands."16 

Early in September, just as the 51st Wing was 
preparing to function, the decisions were taken 
which two months later sent the troop carriers into 
action in North Africa. Throughout the North 
African c-ampaign the wing and its tbTee groups 
constituted the entire Allied troop carrier force 
in that theater of operations. 
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CHAPTEI II 

The North African Missions 

Plans and Preparations for TORCH 

THE ANGLO-AMERICAN invasion of North 
Africa (TORCH) was conceived in July 1942 . 

By the end of the month the enterprise had been 
approved by the British and American govern
ments and cross-channel operations had been in
definitely postponed. However, detailed planning 
for TORCH was delayed for many weeks by un
certainty as Lo objectives. Lack of shipping ap
parently limited the Oll,eration to two major land
ings. The American c~ fs of staff favored assaults 
on Casablanca and Oran. The British prefei;red 
Oran and Algiers. Between 3 and 5 September 
the question was resolved in favoc o[ atlacks in 
all three areas. 

Supreme command in TORCH was exercised 
by Lt. Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower through Allied 
Force Headquarters (AFHQ), over which he 
presided. Three task forces were set up for the 
assauJt. The Western Task Force, sailing directly 
from the United States, was to attack French 
Morocco and take the port of Casablanca. The 
other two forces would be launched from England. 
The Eastern Task Force, predominantly British, 
was to take Algiers and then drive into Tunisia in 
an effort to occupy it before the A."<.is could get 
substantial forces into Tunls and Bizene. Oran, 
200 miles west of Algiers and 230 miles east o[ 
Gibraltar, was to be taken by the Center Task 
Force, an American organimtion commanded by 
Maj. Gen. Lloyd Fredeodall. The air elements of 
the Center Task Force were to form the Twelfth 
Air Force under Brig. Gen. James H. Doolittle. 
D-day for the invasion was set for 8 November. 

It was evident that control of the airfields of 
La Senia and Tafaraoui outside Oran would be 

s 

of vital importance to the whole African operation. 
They were the only good airfields in western 
Algeria.• French air forces based on them might, 
if not neutralized, be a fatal hindrance to TORCH. 
Fu!J use of the port of Oran was aJmost essential 
lo A!Jied success. Control of the air was a pre
requisite to effective use of the port, and control 
of the airfields was a prerequisite to lasting control 
of the air. Temporary control the Allies hoped 
to achieve with naval alrcra!t, but they would have 
to be relieved in two or three days by land-based 
planes. Once the Oran airfields were taken, fighter 
groups waiting at Gibraltar could fly in and carry 
on the air offensive. 

La Senia was less than 5 miles and Tafaraoui 
about I 5 miles south of the port of Oran. How
ever, the port, surrounded by cliffs and bristling 
with fortifications, was an unpromising object for 
a frontal attack. The Allies proposed to flank it 
by landings at Aneu and Les Andalouses . Arzeu 
lay about 30 miles east of the airfields with some 
difficult country between. Les Andalouses, to the 
west, was about 35 miles from La Senia and 45 
from Tafaraoui. The distance to Ta!araoui was 
greater because the road had to go around a dry 
lake known as the Seb.k:ra d'Oraa . 

The distance of the airfields from the invasion 
beaches led the Allies to entertain the idea of 
taking them with airborne troops. The idea was 
not unopposed. Some experienced officers called 
it "harebrained." Air Marshal William L. Welsh, 
the ranking member of Eisenhower's air staff for 
TORCH, urged that the troop carriers be con
served for use in lhe race to Tunis after D-day. 
He was overruled, and about 8 September it was 

"Tafarooui WI$ the only hard-surfaced field between Port 
Lyouu,y on the Atlonlic coast of Morocco and Algiers, 
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be a one-way, nonstop trip: the danger of dis
covery if the force landed at Gibraltar was pro
hibitive; moreoveJ , the small airfield there was 
already crowded with fighter . If the pilot could 
not land at North African airfields, they would 
have to land in the desert .7 Tbe paratroops were 
to jump in Africa al H-ho ur, OJOO GMT. At the 
cruising speed of 135 miles an hour the flight 
would require eight hours. Take-off was there
fore set for 1700 hours. On this schedule the 
mission would be under cover of darkness within 
half an hour after its start. 

No fighter escort was at first provided . Lack 
of space on the crowded Corni h airfields and the 
risks of landing fighters at night seemed to tip che 
scales again t it. The po sibility of enemy inter
ception, however, led to repeated requests foe 
both an escort during the dangerous twilight 
period and a diversionary sweep over the French 
coast. These requests were backed by Twelfth 
Air Poree and by ETOUSA and resulted on 27 
October in an agreement by RAF Fighter Com
mand to provide both the escort and a diversianary 
sweep over Brittany. On 5 November a flight of 
Spitfires from Portrcath and six Beaufighters from 
Predannack were assigned to escort the m · ioJn. 
The Spitli.res would return at last light. The 
Beaufi.gbters, presumably equipped for night fight
ing, would stay with the troop carriers as long as 
the.ir leader deemed worthwhile. 

Although night brought safety, it also made 
recognition of an objective very difficult. To over
come this difficulty, a British ship the Alytlbank, 
was to be tationed off the African coast about 35 
miles northwest of Oran. At 2330 on D minus 1 
a radio beacon aboard tbe ship would begin send
ing homing signals on a frequency of 440 kilo
cycles, ·imulating those of an Italian beacon. The 
radio compas es aboard the planes would pick up 
the signals and guide the pilots in. Toe Alynbank 
al o had a signal light wh.ich was to begin flashing 
a V for 5 seconds al 30-second in1ervals as soon 
as the troop carriers were observed witbjn 20 
miles of the ship. 

Great risk w,ere taken to guide the force from 
the A lynbank to its destination. A ecret agent 
(BANTAM) was to operate a radar beacon of 
the type later known as Eureka in the vicinity of 
Tafaraoui. The planes of the force commande r, 
the grnup commander and the squadron leaders 

AmB0111'1'6 MISSJOl'IS"I'N 1lm MBDJTl!JlUNll.\1'1 1942-l.945 - 7 

were equipped with .Rebecca a receiving set en
abling them to home on his signals.• Efforts were 
also made to have flares set off to mark the field.g 

The use of radio and radar aids was a notable 
innovation. One point however, deserved more 
attention than it apparently received. The effec
tive range of the beacons was little kn.own, but 
was probably not over 30 miles. They were sit
uated at the end of a 1,100-mile route . A devia
tion of two or three degrees would leave the pilots 
astray in the dark out of range of the beacons. 

The paratroop battalion was to ju.mp at 0100 
over Tafaraoui and take it. Tafaraoui, an all
weacher field, was more valuable than La Senia. It 
was also a safer objective. La Senia, close to the 
outskirts of Oran, would be bard to approach 
without di covery, was reportedly defended by 
several batteries of antiaircraft, and could be 
easily counterattacked by French troops from the 
port. Planes collld fly unobserved to Tafaraoui 
by way of the Sebkra d'Oran and have only 
machine-gun fire t-o cope with over che drop zone. 
Once Tafaraoui was secured, a company of para
troops was to be sent to neutralize La Senia. How
ever, no attempt would be made to hold the latter 
field. The company, having done its work, would 
withdraw to join the main body in the defense of 
Tafaraoui. A small detachment would also be sent 
out to cut communications near Lourmel, thus fa
cilitating the advance of the forces landed at Les 
Anda louses.JO 

Du.ring October, General Clark made a secret 
trip to North Africa and was assured that the 
French would not resist an American landing . 
(The assurances were sincere, but tho e who made 
them later proved unable to control the situation.) 
In view of the opportunity thus presented, General 
Ei enhower dcdded on 27 October to avoid the 
paratroop drop at Oran if po sible and instead 
to use 1he force to seize bases in Tunisia. On the 
28th a meeting presided over by General Clark 
and attended by Raff and Bentley produced a 
double-barreled plan. If the French showed fight, 
the old plan, henceforth known as "Plan A," 
would be adhered to. If they were indeed ready to 
join the Allies. "Plan B" would go into effect. 
According to the latter plan, the paratroop task 
fore~ would conserve its planes and men by )and-

• Por fuller discussion of this type of navigational aids see 
Chapter 4. 
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the operations of the group s1owed to a standstill. 
The only Iocmation flying with the 503d after 14 
October was one nin.e-plane flight on the 2 lst. 
Paratroops and troop car.riers alike felt that a 
realistic rehearsal was "essential to the success oi 
the mission." A rehearsal had been scheduled for 
21 October, but too many planes were in the 
depots, and no rehearsal was held,l3 

The modification to be performed on the planes 
of the 60th Group were not on the whole particu
larly difficult,• but the task fell on an inexperi
ence<! organization already strained to the limit. 
The service command had put 85 percent of the 
facilities at Burtonwood, its principal depot, to 
work for TORCH. but even that was insufficient. 
The load wa so great that on D plu 1 a backlog 
of l 06 P-39's was at Burton wood, still awaiting 
modification for TORCH. In the interests of secu
rity no special priority had been given to the 
C-47's of the 60th Group, so it was perhaps for
tunate that they, too, were not waiting at the depot 
on D-day. Some of them very nearly were.a 

While mo<lification dragged on, another diffi
culty arose. On a long night-flight landmarks 
would be hard to see and some planes were bound 
to straggle. All planes on the mission would need 
navigation instruments, bat only four sets were on 
hand. Consequently, a call was sent out in Octo
ber for i:mmecliate air shipmei;it of 35 sets from 
the United State"8. The shipment miscarried, and, 
despite mapy messages and a search by XII Air 
Poree Service Command the 60th did not get 
its navigation kits. Instead on the eve of the 
mission it was given British instruments with 
which it was totally unfamiliar.11 

The VllI Fighter Command ordered the 60th 
Group to send its contingent to the take-off points 
on 3 November. Smee the group then had only 
seven aircraft at Aldermaston, it wa quite unable 
to comply. The service command had 25 of its 
planes at Burtonwood and 13 at the Langford 
Lodge depot in lreland. One had been detained by 
weather at Gibraltar, to which it bad gone on a 
practice flight. Exceptionally bad weather pre-

•Th11 modificatiom involved i111tallation or flame dampe.ncn, 
formation lights, rheostats wilh which to d1m the formation 
ligl\ts, blac.k.0111 curtains, jump bells to supplement the red and 
green li,hts normally used to alert the paratroop for a jump, 
a'ld VHF $CI.S for plane to plane communi~111Jon. The very 
short rnRJ!e of the VHF sets mode them less tiablc to intercep
tion than comman<I sets and for {his reason a decillion had been 
made 10 use the VHF on the mission. Six planu were to be 
equipped . with Rebecca radar receiving sets. 

vented any flights on the 3d, 4th, and 5th, so no 
planes could return from the depots. Time was 
running out. To preserve security, plans had been 
made not to brief the troop carrier personnel until 
they reached the take-off points, but an irnprompru 
2½ hour briefing was held at Aldermaston on .5 
November for pilots, co-pilots, and navigators. t 

On 6 November the weather cleared, and 25 
planes were flown to St. Eval and Predannack. 
Next morning a formal briefing was held. Looking 
bad: on it, the pilots felt most keen]y the almost 
complete neglect of Moroccan terrain features and 
the misleading character of the weather report. 
Maps and charts were so scarce that most were 
restricted to the :flight leaders. One briefing session 
at Predannack was largely w.asted, because the 
briefers supposed that the objective was Gibraltar, 
not Oran. The same thing nearly happened at St. 
Eval. Dissatisfaction with the briefing was almost 
unanimous. 

Moch worse was the Jot of 14 pilots who got 
their planes from the service command on the 
afternoon of 6 November and, after a night of 
hectic preparation, flew in to St. Eval and Pre
dannack on the 7th. Their planes were only half 
tested; their briefing wa confined to a few minutes 
of distracted conversation; and they set out that 
night on their unprecedented flight hardly able to 
keep their eyes open. It is significant that five 
of the six planes which faijed to reach the Oran 
area had been among these late arrivals.18 

TORCH Mission 

The paratroop task force was to receive its 
instructions from Gibraltar by 1630 on D minus 
1 and was to be ready for a take-off at 1700 GMT 
under Plan A, il the war plan was announced. 
.As J 630 approached the planes were in position 
with their engines wanned. Aboard were 39 offi
cers and 492 men of the 503d and 122 officers and 
73 enlisted men of the 60th Group.tt At 1625 
word arrived that Plan B, the peace plan, was in 
effect. The signal "Advance Napoleon" had 
reached 44 Group at 1615.1• In accordance 
with the plan, departure wa postponed for four 
hours in order to permit a landing at La Senia 

tThc paratroops , who were not to move from their camp at 
Ramsbury to Land' End untll D minus 2, lutd been giyen a 
very sat isf.actory briefing on 29 and 30 October with terrain 
model!l, maps and mosaics. ( Journal, 2d lln S03d PlR) 

-tEach plane 0nrried a crew of five-pilot, co-l)ilot, navigator, 
rudio-man, and cngineer-&tandard complement for C47 's on a 
long Hight . 
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Two pi1ots swerved so far that they landed near 
Tetuan in Spanish Morocco, more than 250 miles 
west of Oran. Another pilot landed in that uea, 
unloaded his paratroops to save gas and flew on 
to Oran. Another, making landfall on an un
familiar coast, turned west instead of east and 
finally landed in Spanish Morocco about 180 miles 
west of Oran. Two plan.es overran the African 
coast in dense clouds, probably about a hundred 
miles west or Oran, and continued southward to 
land respectively near Ain Aicba and Ksar es-Suk 
in French Morocco. One landed with empty tanks 
on the runway al Gibraltar. These six planes and 
seven plane-loads of paratroops played no further 
part in TORCH.• 

On the other hand , some pilots made their way 
to the Oran area approximately on schedule. It is 
impossible to say who got there first, but from six 
to nine of them arrived between 0515 and 0615. 
They had gotten little assislaJlce from the beacons. 
The Alynbank , suppcsed to broadcast at 440 kilo
cycles, was signaling at 460, and these signals, 
when received at all were unintelligible. One of 
the early pilots did somehow tune in on the radio; 
another saw the light; an,d a third received un
specified signals from the ship. The secret beacon 
at Tafaraoui was out of action. Its operator bad 
expected lhe task force to arrive about 0100 under 
the war plan, and wben no planes appeared he 
destroyed his set. 

The two-plane element 1,ast to leave Predaonack 
bad been delayed a few minutes and never sighted 
any others until after it reached Africa. The two 
planes stayed together and were kept on course 
and approximately on schedule all the way by 2d 
Lt. Harold L. Kenner probably the only navigator 
on the mission to achieve that feat. 

The other early arrivals came in one by one. 
Most of them circled over Cape Figalo, which bad 
been designated as a final rendezvous, but none 
made contact there with any of tile others. They 
then tamed inland expecting a peacefnl landing 
at La Senia but those attempting to Land there 
were greeted by blasts of antiaircraft fire. Others 
were fired on over the coast, Oran, and Tafaraoui. 
'Three were forced down by Frenclt fighters. 

•The plane a1 Gibraltar flew on 10 Africa oo lhe 10th. The 
pcraonncl of the lwo in French Morocco were imprisoned by 
the French, released on 13 November, and flew in to Tafan1oul 
on the 20th lifter doing transport work for the Western Taslt 
Fo!'fle. The three planes and four ''sliclcs" of pan11roops in 
Spanish Morocco were in.terned until February . 

Maj. Clarence J. Galligan, flying the third plane 
in the lead flight, was one of the .first to reach 
Africa and was probably the first American pilot 
to land airborne troops on. hostile territory. He 
was fired on by antiaircraft as be cros.,ed the coast 
and was attack~d by a French interceptor over the 
Sebk:ra d'Oran. Spitfires drove off the Frenchman, 
but since Galli.gan's plane was damaged and losing 
altitude be decided to land on the bed of the dry 
lake. He made a safe landing four or five miles 
from La Senia marched bis crew and 14 para
troops to the edge of the Sebkra and dug in. 
French planes made passes at them on the way but 
did not :fire. Presently the little group was ac
costed by a company of French soldiers with a 75· 
mm. gun. The French were content to keep them 
under observation until Colonel Bentley arrived 
in French custody during the afternoon and 
persuaded Galligan to surrender. 

A few minutes after Galligan was attacked, 
Capt. John G. Evans was brought down by a 
French fighter on the southeast side of the Sebkra 
with his engineer wounded and his plane shot to 
pieces. About 0730 another pilot out of gas 
landed beside him. After transferring gasoline from 
the shattered craft to the whole one they took off 
early in the afternoon to join the rest of the group, 
leaving their paratroops and the wounded man 
behind. About the time Evans was shot down. 
1st Lt. Joseph A. Beck was forced down without 
damage oi\ the south side of the Sebkia by a 
confused and unaggreS$ive French ainnan . He 
was able to take off again later and join the main 
body of the task force shortly after 0830. One 
plane was hit by antiaircraft over Tafaraoui and 
made a forced landing some 25 miles east of it 
near Arzeu. 

The other early arrivals were uncertain as to 
what to do next. One or two of ,them reconnoitered 
the alternate drop zone at Oggaz. n was empty, 
and they flew back to the Sebkra. There the rest 
had been H.ying back and forth and exchanging 
comments on the situation over their radios. Their 
tanks were nearly empty and a landing at La 
Senia or T afaraoui seemed impossible. One pilot 
came down near Lourmel at the northwest end of 
the Sebkra. The rest followed one by one, spon
taneou ly, motivated only by a desire to land and 
to concentrate what forces they had. By 0800 
there were six or even planes bunched on the 
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fighters, but Major Yarborough reported that he 
acted with admirable coolness. Two troop carrier 
men. had been killed one wounded, and one in
jured. Tb rec paratroops had been kilJed and J 5 
wounded. AU three of the planes later had to be 
salvaged, as did that of Captain Evans. 

Yarborough took from the three planes all para
troops able to march and pressed on to Tafara
oui aroot. He reached it at dawn on 9 November . 
The wounded men and the crews of those planes 
were brought in later by trucks. The main body of 
the battalion, plodding overland from the Sebkra 
was also picked up on the 9th, and arrived in 
Ta.faraoui about 1600 aboard trucks and a com
mandeered bus. It immediately took over the 
defense of the airfield.! 1 

The troop carriers had arrived before the para
troops. About noon on D-da)" Schofield bad heard 
the news that Tafaraoui was taken and had sent 
Major Oberdorf to investigate. Oberdorf, who was 
the first American pilot to land at the field, arrived 
there at 1250. French batteries on hills command
ing the field shelled him as he .landed and nicked 
his plane with shrapnel. One or two other pilots 
were dispatched to the airfield during the after
noon, but Schofield waited until one of the planes 
there radioed that resistance had ceased before 
flying in the nucleus of the 60th. Two pilots vol
unteered to stop on the way aud pick up the troops 
left on the mudflats beside Evans' plane. By 1700 
on D-day the move bad been made and 25 C-47's 
with 2 planeloads of paratroops had arrived on the 
runways of Tafaraoui. The French 75's on the 
hills hailed them with a barrage that lasted several 
minutes , but only minor damage was done . Four 
Dewoitines preparing to strafe the .field were shot 

down by Spitfires of the 31st Fi:ghter Group ( which 
was flying in to Tafaraoui from Gibraltar) before 
they could damage the grounded planes. Next 
morning sporadic shelling continued for a while, 
but the only damage was inflicted by a bomb whlcb 
lco.ocked out a C-47 and injured one of its crew. 
About noon on the 10th Oran capitulated. At that 
time none of the outlying aircraft had been flown 
in, and of the 25 troop carrier planes at Ta£araoui 
only 14 were operational. Of the paratroops only 
150 were judged lit for another mi ion within 
three days. :z 

Although the Allies had succeeded in taking 
Oran , the mission of the Paratroop Task Force had 
contributed Little or nothing to that achievement. 

AIRllORNB MISSIONS IN TBE Ml!DITEDA.NEAN 1942-1945 - 13 

This failure of the TORCH airborne mission was 
commonly explained by the bad navigation of the 
60th Troop Carrier Group .ca The evidence indi
cates that the group did a good job under unprece
dentedly difficult circumstances. After all it 
made a 1, l 00-mile .flight, most of jt at night, and 
brought 85 percent of jts planes to their destina
tion. Moreover, it had. had no rehear,sal at all• 
and almost no training with airborne troops after 
the middle of October. It bad received 14 of 
its p]anes too late for the pilots and crews to 
familiarize themselves with new equipment or even 
to test it properly. The pilots and crews of those 
14 planes bad bad to set out with very little sleep 
and less briefing. Those who did get formal brief
ing considered it inadequate and misleading. The 
misunderstanding over the frequency of the beacon 
on the Alynhank was particularly unfortunate . All 
but 11 navigators bad been obliged to use un
familiar British instruments. Responsibility for 
these mishaps must rest, not with the paratroop 
task force, but witb higher headquarters, and with 
the VIII Ai.r Force Service Command. 

Tbe bad weather which the force encountered 
was certainly disastrous. However , the forecast, 
though misleading, was probably up to the average 
available at that time. The Allies did not yet have 
either tbe info.rmation or the techniques needed 
for accurate forecasts o( conditions over the con
tinent. The lack of liaison which caused the agent 
at Tafaraoui ro silence his beacon must be re
garded as part of the fortunes of war. The capital 
error lay in exposing the force to those fortunes 
at all. 

Plan B wa~ bound to miscarry if the French 
really resisted. A drop by daylight over Tafaraoui 
or La Senia would have exposed the troop carriers 
to heavy fire and would have been suicidal for the 
paratroop . A successful drop or landing might 
have been made at Oggaz. Such points. near but 
not on top of a major installation, were approved 
by airborne theorist and were generally selected 
in later airborne operations. However, even in 
such a case it seems unJlkely that the paratroops 
could have stormed Tafaraoui by daylight. After 
ob erving the machine guns massed around Ta
faraoui, Colonel Raff, an officer of exceptional 
boldness, declared that an attack would not have 
been feasible except under cover of darkness. Gen
eral Fredendall also favored the night operation 

• Beatley and Y arborou&h both stress this. 
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Th11 North African Missions 

Force Headquarters called on them to fly a para
troop mission to Bone that night. Bone was '1.15 
miles east of Algiers. By far the best port in eastern 
Algeria, it was the logical point at which to land 
for a push into Tunisia. 

The 64th Group was not qualified for a para
troop drop at night. Besides, its men needed 
rest and its planes needed servicing. The mis
sion was therefore reluctantly postponed to the 
morning of the 12th. Briefing, begun at 2000, was 
interrupted by a German bombing raid. Work on 
the planes continued long after midnighL 

At 0600 on 12 November, 26 planes of the 64th 
loaded with British paratroops set out for Bone. 
A doun Spitfires accompanied them as escort. The 
group flew aJong the coast in column or, as the 
British put it, "in line astern," a formation favored 
by the group commander. About 0830 they 
dropped 312 troops on and around Bone airfield. 
The drop in column dispersed the paratroops over 
an area three miles Jong. The French received them 
peacefully, if not with enthusiasm, and Bone was 
won for the Allies. The troop carriers and their 
escort all returned safely about I 030.~1' 

The rest of l11e British 1 Parachute Brigade ar
rived al Algiers by water on 13 November. With
in 24 hours of their arrival, First Anny had o mis
sion for them. Th.is was to take Souk-el-Arba, a 
town about 60 miles southeast of Bone. 1t was the 
site of a good airfield aad a major junction on the 
main hjghway to Tunis. There was as little in
rom1ation available about Souk-el-Arba as there 
had been about Tebessa. No photographs of the 
area were to be had, and only one auto map on a 
scale of I : 250,000. Because of the lack of photo
graphs the drop rone had to be selected during 
night by the paratroop commander, riding in the 
lead plane. The political situation was obscure. 

The mission set out at 0700 on the 15th but 
was turned back near Bone by bad weather. At 
I JOO on the 116th, 3 2 planes of the 64th Group 
took off for Souk-el-Arba from Maison Blanche. 
Again they were escorted by a dozen fighters, and 
again they ftew in line astern. They found their 
way success.fully to Souk-el-Arba and dropped 
384 British paratroops on and near the airfield. 
All planes returned safely about 1600. 

As at Youks, the French welcomed the para
troops as allies and liberators. ln both cases the 
drops seem to have given the French the confi
dence they needed to tum against the Axis. How-

-
A!RBOJ\Nli ll11SSJONS JN Tu~ M£DITEllR4'K6AN 1942-] 945 - 17 

ever, the paratroops did not stop for celebratio.ns. 
They commandeered some busses, climbed in and 
drove ahead for 40 miles to Beja, another impor
tant junction on the road lo Tunis. This they held 
until First Army caught up with them, harassing 
the Germans in the meantime by pushing patrols 
almost to the outskirts of Tunis itself.st 

By 28 November the hard-driving Amed col
umns were on the outskirts of Djedeida, less than 
25 miles from Tunis, and it seemed to their com
manders that with one more effort they could 
break through and take the city. Io conjunction 
with this final push First Army called for a most 
ill-fated airborne mission. Setting out from Mai
son Blanche the troop carriers were to drop para
troops behind the German lines. These troops 
were supposed to attack and neutralize sundry 
airfields close to Tunis and spread alarm and de
spondency among the Axis forces. Assuming that 
those forces were already deployed to meet the 
First Army offensive, the raiders would be un
likely to encounter serious opposition. 

Accordingly, the British 2 Parachute Battalion 
was ordered to jump the following day on Pont-du
Fahs airfield. destroy enemy aircraft and supplies 
there, and march on to repeat the work of de
struction at the bases of Depieone and Oudna. 
Then the troops were to push west to St. Cyprien 
to meet the advancing forces of First Army. It 
should be noted that Oudna is about 10 miles 
south of Tunis, Depienne is 15 miles southwest 
of Oudna, and Pont-du-Fahs lies 10 miles south
west of Depienne. 

Briefing was done on the morning of the 29th. 
A late intelligence report that Pont-du-Fahs and 
Depienne had been evacuated led to a last-min
ute change of plan. No drop would be made at 
Pont-du-Fahs. The battalion would juump at 
Depienne and attack the field at Oudoa. 

Rain and mud, a congested airfield and certain 
changes in order of flight produced a slow take
off lasting from I 130 to 1230. Finally the forma
tion was in the air, 26 planes of the 62d Group 
(which had reached North Africa on 15 No'-:em
ber) and 18 of the 64th Group carrying 530 para
troops. The lead aircraft was piloted by Col. Paul 
L. Williams, the commander of the 51 st Troop 
Carrier Wing. He, loo, had flown in from Eng
land on the 15th. With him rode the paratroop 
commander, Lt. Col. John D. Frost. Their initiaJ 
escort of 4 Hurricanes and 8 P-38's was supple-
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contingencies when it was so badly needed. It 
was, however, unfortunate that during the winter 
it was given little or no opportunity to train for 
its primary !unction. If the ravenous appetite for 
air transport had been withstood sufficiently to 
keep a couple of squadrons ·at a time in training, 
a better showing might have been made in Sicily. 

The four po t-TORCH paratroop missions had 
demonstrated that by daylight the troop carriers 
could find their way on a minimum of information 
to inconspicuous objectives 300 or 400 miles 
away. They had also proved the value of airborne 
operations in quickly winning strategic areas un
occupied or lightly held by the enemy.• The para-

Allt80llNS MtssroNS IN Tm! MEDil'l!JUWIBAN 1942-1945 - l9 

troops had shown their magnificent fighting 
qualities but also their great weak:nesses--lae!k 
of ground mobility and firepower. Whether the 
Allies could conduct airbome operations in uffi
cient strength to hold a strategic point against the 
a~ault of a German division remained to be seen 
but they had gained in North Africa the experi
ence and confidence needed to a1tempt such oper
ations in the '.;icilian campaign. 

~ c n be no doubt 1ha1 the shon-ran~ pur11 bute op
eralions which have been earned MIi were .imalUllblc and that 
precious days were fil!Ved hr 1he bold U5C made of them." (Rc-
pon On:-Jmprc "ons G:uned From. the A au.It Phase of~ 
Operadon in . ortb Afnca by MIil Oen J. C. Haydon m 
AFSHO 2036.) 
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CHAPTER Ill 

The Sicilian Missions 

Planning for HUSKY 

JN DECEMBER 1942, just as the Allied ad-
vance was bogging down in the muddy hills 

of Tunisia , Allied plann ers drew up a study on 
the invasion of Sicily. This was oa.ly one of many 
projects then under consideration. The Ameri
cans were eager for an invasion of France , white 
an attack on Sardinia had considerable British 
support . However , in January 1943 at the Casa
blanca conference , President Rooseve lt, Prime 
Minister Churchill , and the Combined Chiefs of 
Staff selected Sicily as the next Allied objective . 

Swift action was taken to set up machinery for 
the operation which was henceforth called 
HUSKY. Gen. Harold L. Alexander, a veteran 
of many British campaigns, was designated by 
Eisenhower as deputy commander in charge of 
all Allied ground forces. Under AJexander a small 
headquarters , known as Force 141, was set up 
at Algiers to plan the invasion. The air staff of 
Force 141 was headed by Air Cdre. R. M. Foster 

of the RAF . 
On 2 February Allied Force Headquarter s 

( AFHQ) issued a preliminary directive on 
HUSKY. On 3 February planning sessions began, 

and on 12 February Force 141 issued its first esti
mate of the situation. 1 

OnJy brief attention need be given to the early 
plans for the assault , since they were later revised 
beyond recognition . Indeed. they had always been 
regarded as provisionaJ on the assumption that 
final d;ecisions would be made at the end of the 
Tunisian campaign when the commanders . in
volved were no longer preoccupied with current 
operat ions. Then, loo, sufficient staff personnel 
would be available to work out the details of the 

21 

enterprise . Up to 26 April the task forces had not 
participated in any planning of air operations. 2 

The plans as they stood on that date called for 
assaults by the British Eighth Army (Force 545) 
under GeneraJ Bernard L. Montgomery at Gela, 
PozzaUo, Pachino and Avola in the southeast cor
ner of Sicily. Two days later American troops 
(Force 343), later the Seventh Army, under com
mand of Maj . Gen. George S. Patton would strike 
at the western end of Sicily between Sciacca and 
Castelvetrano . The British were to drive north 
against Syracuse, and the Americans , reinforced 
by a subsequent landing near Castellamare, wouJd 
advance to take Palermo . Ear ly control of these 
great ports was deemed essential. 

Paratroops were to be used in both the British 
and American operations to neutral.ize beach de
fenses before the main assaults and thus prevent 
the Germans from pinning down the invaders be
fore they could get a foothold. So important was 
the action considered that it determined the selec

tion of D-day for HUSKY . The paratroops needed 
a dim light in which to make their drop and some 

hours in which to liquidate opposition on the 
beaches. These conditions were to be expected on 

the n:ight of 9/ 10 July when a quarter moon set 
half an hour after midnight. That night as the 
moon set three brigades of paratroops would 
jump behind beaches in the British sector. Toe 
initiaJ American assauJt would be preceded by the 
dropping of a parachute combat team, probably 

on the night of D plus 1/D plus 2. Lack of 
enough troop carrier units to fly both the British 
and the American airborne missions simultane
ously was the main reason why the American as
sault had been set back to D plus 2. A third mis-
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The Sicilian Missions AnlBOIINJ; M ISSIONS IN 'fRB MEDrTEJUWaAN 1942-194S -23 

follow-up operations or transport of key air per
sonnel to Sicily.10 Now that the British airborne 
forces were to fight it out with enemy troops on the 
approaches to Syracuse, the firepower and con
centration possible in a glider landing came to 
seem of paramount value. Thus about the Jast 
weelc in May, Montgomery's parachute mission 
turned into a midnight glider assault. The decision 
to use gliders is said to have been made by Mont
gomery himself. In vain did the Britisb Airborne 
Forces adviser, Group Capt. T . B. Cooper, RAF , 
protest that a glider assault on a dark night with 
inexperienced crews was not practicable. The de
cision stood. 11 

Once the task force commanders and Force 
141 had decided on the missions, it became the 
responsibility of the troop carrier and airborne 
commanders to see that those plans were imple
mented. How the details of loading, schedule, for
mation, and drop zone were settled is obscure, but 
it appears to have been accomplished mainly by 
conferences between airborne and troop carrier 
representatives under the supervision and some
times with the participation of Poree 141. 

Coordination of planning with other commands 
and services was handled through Force 141 with 
the assistance of Maj. Gen . F . A. M. Browning, 
who had been chosen in March to be airborne ad
visor to Eisenhower. Drowning had been the or
ganizer and first commander of the British 1 Air
borne Division and was a persuasive and enthusi
astic exponent of airborne wadare not without in-
0uence on the planning for HUSKY. However , be 
had no command functions , and his office at 
Force 141 was more · than 200 miles from the 
troop carrier headquarters and training bases. 
This was merely one example of the dispersion of 
the Allied forces. Headquarters were scattered 
from Morocco to Egypt , a fact which made the co

ordination of planning abnormally difficult.12 

One matter which had to be decided before 
training started was which of the airborne and 
troop carrier units would be teamed together for 
HUSKY. Besides the S 1st Wing and the battalion 
of the 503d, which were already in North Africa, 
the United States had promised to send the 52d 
Troop Carrier Wing and the 82d Airborne Divi
sion. In addition the Ninth Air Force agreed in 
April to lend three squadrons of the 316th Troop 

Carrier Group .• The British had agreed to pro
vide a squadron of 30 Albemorles and a flight of 
JO HalifaJtes from their troop carrier organiza
tion, 38 Wing, RAF , and to send the balance of , 
J Airborne Divis.ion to join the parachute brigade 
already on hand . The four-engined Halifaxes were 
needed to tow the large British Horsa gliders, 36 
of·which the Air Ministry had promised for June 
delivery. 13 

At first the 51 st Wing was designated to work: 
with the American airborne, and the 52d Wing 
was to fly the British. However, on 6 May, just 
after its arrival in Africa, the 52d Wing was in
formed that the roles had been reversed. It would 
carry American troops and the 51 st would be 

teamed with the British. 
Since the 5 l st Wing bad had operational ex

perience with the British , and since the 52d Wing 
had flown the · 82d Division for three months of 
joint-training and maneuvers before leaving Amer
ica, the new line-up seemed logicnl. It lost its logic 
at the end of May when Montgomery decided on 
a glider mission. The 51st Wing, which would have 
to Dy it, was almost completely without glider ex
perience . The 52d WitJg had been trained in glider 
operations in the United States, but was commit
ted to a paratroop mission. By then it was too 
late to change again. The planes of the 51st Wing 
had been modilied for use by British paratroops, 
and there were neither time nor materials to mod
ify those of the 52d. Moreover , since the tech
niques of dropping American and British para
troops differed, a switch in the middle of the 
training period would have caused dangerous 
confusion. H 

On 24 May the 82d Division and the troop car
rie;s bad agreed on the three main drop zones 
which they were to use in the Gela mission and 
on the four battalions of paratroops who were to 
make the drop . Minor changes were later made 
in the support troops to be sent on the mission 
and provision was made for a demolition detach
ment to drop near a bridge over the Acate River 
southeast of the main drop area:. In June discovery 
of pillboxes in the drop area forced the paratroops 
to make minor changes in their plans, but did not 
much affect the troop carriers .13 

•Even so, HUSKY would require "cv~ry available lrllMJJOrt 
run:raCl" in North Africa, leaving none for Bir supp ly. There
fore. early in May lt wns ftqroed thai about 1 June two squad
ro'lS of the 315th Troop Carrier Group would ~ dispatched 
from Enj!land lo North Af rica to provide. e.ssential air trans
port service and provide a restt\'c for contingeocies. 
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Tire Slcilla11 Missions 

to have Troop Carrier formatlons fly over water 
at a height or at least 6,000 feet. Since the big 
formations in an airborne mission would at that 
height have shown up on enemy radar like a herd 
of elephants on a hilltop. Troop Carrier Command 
secured the right to fly its mis ions at low altitudes . 
Its routes, however, were chosen with meticulous 
care to avoid the convoys. 

By 4 June, Force 141 had decided that LAD
BROKE, the mission against the Syracuse area, 
would proceed from Tunisia by way of Malta and 
Cape Passero, the southeastern tip of Sicily. A 
route via Pantell eria was proposed for the HUSKY 
mission to Gela, subject to naval approval, which 
was given that same day at Tripoli. The planes on 
the mission would clear the convoys. So would 
those in LADBROKE and its prospective succes
sors, provided that they kept on schedule, flew 
60 miles on a southeast course after leaving Sicily, 
and took care to swing IO miles south of Malta 
on their way back . Later in June , naval representa
tives agreed that planes returning from LAD
BROKE could proceed due south to a point off 
Cape Passero instead of detouring to the south
east. LADBROKE thus received a route which 
was about as good as circumstances permitted .~1 

Meanwhile, the route of HUSKY mission was 
being altered for the worse. By 20 June the rela
tively short and straight route by way of Pantel
leria had been discarded, and it was agreed that 
HUSKY mission, like LADBROKE, would go by 
way of Malta. From Malta it would head for Cape 
Corremi. just east of the American zone of opera
tions, turn offshore to follow the coast almost to 
Gela, then cut inland to the drop area. This route 
involved three very sharp turns over water in dim 
moonlight. Requests by airmen foe at least some 
straightening of the course beyond Malta were 
made, but without success. On 22 June a confer
ence of all commanders concerned agreed to the 
routes and schedules for LADBROKE and 
HUSKY mission in approximately their final 
fonn.22 

On 6 July Col. H. L. Clark, commander of the 
52d Wing, represented the troop carriers in a con
ference at Malta with General Browning, Maj. 
Gen. I . M. Swing, the.n American airborne adviser 
to Eisenhower , and Vice Adm. H. K. Hewitt, the 
naval commander of the American Western Task 
Force. The cooference completed coordination of 
troop carrier routes, schedules and recognition 
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signals for the missions on the night before D-day . 
No changes were made in LADBROKE. The prin
cipal change in HUSKY mission appears to have 
been the substitution of Cape Passero for Cape 
Correnti as the point off which the troop carriers 
would turn west along the coast. 21 

Of the course thus la.id out for the 52d Wing. 
the commander of the 61st Troop Carrier Group 
wrote after the miss1on "I do not believe it feasible 
to even try to fly again such a course as was laid 
down in Husky No. 1 and No. 2." Tbe verdict de
livered some years later by Maj. Gen. Matthew B. 
Ridgway, commander of the 82d Division was 
that no American outfit in the whole course of 
the war could have flown that route successfully.!~ 

Meanwhile, consideratio n was being given to 
the protection of the missions against enemy in
terference. As early as 23 May, Montgomery's 
headquarters had contemplated bombing Syra
cuse and dropping dummy paratroops at Catania 
to divert enemy attention from LAD BROKE . Sim
ilar tactics were also to be used in the later British 
airborne operations. The results of the planning 
for diversionary operations in aid of LAD BROKE 
were embodied· in a NAAP (Nort hwest African 
Air Forces) directive of 5 July. A simulated air
borne and amphibious assault on Catania would 
begin at 2200 on D minus 1 with the drop of 3 
groups of 80 dummy paratroops each northwest 
of Catania by bombers of Northwest African 
Tactical Air Force (NAT AF). Thi s would be fol
lowed by the drop of 2 groups of 40 dummies 
each west of Augusta. If feasible, the bombers 
would then bomb Catania, an enterprise to which 
the Niath Air Force also contributed bombers. 
Between 0215 and 0245 on D-day , 50 medium 
bombers were to strike at Syracuse with incendi
ary and other bombs to impede and confuse enemy 
efforts to counterattack the gliderbome troops.21; 

Similar preparations had been made for 
HUSKY mission. On 27 May, General Ridgway 
with the hearty concurrence of the troop carrier 
commander, Brig. Gen. Paul L. Williams, had 
asked for night fighter support to neutralize en
emy searc hlights along the path of the mission. 
NATAF turned down the project as "impracti
cable." In June the request was repeated and en
larged to include attacks on Niscemi, a road junc
tion immediately north of the drop area, and en
emy fortifications recently discovered in the drop 
area itself. Williams also appealed to Force 141 
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TTre Sicumn M'rnrons 

a few French gliders and attempted to tow them 
with jeeps. The gliders scarcely got off the ground. 
After a shipment of American Waco (CG--4A) 
gliders had arrived al Accra on the Gold Co~st, 
troop carrier pilots were dispatched on 24 March 
to Hy them back. but found them in such bad con
dition through neglect and tropical weather that 
not until 22 Apri1 were they able to assemble and 
fly back four sample Wacos. On the 23d the first 
consignment of the 500 gliders allotted to the 
theater began arriving at North African ports. 
Within 2 or 3 day over 50 of them were unloaded 
but they were far from ready for u e. 80 

The gliders arrived unassembled and in crates 
five crate for each glider-. They were unloaded 
haphazardfy at several ports. The result v.'.as that 
as embly wa repeatedly delayed because one or 
more of a set of crates had been unloaded at a 
different point from the re t. Important in tru
ments were unavailable; assembly was delayed 
for days for lack of suitable tensiometers. At first 
neither the difficulty nor the importance of glider 
~ embly was realized. 

The situation at Blida, one of the a sembly 
centers, may be taken as an extreme example. 
Some 25 of the first gliders to arrive at Algiers 
were sent there on the spur of the moment be
cause no provision had been made for them at 
the depol at Maison Blanche. Missing parts or 
needed equipment had to be trucked 30 miles from 
Algiers. Assembly at Blida was given sixth priority 
and entrusted to one officer an.d twenty enlisted 
men. all inexperienced. 

Elsewhere. too, glider assembly bad a low pri
ority and, rl pite appeals from Troop Carrier 
Command NAAF was reluctant to upset depot 
and ervice center arrangements by ordering a 
higher priority. By 5 May 74 gliders had arrived 
in the theater and 18 had been assembled. By 25 
May 240 gliders had arrived. but only 30 had 
been as embled. Then came the decision to use 
gliders to spearhead the British assault No won
der General Dunton commander of XU AFSC 
referred in late May to an "extreme emergency' 
in glider a sembly.~' 

Once the eris.is was realized, it wa met. Service 
Command ordered that gliders be given priority 
even over P-38:s. Additional manpower was pro
vided. Troop Carrier unit lent their experienced 
glider mechanics to speed the work and assem
bly-line iechniques were developed. By 13 June, 
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346 gliders had been completed and delivered 
ample as it turned out for both training and oper
ational needs.12 Meanwhile, how.ever, irreplacable 
training time had been lost. The British Horsa 
gliders intended for 38 Wing did not ease the 
situation since they were not flown to Africa from 
England until late in June.83 

Once assembled, gliders were not always usable. 
On 7 May, or 20 gliders assembled only 6 had 
been delivered to troop carrier units for lack of 
British static cables. Next day all the gliders on 
the field at La Senia were damaged by wind. Ex-
1.reme temperatures combined with maintenance 
by indifferent and inexperienced personnel caused 
rapid deterioration. On 16 June most of the glid
ers in troop carrier possession were grounded 
for repairs and by 30 June so many gliders bad 
developed weaknesses in the tail-wiring that all 
were grouuded for three day . Toe glider-plane 
intercom kits did not arrive until the very last 
minute, too late for practice and almost too fate 
for use.3~ 

Thus it was that during the fir t two weeks of 
June the 51 st Wing was unready for anything but 
limited traiaing in the fundamenteJs of glider
loading and glider-towing. The .first practice mis-
inn with gUders was held on 14 June when the 

wing Hew 54 Wacos with British pilot over a tri
angular 70-mile course and released them to glide 
down onto Froha airfield. The pilots flew in four
plane formations spaced at two-minute intervals, 
On 20 June, glider mission 'Eve" was flown in 
like fonna.tion and over a similar course with 38 
Wing* a an added participant. The results were 
good, but the exercises had not been reali tic. In 
both of them the gliders had been relea ed by day 
to land on airfields.~· 

To prepare for pos ible paratroop mis ions after 
D-day, th 51st Wing had flown four practice mi -
ions with fair success. On JO and 12 June it bad 

dropped a battalion. On l6 and 18 June the 51st 
dropped a brigade in tbe evening and at night re
spectively over dog-leg courses imiJar to those it 
might fly in HUSKY. 

After the second glider maneuver the training 
period ended. and the move to the take-off fields 
began. According to Troop Carrier Command, the 
British glider pilots nad been given an average of 
4.S hours flying the Waco, including an average of 

•lB Win1, \\·as a11nched lo the 51 t for operations and tra in
ini:. 
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Force, which was to have operational control over 
the command during HUSKY.'0 By 2 July, 38 
Wing and the 60th and 62d Gmups of the 51st 
Troop Carrier Wing had moved to the Sousse 
area. The 51st command post was set up in an 
olive grove near Goubrine beside that of its part
ner, l Airbome Division, which was bivouacked 
nearby. However, most of 38 Wing's Horsa g1iders 
and the Halifax bombers to tow them did not arrive 
in Tanisia until 6 July. The Halifaxes had needed 
I 7 modifications which took six weeks to accom
plish.~• Only 19 of the 30 Horsas sent from Eng
land had sur ived the trip. 

By 4 July the five groups assigned and at
tached to the 52d Troop Carrier Wing had occu
pied their eight fields around Kairouan and the 
one at Enfidaville and set up a wing headquarters 
five mile from Kair,ouan adjoining that of the. 82d 
Division. On the same day the 329th Service 
Group arrived and on the 5th set up a service cen
ter for the troop carriers conveniently located at 
M Saken a road junction about five miles south
west of Sou.sse}2 

No further training was attempted. D-day was 
too near. However NAAF, perhaps remembering 
the canty briefing for TORCH, had authorized 
lhe command to begin briefing as early as 1 July. 
Each group appears to ba.ve set its own schedule. 
The 313th Troop Carrier Group began briefing 
squadron commanders and intelligence officers on 
I July. Mo t, however, started two or three days 
later. The pilots in the 60th Group had to spend 
two hours each morning from 5 to 9 July studying 
maps and photographs but the earliest formal 
briefing of pilots seems to have been. on the 7th 
by the 64th Group. Mo t groups began formal 
briefings of pilots after supper on 8 July.43 

Some protests were made later that briefings 
ignored or underestimated the high winds encoun
tered on the mission. However, reasonably accu
rate weather reports were available and were trans
mitted to the Byers at least In most cases. Others 
claimed that es,r1y briefi.ng and cramming had 
ca.used unnecessary strain and confusion. The 51st 
Wing complained that it had had to call on its 
Briti h airborne teammates to supplement its maps 
and photographic coverage. Nevertheless, the 
briefing was generally considered satisfacto.ry.44 

In describing the four major airborne mi sions 
accomplished by the troop carriers during the in
vasion of Sicily, it is convenient to begin with 

HUSKY 1 and its successor, HUSKY 2, whlch 
employed American troops carried by the 52d 
Wing. Sixteen squadrons of the wing were based 
on the plain around Kairouan. 'The other three, 
belonging to the 316th Group, were 30 miles north 
at Enfidaville. On 9 July final briefing was com
pleted· the planes were loaded and checked; and 
the wing stood ready for HUSKY. 

The First HUSKY Minion 

In its .final form HUSKY l was designed to 
drop the 505th Parachute Infantry Regiment, 
reinforced by the 3d battalion of the 504th, two 
batteries of 75 mm. pack howitzers, a company of 
engineers and sundry small detachments, a total 
of 3,405 men on high ground about five miles 
northeast of the port of Gela between 2340 on 9 
July and 0030 on D-day, 10 July. Their com
mander was Col. James M. Gavin. Their mission 
was to protect the 1st Division, which was sched
uled to land on the beaches around Gela at B
hour, 0245 on JO July, by barring the roads 
leading to Gela from the north and east against 
German reserves located at Caltagirone. After 
junction with the 1st Division the paratroops were 
to assist it ia taking the important airfield of Ponte 
Olivo five and a half miles north-northeast of Gela. 
Both of these tasks were considered of vital im
portance to the success of the iovasion.4n 

After upper on 9 July the troops reported to 
the airfields and climbed aboard the plane . Aboat 
2015, eager squadrons of the 61st Troop Carrier 
Group began taking off. By 2045 the last squad
ron of the last group was starting down the run
way. The dust at some fields w~ so thick it could 
be een five mile away and many pilots had to 
take off on iostruments.-t0 

The troop carriers took off in 3-ship elements 
at 30-secon.d intervals. Once fa the air they formed 
in stepped-up V's of V's , composed, as far as pos
sible of nine-ship flights, from every squadron, 
wjth additional planes from various quadrons 
fitted into composite flights. Each group circled 
and assembled over its home area. 

To avoid enemy observation they kept below 
an altitude of 1,000 feet during assembly. Then 
they A.ew out through a coa tal corridor between 
Hergla and Bou Ficha. The 1st Air Defense Wing 
provided fighter cover over Tunisia ·until the expe
dition departed. 

The Kuriate Islands 40 miles southwest of the 
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corridor, were the initial point on the route. There 
the carrier groups took up the sequence and inter
vals which they were supposed to "keep for the 
rest of the trip. Lt, CoJ. Willis W. Mitchell was to 
lead 39 aircraft of the 61 t Troop Carrier Group 
past the islands at 2122. The 314th Group ~ ith 
50 aircraft would follow 6 minutes later. Then the 
313th with 53 planes, 3 squadrons of the 3 l 6th 
with 35 plane and the 64th Group with 49 planes 
were to follow at 10-minute intervals. All groups 
sent their quotas except the 316th which provided 
only 33 planes, and the 64th, which compensated 
by sending 51. In all there were 226 planes spread 
over a distance of about 100 1Il1les. From the Ku
riates the route ran straight to the southeast tip of 
Malta and from there 62 miles northeast to a 
point 9 miles southwest of Cape Passero at the 
eastern end of the south shore of Sicily. To avoid 
enemy observation, the transports were to fly low, 
not higher than 500 feel. Long before Sicily was 
reached a large part of the expedition was off 
route and off schedule. 47 

Visibility was the biggest problem. The sun bad 
set as the plane.s were leaving Africa and the 
quarter moon gave little light. Only dim night 
formation lights were used, and as the Oran mis~ 
sion had shown, these could be 11een only so long 
as close formation was maintained. n was as 
much as the pilots could do to keep track of the 
plane ahead of them. Some low-flying planes were 
further hampered by the salt spray on their wind
shields. -1.9 It was a difficult situation for men inex
perienced in night formation flying and unfamiliar 
with the of V's. Since strict radio silence had 
been imposed, the only way to assist stragglers 
was by means of Aldis lamp , flashed backward 
from the dome. This bad wor,ked well in training 
exercise , but in HUSKY it proved insufficient to 
hold the formation together. 

Allied with the darkness was the wind whlch, 
when the mi,sion set out, wa blowing from the 
northwest at 25 to 30 miles an hour. 'This wa 
twice the maximum considered safe for a para
troop jump. Had it not quieted considerably be
fore midnjght, very few of the 82d Division would 
have come down uninjured.• 8 It did blow long 
enough and hard enough to slew the rear groups 
of the troop earner formation off course. 

These deviations brought many planes over the 
convoy routes, but the naval gunners gave them 
no trouble. Invasion convoys were sighted be-
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tween Malta and Sicily, and two flights flew over 
"hundreds of vessels' without attracting fire. At 
least one returning squadron, challenged by 
a ship, answered as prescribed by blinking a red 
belly light, and was allowed to depart in peace. 
Apparently only one ship, four miles off the 
beaches near Gela, fired at passing planes.80 

From Cape Passero the route• ron eastward off. 
the coast of Sicily for 35 miles to a point off Punta 
Secca where it turned northward to follow the 
coast for 14 miles to the mouth of the Acate River, 
5 miles east o.f Gela. That the pilots hugged the 
coast as tightly as they could is attested by the 
warning in one mission report, ''Beware of running 
into lighthouse at Punta Secca . • ~, At the mouth 
of the Acate the course turned inland and ran al
most due north over Lake Biviere to the drop 
zones. Assuming that the mission had to go by 
way of Malta, this path was perhaps the best pos
sible. The Sicilian coastline under normal condi
tions would be an infallible gnide; the river and 
lake were suitable checkpoints, and flight over 
enemy guns was cut to a minimum. Unfortunately, 
the moon set as the fust planes reached their drop 
zone, and the rest had to grope their way over 
Sicily in almost complete darkness. 

The darkness did prove of some value as a 
shield against en.emy fire. Despite the efforts to 
destroy searchlights, three or four were observed, 
but they were ineffective. A few antiaircraft bat
teries were in action, and light machinegun fire 
was encountered all around the drop area. No
where was the fire very accurate or very intense. 
No enemy planes were seen. 

Surprise wa al o a protection. Efforts to de
stroy enemy radar by bombing bad been only 
partly successful. As a further precaution several 
B-17's equipped with jamming devices had been 
sent ahead of the mission to cruise off the coast. 
The results were satisfactory. The Axis forces in 
Sicily appear to have had no warning until 2220 
and none in the Cape Passero area until about 
2330, too late to intercept the HUSKY mjssion. 
It is noteworthy that the first flight of troop car
rier planes, passing over their objective at 2332, 
bad little opposition and no lo es. Lt. Gen. Carl 
Spaatz, then commander of AAF, considered 
that "complete surprise was obtained.' 52 

However, the mission was by no means a "milk 
run." Eight aircraft were lost to hostile flak and 
machine guns. All had completed dropping their 
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Company near the Acate River about 3 miles east 
of their drop zone. Assembling within an hour, 
they took and held the main highway bridge over 
the river. Most of the rest of the 3d Battalion of 
the 505th were dropped in the Vittoria area from 
10 to 15 miles east of their objective. About 180 
of them had assembled by 1900 on D-day wider 
the battalion commander, Major Krause .. They 
bivouacked lhat night on the Gela-Vittoria high
way about five miles west of Vittoria.ii 

The 3 l 3th Troop Carrier Group brioging the 
1st Battalion of the 505th PlR , was to be the third 
group over the drop area. Its objective, and that 
of the aext two groups as well, was DZ S, located 
northwe l of the junction o[ the Niscemi road 
and the coastal highway and less than a mile 
north of DZ T. The large body of paratroops 
dropped oo DZ S was to take the crossroads and 
defend it. The 313th was blown far off course. At 
least I squadron mi sed Malta by over 20 miles. 
All or most of the group made landfall on the 
east coast of Sicily, and 23 planes dropped their 
troops around Avola in the British sector, 50 miles 
east of their de tination, in the belief they were 
near Gela. About 65 of these men assembled in 
time to help the Briti h take Avola.5P 

Airborne and troop carrier account disagree as 
to whether the 49th Squadron of lhe 313th Group 
made landfall on course, but they certainly did 
find their way to Lake Biviere and at 0035 
dropped part of A Company about two miles 
northeast of the drop zone. Though hampered by 
enemy lire. about 100 men had assembled by 
0630 on D-day. They took an enemy strongpoint, 
ct up a road-block on the Niscemi road, and used 

carbines and bazookas to beat off a German force 
with ix tanks . Then they turned outh to take 
the juncrion of the Nhcemi road and the coastal 
highway. They found the pillboxes there a for
midable obstacle. but at I 045 they induced the 
Italian occupant to surrender bJ threatening to 
direct naval artillery fire against them. The para
troops had no contact with the navy or anyone 
else,• but their bluff went unchallengro. An hour 
after they had taken the crossroads, elements o( 
the I st Division reached the spot. 00 

The 316th Troop Carrier Group flew next to 
la t. Aboard its three squadrons was a miscellany 

•A four-man Air Support De1aehment jumped in lh.e next 
scerial, but th.cir equipment, on S R-184, was losl in th.e drop, 
:,o Jh~v wt re unable 10 opera1c. (Br.adley, A Soldltr's S101')), p. 
132; H~t 3d AAF Air Support Communications Sq., uc:1iw• 
tion- 1 Sep 43. l 

o( regimental headquarters personnel, artillery
men, engineer , ignalmen and medics, all lumped 
together as the Headquarters Serial. The task force 
commander, C01one'I Gavin, flew in the lead with 
the group commander. Col. Harold L. Clark, com
manding officer of the 52d Wing flew in the rear 
aircraft of the erial. 

The 3 J 6th fared worst of all the groups. De
flected by the wind ic mJssed Liuosa; it missed 
Malta; and it missed the south coast of Sicily. It 
made landfall. on the east coast near Syracuse. The 
group commander realized where he was and cut 
across the southeast corner of Sicily to get back 
on course. Three pilots in the rear carrying a de
molition section which was to drop oo a separate 
drop zone and blow up a railroad bridge over the 
Acate assumed that the group was turning in over 
the drop area. Accordingly, they dropped their 
troops near a badge south of Syracuse, 65 miles 
from their objective. Over Sioily the rest of the 
316th promptly lost their way again, dispersed 
and dropped their passengers, including the task 
force commander, all over outheastem Sicily.81 

Colonel Gavin picked him elf up after his jump 
and found that he was alone in a strange land. un
like anything shown on the maps of the drop area. 
He was hy no means sure it was Sicily. Half an 
hour later, after finding two staff officers and a 
dozen enlisted men, be set out to look for nis task 
rorce. Though a few more men joined bim before 
dawn, lack of numbers compelled them to hole 
up next day. Emerging after dark: oo the 10th, 
they met troop of the 45th Division who in
formed them that they were 5 mile southeast of 
Vittoria and about 25 miles east of the drop area. 
Once oriented, Gavin hurried west. 

t dawn on 11 July he passed through ittoria. 
About 0600 he came upon the bivouac of Major 
Krause's 180 men and bade them follow him. 
Further on he picked up 20 more parachutists and 
40 men of the 45th Di\•ision. mo t of which had 
been halted further to the south. They told !um 
there were large German forces ahead. Gavin, 
who by now commanded about 250 paratroops, 
decided to attack. A short patrol action sufficed 
to drive the enemy off Biazzo Ridge eight miles 
east of Vittoria, but just beyond it Gavin ran into 
a German battalion backed by other forces of un
known strength. He chose to dig in. He could not 
.dvaoce and the ridge, which <laminated that 

part of the coastal highway, was a defensive posi-
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Even o HUSKY I achieved a qua:Ufied succes . 
An American general stated that it saved 48 
hours fo.r Seventh Army. Marshal Kesselring 's 
postwar reminiscences belittled the effectiveness 
of the airborne troops in HUSKY, calJing them 
"weak" and "scattered". Yet Kesselring admiited 
that they ''very considerably impeded the advance 
of the-Hermann Goering Division ."67 

On the other hand, the operation revealed grave 
weaknesse in troop carrier capabilities . General 
Ridgway felt it had "demonstrated beyond any 
doubt lhat the Air Force . . . cannot at present 
put parachute units, even as large as a battalion 
within effective attack dista nce or a chosen drop 
zone al night." 6H Since the ri ks of an airborne 
mi ion by daylight appeared pro'hibitive, lhe pro
ponent of airborne warfare were faced with an 
ugly dilemma. A solution was sought through 
greater training in night formation flying, the de
vel pmenl of path.finder tactics , and the introduc
tion of new aids to aavigation. 60 

The Second HUSKY Mission 

About the middle of June when the planning 
[or HUSKY mi sion was approaching completion, 
a new airborne project had been conceived. This 
was to fly the two remaining regiments of the 82d 
Divi ion to Sicily before D plus 6 and deposit 
them within the Allied lines as reinforcements. 
Several glider and parachute missions were de-
igned for the purpose . All involved flight over 

Allied troops and probably over the heavy convoy 
traffic in the invasion area. None could be estab
lished in advance, since their feasibility depended 
on the success achieved by the invasion . 

On 21 June, General Ridgway, well a~ are of 
the naval attitude toward aircraft over convoys, 
went to General Browning to get a guarantee that 
uoh reinforcement missions would not be fired 

upon, Browning replied that We tern Task Force 
could control it war ships but had declined to 
be an werable for lhe gun crews or merchantmen 
and small e cort craft. ext day Ridgway took 
his case to a conference presided over by Eisen
how r him ctr. There the naval representati e re
fused to provide a corridor for any airborne mis-
ion arter D-day. General Ridgway then took the 

drastic l;tep or notifying Maj . Gen. Geoffrey Keyes, 

Patton 's chief of staff and deputy commander of 
Force 343 , that ' unles sati act0ry assurances 
were obtained from the Navy, J would recom -
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mend against the di patch or airborne troop 
movements." 7 

Patton's task force bad no desire to Jose its 
airb me cohorts . ll supported Ridgway to such 
effe c that within two or three day an agreement 
was reached that Western Task Force would with
hold fire over a prescribed corridor during the 
time set for the reinforcement missions. Just when 
lllld how tbe timing and corridor were selected is 
obscure, but it was finally decided that the missions 
would be timed so that the lead planes would 
make landfall off Sicily at 2230. Their course was 
to be from the Kuriates a.round Malta and from 
there to Sampieri• on the Sicilian coasL Sampieri , 
about 30 miles east.of Gela, was on the extreme 
edge of the American zone of operations. Routing 
the troop carriers through there would seem to 
be the best way to avoid the convoys off the in
vasion beaches. Once over fue coast, the planes 
were to fly toward Gela over a corridor two m1les 
wide and roughly two miles inland at an altitude 
of a.bout l 000 fe t. After dropping their troops 
or releasing their gliders, the troop carriers were 
to proceed parallel to the shore and two or three 
mile inland pa t Licata on the western edge of 
the invasion area before turning out to sea. On 
7 July Force 343 sent me ages containing this 
infonnation to its corps and divisions and to 
the U. S. Navy . Its courier was informed at cen
tral embarkation headquarters in Tunis that West
ern Task Force had received the message.TI 

General Williams said in August ' they [the 
Navy] lnew the exact operalion six days before." 72 

Admiral Hewitt officially asserted that be did not 
receive the instructions until his fleet was at sea 
under radio silence, and that he would have op
posed the decision if he could . t At least be had 

•several troop carrier eccount.s name Donnalueata, 6vc 
miles west of ampieri. as lheir entry poinl Evidence as to 
lhe cause and sil(Jlificnnce or thi~ djscrepMcy is lacldng. (Hists 
61'itT Gpe:nd dT qJul4 .) 

t Ki stnteme.nt, while far from nccur~te, is SQ revealing or 
lhe Navy viewpoint as 10 deserve citation : "The Air Force did 
prom11lgntc hy dispnlch 10 1he force.~ n1 i;e1 , lhe plsnncd •P
pronch IIIld eiira.~ of transpon planes curyin& PJlrDlrOOJJ!I on 
1he night or 0-1/D day (sic) . Wrincn lnforma1ion on 1he plans 
for lhe cmplo1mcn1 of para1roops waa n~cr re«i~cd . 1bc 
matter of roo1mg 1ronsport aircrnft in the ault nre:a had nol 
been ubmitted lo the Na, ·al and Mitituy Commandcrs for 
exnminnlion wilh a view to early recognition o( implications 
10 those 1wo services. In pol11t or fnct the roule selected by the 
Air Force as not snitoble from t nnv;tl slnndpoin1, The Naval 

ommnnder however, rectived this unilniernl decision only 
ar1er radio-rilcnae w impo$ed, and lie was unable io give 
voice to his objections_" ( crion Repon Western 'aval Task 
Force, The icilian Campaign Operation "HU KY- July-Au
~ust 1943, pp, 18, 90, In K RC, Seventh Anny File, No. 10.2) 
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The Sicilian Missio111 

been notified of the projected nuss1ons and so 
had the other headquarters concerned. 

At 1800 on JO July the troop carrier units were 
alerted for the parachute operation, which is 
known as HUSKY 2 or by its code name as 
MACKALL WHJTE. The situation was not 
deemed favorable, and about half an hour later 
the mission was postponed.73 

At 0839 on 11 July, General Ridgway sent or
ders Crom Sicily to 82d Division Rear in Tunisia 
to proceed with MACKALL WHITE. The order 
was received in North Africa at 1100 and acknowl
edged at 11 J 5. Motivated, perhaps by Ridgway's 
misgivings, Seventh Army notified its own corps 
and divisions of the impending mission and warned 
them against firing on it. The army also notified 
XI[ Air Suppon Command and Western Task 
Force and asked them to direct their units to take 
care not to fire on the troop carriers. Time was 
short, but Lt. Gen. Omar N. Bradley, command
ing 11 Corps, was informed that afternoon that the 
notification of his troops had been accomplished. 14 

The objective of MACKALL WiilTE was to 
drop the 504th PJR (less its 3d Battalion), the 
376th Parachute Field Artillery Battalion, and a 
company of Engineers at Farello, an abandoned 
airfield three miles east of Gela. They were to be 
flown to their destination by 144 planes, drawn 
almost equally from the 61st, 313th, 314th, and 
316th Troop Carrier Groups of the 52d Troop 
Carrier Wing. (The 64th Group was being re
Lumed to Lhe 5 lst Wing.) Owing to the relatively 
Ught losses in HUSKY 1, the 52d had mo.re than 
enough planes for the task in band.70 

Not until comparatively late did the troop car
rier units get word of the task ahead of them. One 
squadron got its orders at 1600 and was briefed at 
1700. At 1900 the first aircraft took off. The last 
group to leave began taking off at 1945.78 

The flight taclics used in HUSKY 2 closely re
sembled those of HUSKY 1, but with some sig
nificant differences. As before, the planes left the 
ground in 3-ship elements at 30-second inlervals, 
and the basic formation was the 9-ship V of V's. 
However, this time the formation was stepped 
down, making it easier to see the silhouette of the 
lead aircraft against the sky. 77 

The 313th Troop Carrier Group, flying in the 
lead, was to pass the Kuriate Islands at 2016. The 
6 I st, 3 14th and 3 I 6th Groups were to follow at 
I 0-minute intervals. By leavinl! th" v .. · il 
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an hour earlier than in HUSKY l ·the pilots 
would have daylight as far as Lioosa. The route 
ran north of Lioosa to tbe midpoint of the coast of 
Malta. Accounts vary as to the height flown en 
route but it appears to have been between 700 anJ 
J ,000 feet above sea level. ra 

All at first went well. The night was clear and 
calm. The moon shone bright. The pilots, confi
dent that the mission would be a "milk run," were 
concentrating with admirable success on correcting 
their weakness in formation Hying. They rounded 
the southeastern corner of Malta and approached 
Sicily in good formation and approximately on 
course. North of Malta a few encountered convoys 
and were fired upon. Though the fire had little 
cJicct this was a bad omen. It showed that three 
days of tension had tightened the trigger-fingers 
of the antiaircraft crews. 79 

Over Sicily scattered cumulus clouds at about 
1,000 feet made it harder to keep formation and 
led some Oighl~ to make minor changes in altitude 
lo fly over them. TbisJmade identification from 
rhe ground somewhat more difficult. At the same 
time a light ground. haze may have blurred the 
pilots' view of the landmarks in the corridor.80 

How much influence these mildly unfavorable con
ditions had on ensuing events no one can say. 

The first flight or two of the 3 13th Troop Car· 
rier Group flew tranquilly to Farello airfield and 
made their drop slightly before 2240, five minutes 
ahead of their scheduled time. The squadron be
hind them had already sighted Lake Biviere and 
this indicates they were inside the corridor. At that 
moment one nervous gunner opened fire. It has 
never been clearly established whether the fatal 
shot came from land or sea, nor does it much 
matter. Almost instantly machine guns and anti
aircraft batteries afloat and ashore opened up for 
the entire length of the invasion beaches.81 

The 313th attempted to fly out along the corri
dor according to plan but was apparently driven 
to make a premature exit over Licata and en
countered heavy fire from the convoys concen
trated there. 

When the barrage began, the first H.ights of the 
61 st Troop Carrier Group were just entering the 
corridor. Their rear two squadrons, still 5 or 10 
miles offshore, were hit very hard by naval fire 
on which "no amount of recognition signals had 
the least effect."ij: Since the approach to the 
corridor was supposedly free of shipping, someone 
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that it was German. The result was a number of 
unnecessary shootings and skirmishes. Even the 
I.st Division, which should have known better since 
Far:ello was in its sector, fired on the descending 
troops and listed the 504th in a G-2 report as a 
German parachute regiment .· A few smaller units 
may have had the excuse of ignorance, instructions 
having failed to reach them in time. Such appar
ently as the case with some antiaircraft batteries. 

Over 400 of lhe paratroops in HUSKY 2 were 
casualties. Only 44 died in crashes, since only 6 
planes were hot down before making their drop. 
Four were found dead in retumlng planes, and 
several were wounded while aboard the aircrafL 
Since some jumped despite wounds, it is hard to 
tell just how many were shot during or after their 
jump, but it was a considerable numbe.r.90 

From a military point of view the tragedy lay, 
not in the casualties , but in the dispersal of a 
crack unit just when it was needed . On the morn
ing of L2 July General Ridgway could only re
port that elements of the 504th PCT were "drib
bling in." At midnight on 13 July, 48 hours after 
HUSKY 2 and 4 clays after HUSKY 1, he had 
on hand only 3,024 out of 5 307 men flown to 
Sicily in those two lifts.01 

HUSKY 2· was o costly and demoralizing fail
ure. Yet it "seems reasonably certain that before 
being fired upon the mis. ion was on the way to 
success . All groups appear to have been in forma
tion and close enough to find the objective. Normal 
dis-persion around the airport would have been a 
minor inconvenience, since the terrain was suita
ble and in friendly hands. 

In this connection one myth should briefly be 
disposed of . According to this story, the German 
counteratta .cks of 11 July amounted to a recapture 
of the whole Farella area. Hence the fire which 
greeted the troop carriers was as umed to be 
enemy fire.12 Such a notion may have Jed some 
pilots to jettison their troops prematurely or to re
turn without dropping them. However, this notion 
was unfound d. Farello was within the AJlied lines 
and General Ridgway and his staff were standing 
on the airfield when the drop was made. 03 The cor
ridor did lie very close to the front and at least one 
plane which overran it was brought down by Ger
man machine gunners in the vicinity of Comiso. 
However, it was noted at the time that the heaviest 
fire came, not from the front but from Allied guns 
along the beaches to the left of the corrjdor. Re-

turning pilots remarked sardonically, "Evidently 
the safest place for us tonight while over Sicily 
would have been over enemy territory." 94 Some 
pilots reported sighting enemy aircraft. This is 
quite possible, but in the confusion they could 
have been mistaken. There is no reliable evidence 
of enemy air action against the troop carriers . n 

Early reports that the ground and naval com
mands bad not been notified of the mission and 
its route appear to have been true only in the case 
of a few small units. Control of .antiaircraft by 
both naval and ground units was certainly very 
weak and could have been improved. However, 
after considering all aspects of the case, the Allied 
commanders found only two ways to ensure that 
in the future no nervous or ilJ-infonned gunner 
could set off a barrage against an airborne mission. 
The fir t was to avoid all antiaircraft concentra
tions and particularly all convoys even more than 
was done in Sicily.06 The other was not merely to 
notify friendly forces along the route of a mission 
but to forbid them absolutely to fire at any aircraft 
whi1e the mission was in progress. 91 

For three mouths the notion that airborne re,. 
inforcement missions were inherently too danger
ous to be worthwhile seemed on the verge of be
coming doctrin.e. Then, as will be discussed in 
Chapter IV a reinforcement mission flown at 
Saler.no proved that such operations could succeed 
and pay high dividends.IS 

LADBROKE, The Glider Mission Against 
Syracuse 

The 51st Troop Carrier W-mg had as much 
trouble towing British gUders in LADBROKE as 
the 52d experienced with American paratroops in 
HUSKY . Oo the night of 9 July 109 C-47's of 
Troop Carrier Command, and 28 Albemarles and 
7 Halifaxes of 38 Wing were ready to go. Waiting 
to be towed were 136 Wat:o gliders and 8 Horsas. 
The latter, because of their siz.e, were to be towed 
by the lour-engine Halif~es , supplemented by one 
Albemarle. The glider pilots were drawn h:om the 
British glider pilot regiment, reinforced by 19 
American glider pilots who had volunteered for 
the mission. The gliders were to carry the British 
airlancting brigade under Maj. Gen. G. F. Hopkin
son. Their armament included seven je.eps, six 
6-pounder guns and ten 3-inch mortars." At 1842 
the first aircraft of the Troop Carrier Command 
was hitched to its glider, roUed down the runway, 
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jacent strip southwest of it. Both Dunn and Wil
liam later stated that the 2-0nes had been made 
too small 

The bridge was less than half a mile west of the 
outer harbor of Syracuse, but the concentration of 
antiaircraft guns around that city had dictated an 
approach from the south which in tum had largely 
determined the location o.f the Waco landing zones. 
The troop carrier formations were to take Cape 
Ognina as the initial point for their final run, and 
set their course a mile off its tip for the end of 
Cape Muno di Porco. Halfway between these 
capes and about 3 000 yards southeast of that 
part of the shore nearest to LZ's I and 2 the pilots 
were to give orden; for the release of the gliders, 
tum to the right and head south, home ard bound_ 

OriginaHy the Waco gliders towed by the 60th 
Group were to be released at an altitude of 1,500 
feet for LZ l and those of the 62d Group at 1 100 
feet for LZ 2. At the last minute these heights were 
both increased by 300 feet. Since the Waco was 
ordinarily able to glide 15 times its height at re
lease, the gliders should have been able in both 
instances to fly about two miles further than. would 
presumably be necessary . The Horsa gliders 
headed for LZ 3 were to be released at 3,500 
feet. 1~0 

In the dim light of the low quarter moon the first 
seven plane made their run exactly on schedule 
undetected and undisturbed. Then the defenders 
awoke. Searchlights swept the sky, and fcom the 
benches to the city antiaircraft batteries began to 
fue. Only two searchlights were near the landing 
area and the flak from the beaches was so light 
and scanty Lhat no aircraft were seriously dam
aged. The wing commander later said there was 
no Oak within several thousand yards of the gljder 
release point.M However, the lights and flares 
dazzled the pilots and smoke of the firing, borne 
on the northwest wind, drifted over the sh.ore and 
the release area . Confusion set in. Pilot found it 
increasingly difficult to judge their position or 
even to see the shore. Several found that if they 
turned and ran west. the land was silhouetted be
neath the moon . Others had to swing around and 
repeat their runs. These planes flew through the 
formations behind tbem. Some pilots, anxious to 
allow for the wind, released Waco gliders as high 
as 3,000 feet, o that they passed through rather 
than under the stream of traffic. Several formations 
had overrun each other and released simultane-

ously. It seemed at times as though the air was 
full of planes and gliders coming from all direc
tions, 

In this melee teamwork between carrier pilot 
and glider pilot proved inadequate. After all, they 
had never rehearsed a release under anything like 
combat conditions. To add to their troubles, be
tween 25 and 30 percent of the intercom sets 
supposed to provide telephone connections be
tween plane and glider, worked badly or not at all. 
The gliders were supposed to cast off on verbal or 
visual signals from the plane. Instead, about a 
dozen troop carrier crews released their gliders and 
at Jeast half a dozen glider crews cut loose without 
a proper signal. 

After releasing their gliders the troop carriers 
dropped their Low ropes , turned south, and headed 
for home at 160 miles an hour , a brisk cntlsing 
speed for the C-47 . Most o[ them followed orders 
to keep above 6,000 feet until past Malta in case 
they met a convoy. Several planes did encounter 
convoys, but tbe ships, reassured by their height, 
did not fire. Orders were to pass at least five miles 
southeast of Malta in order to keep clear of the 52d 
Wing. 

Malta blazed with searchlights, and ns radio 
beacon was picked up on many compasses, al
though the signal had been changed from Y to 0. 
Beyond Malta the troop carriers descended to 2,-
500 feet. king conditions, however, forced some 
to other levels. They then headed straight for 
Tunisia. The first plane of the 60th Group got 
home at 0015, and the first from the 62d Group 
came in at 005 S. The quadrants on the homing 
beacons had been reversed in the final briefing 
and one radio beam was reported to be "wandering 
and inaccurate." Four or five pilots were led 
astray, one landing as fa.r away as Tripoli. How
ever, before dawn every one of the 137 p1anes 
which bad left Afrjca on LADBROKE mission had 
landed safely in friendly territory .m 

Despite some misgivings, the carrier pilots' 
initial reports indicated that 95 percent of the 
gliders had been released at approximately the 
proper point. By 11 July the staff of 51st Wing 
had calculated that over 70 gliders had landed in 
the Syracuse area, and it clung to tbis estimate as 
late as 23 July. Finally Troop Carrier Command 
concluded that 58 gliders had landed in Sicily. 

. Even this figure seems 1arger by four than the 
evidence warrants. 10~ 
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usually jammed shut. The terrain around the 
landing zones was checkered with orchards and 
vineyards, and, especially to the east, the fields 
were small and bounded by the stone walls charac
teristic of southern Italy. Seven Wacos bit trees, 
and six Waco and two Horsas crashed into walls. 
Many olhers had rough landings. The most costly 
los was tha t of a Borsa which -flew head on into 
the canal bank almost on the edge of its landing 
zone and only 400 yards from the bridge. Casual
ties in the other accidents were surprisingly low, 
but most of !he heavy equipment was damaged or 
jammed within the gliders. 

Enemy resistance played its part . One of the 
Horsas which struck a wall bad been hard hit by 
enemy antiaircraft and landed with its ammuni
tion exploding. Three gliders which landed near 
the shore were attacked on landing by enemy 
troops.10~ 

The troops aboard the one Horsa which landed 
on LZ 3 removed their gun from the glidcc and 
moved immediately against the Ponte Grande, 
which was only a few hundred yards away. They 
took the bridge, removed the demolition charges, 
and threw them into the river. Reinforcements ar
rived shortly from anolher Horsa about a half mile 
to the south. By morning 8 officers and 65 enlisted 
men were holding the bridge. They were joined 
about 0730 by a small group, including one Ameri
can glider pilot who had fought their way north• 
ward from the vicinity of the Waco landing zones. 
At 0800 enem}' counterattacks began and con
tinued into the afternoon. By 1530 hours the air
borne troops bad been pushed east along the canal 
bank away from the bridge. Severe mortar and 
artillery fire had left only 4 officers and 15 enli ted 
men unwounded. Their ammunition wa running 
low, and they were surrounded by about a bat
talion of enemy soldiers. Under these circum
stances they surrendered. 

The foe however, had no time to blow up the 
bridge. Before he could plant fresh explosives, 
patrols of the British 5 Division arrived, drove 
the enemy from the bridge and rescued the captive 
survivors of the airlanding brigade. 

General Montgomery later stated that the talcing 
o( the Ponte Grande saved him seven days. In 
addition. the local actions which occurred around 
many widely scattered gliders undoub~dly dam
aged enemy communications and morale. What-

Ar .RBORNE M 1ssro1-1s I N 1)re MtiDlTl!JUl.u.BAN 1942-1945 - 47 

ever mjght be aid to its credit, LADBROKE 
mission was costly and inefficient. The casualties 
were re.ckoned a month later at 605 officers and 
men of whom 326 were missing, probably 
drewned. In return for that sacrifice, about 5 
percent of the airborne troops bad reached their 
objective and gone into action at the Ponte 

Grande.' 0 

FUSTIAN, The Bid for Catania 

Oa 10 July the day after LADBROKE, the 
51st Troop Carrier Wing began briefing foe 
GLUTTON, a mission in which the British 2 
Parachute Brigade was to jump near a stone bridge 
three miles west of Augusta, capture the bridge, 
and hold it for the passage of the Eighth Army. 
The pilots were ready and the troops were at the 
fie.Id when at 1830 hours General Williams decided 
to postpon the project for 24 hours. 

Next day al 1630 orders came to the airfields 
to proceed with GL U'ITON . Al 1700 the Twelfth 
Air Force called the mission off. The Eighth 
Army was rapidly ·nearing Augusta and needed 
no help. This was just as, well for the drop zone 
de ignated for GLUTION was later found to be 
an area of rocks and gorges. m 

On 12 July the 51st Wing began briefing for 
FUSTIAN, a mission designed lo take the Prima
sole bridge over the Simeto River about five miles 
south of the city of Catanfa. Again came the dis
app0intment of a postponement. The Eighth Ar.my 
was lo ing down and was not within striking 
distance. Next day, however, Montgomery de
cided on an all-out e[ort to break through into 
the Catania plain before the Germans could con
solidate their defenses. Swift passage over the 
Simeto was essential to hi plan, and at 1630 on 
13 JuJy the troop carriers were alerted for 
FUSTIAN. FLnal briefing took pJace at 1745.m 

FUSTIAN was lo be a paratroop mission rein· 
forced by glider-borne artillery with 135 planes 
providing the lift. The 51st Troop Carrier Wmg 
bad assigned 105 C-47's, 51 each from the 60th 
and 62d Groups and 3 from the 64th Group. 
These. reinforced by l L Albemarles of 38 Wing, 
were to carry 1,856 troops of the British 1 Para
chute Brigade with ome engineer and medical 
personnel attached. Following them would be 8 
Waco gliders and 11 Horsas, towed by 12 Albe-
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been alerted against an attack by Axis torpedo 
planes. While the destroyer had been notified of 
FUSTIAN, the transports and cargo ships bad 
not. They mistook the cargo racks of the C-47's 
for torpedoes, and some, contrary to insLTUctions, 
ppened fire on their own initiative. Tbjs fire con
vinced others that an air attack was under way, 
an'd the action became general. Some ships even
tually recognized the planes as friendly. Others 
ignored or failed to see recognition lights and 
flares. Why IFF was not more effective in pre
venting the mishap is, a.s in HUSKY 2, by no 
means clear. 

Only two aircraft were shot down by the con
voys. However, nine were forced to turn back 
by injury to plane or pilots, Two of the nine 
had collided while taking evasive action and an
other which turned back with ' its engine afire may 
or may not have been hit. About siJc more gave 
up and weal home without appreciable damage . 
Misunderstanding may have played a part ince 
five pilots asserted that they returned on orders 
from the squadron commander. The crew of one 
plane admitted that they were up et by reports 
of the disaster in HUSKY 2. 

The pilots who pushed on to the Si.cilian coast 
ran into what seemed to them a wall of antiair
craft fire. The flak was coocen:trated in a barrage 
aJoog lhe coast. Behin-d it near the drop zones was 
machfae-gun fire, intense in places, but on the 
whole not. more than might have been expected. 
The combination however , was a dJsconcertingly 
serious threat to the unarmed, unarmored, inflam
mable transports. Nine planes in the paratroop 
echelon were shot down. Fortunately, all bad 
made at least a partia l drop of their troops, and 
four of them, including an Albemarle, were able to 
limp out to sea for successful emergency landings 
on the water. Three British planes in the glider 
echelon were reported missing, and were probably 
victim of enemy fiie. In all, 14 planes, about 10 
percent of the initial force, were shot down in 
FUSTIAN. 

Amia.ircraft from convoys and e:n my combined 
damaged 34 planes; one other wa damaged by a 
ba.rrage balloon. Three of the damaged craft wece 
irreparable; all but one or two of the rest were 

made operational within two days. It is note
worthy that although the 62d Group, which flew 
first, was not hard hit, the 60th, which folio, ed, 

AnuloJ.NI! M1SSIONS I Tim MEl>!URJtANl!AN 1942-L945-51 

lost 9 aircraft, bad 23 damaged, and bad 30 cas
ualties. The combined casualties of the 51st Wing 
and the 38 Wing as reported about 2 weeks after 
the mission included 1 known dead, 14 wounded 
and 35 men mis ing.117 

A large number of pilotS who had lost forma
tion circled up and down the coast looking for a 
way through the flak. Ten of them turned back 
wilh their treop and beaded for Afr.ica, raising 
to 25 the total of complete planeloads brought 
back after passing Malta. The British paratroops 
reported that many of th.ese unsuccessful pilots had 
ranged about the Catania area until their ga ran 
low, some seeking a way through the flak, others 
searching 1n vain for check-points obscured by 
smoke and flame. 

Nine out of len of the pilots did fly through the 
barrage, some so Jow that they hit trees and hay
tack , while others took violent evasive action . 

The narrative of a jumpmaster on one of the miss
ing planes vividly bows what it was like. After 
circling twice in search of an opening through the 
barrage the plane was bit and went into a dive. 
Then: 

The crew chief started lo gel oul a rubber dingy . We 
turned again and Major Cwfu shouted ba.ck. "This 
time we will go in no mntter whot bopperis." We weot 
over the coast low, about l 00 feet and fast. I didn't 
know the aircafr would go so fasL We seemed to be 
rocking. There wa! a great deal of antiaircraft and also 
small caliber fire. Two searchlights caught us aod held 
us all the way until we jumped. Major Curtis climbed 
to 4 or 500 feet and throttled back and gave U5 a nice 
jump . J didn 't see him again. 

The principal landmarks on the way to the drop 
zones were the Simeto River, a marshy lake south 
of the river mouth, the Primaso1e bridge, which 
was about three miles inland, and the Gornalunga 

cana l, which entered the Simeto on its south side 
a quarter of a mile above the bridge. In the flat 
heavily ditched fields near the river four rectangles , 
each about 1,000 yards long from east to west and 

300 or 400 yards wide from north to south, had 
been selected as drop zones . DZ 1 lay north of a 
bend in the river about a mile northwest of the 
Primasole. DZ 2 and DZ '.l which were re pec
tively one and a half and two and a half miles 
west of the bridge, lay on the south side of the 
canal. DZ 4 was located at a crossroads north of 

the river and two and a half miles northwest of 
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achievement almost unparalleled in the Sicilian 
operations.• With:ln a few minutes three stick 
from later flights had also landed on that drop 
zoae. However, all the troops on DZ '.3 belonged 
to 2 .Battalion. Th is had the mission of taking the 
dominating height which rose about two miles 
south of the bridge. They therefore marched south 
without playjng any part m the fight at the bridge 
itself . Despite an unfort unate clash with some of 
their own men who had dropped nearer the objec
tive, they took a trong position oa the hills and 
b-y morning had established a defensive perimeter. 

The gliders were to arrive about 0100, at which 
time the situation around the bridge was expected 
to be we.II in hand. ln fact, the battle for the 
bridge had hardly begun at that hour , and some of 
the gliders had to unload under fire. The Horsas 
were to be released over the bridge to land on 
LZ 8, a triangle about 500 yard.s long with the 
badge at its apex, the river and the canal on its 
north side and the highway on its east side. The 
Wacos, released over an ox-bow bend in the river 
a mile west of the bridge, were to land on LZ 7, a 
rectangle 600 yards long on the north bank of the 
river within the bend .t 

Of the 16 glider which lett Africa one Horsa 
was accidentally released over the sea. Four other 
gliders were missing after the engagement and had 
probably been. shot down. Three made disastrous 
era h landing and four were neutralized by land~ 
ing among strong enemy defenses several miles 
away . 

Only four gliders, all Horsas, played a significant 
part in the act ion. One landed on LZ 8, one oa 1he 
hlghway beside it , and one skidded into a field 
outh of the canal half a mile west of that landing 

zone. Though one jeep stuck in its glider, the 
other two were .sufficient to haul their three six
pouader guns into position around the bridge be
fore dawn . The occupants o( another Horsa, 
which landed even miles to the south, drove up 
to the bridge with their gun next day. 

By morning about 250 paratroops had gathered 
at the bridge with two mortar and the three 

•Toe 11.h Squadron had put only one glider ashore in LAD· 
BROKE. lhc worst record of lllY unit in tha1 operation. 

t Of ten gliders wh05C hc:igl11 al reJe11$t; was reponed, siJ: 
w~~ rekased at between 500 and 800 feel, and one pilo1 who 
released I glider as high as l,SOO feel fell it nec~ary lo ju.stiiy 
himself. Thus 1hc staterncnL (NAAFTCC , Report o{ Sicilian 
Compaign. p. 93) lhal Wacos wen: to drop at between l,400 
and l ,SOO feel and Horsas from 3,500 feet may be 111&41"ded as 
~n error resultins- frorn confusion of FUSTIAN with LAD
BROKE. 

glider-borne antitank guns. The day began with 
an ineffective strafing by Gorman planes. Sporadic 
attacks were made in the morning by elements of 
the Goering Division, some of whlch were south 
of the river. 

About noon substantial German foa:es sent by 
truck from Catania began attacks which drove the 
British from the north ead 0f the bridge. By 1800 
the Germans were using an 88-mm. gun to blast 
the prualroops from their pillboxes and foxholes at 
the south end . The defenders were almost out o[ 
ammunition, an occupational hazard for para
troops and were in serious danger of being over
run. Fortunately , the Germans had not yet brought 
up tanks again.st them and bad not been abl_e to get 
more troop outh of the river . The Eighth Anny 
had not yet arrived, and communication with it was 
possible only at long intervals over one damaged 
radio set. Lathbury and his men therefore aban
doned the bridge and fell back to join the 2 Bat
talion on the hill lo the sooth . 

Although savagely attacked by the German 4th 
Parachute Regiment which was supponed by 
artillery the 2 Battalion had stood firm. Fire from 
a cruiser which put its six-inch guns at their serv
ice had helped them hold their position. Thos the 
navy which had so nearly wrecked FUSTIAN 
played a part in saving it. Just before dark Eighth 
Army tanks appeared in the distance, and the Ger
mans fell back. 

Next day lhe paratroop with omewhat limited 
reinforcements from the advance -guard of Eighth 
Army counterattacked the Primasole , but the Ger
mans had dug in at the bridge and were ab1e to 
throw them back. A heavier attack at dawn on 
16 July retook the Prim asolc almost intact. As al 
the Ponte Grande the Germans had not found 
time to dispose of it, although they had managed 
to do superficial damage with an antitank mine . 
The brigade had lost 27 killed and 78 wounded. 
On 12 August, 3 l 4 of its personnel were still 
missmg.m 

Fourteen planes and 500 men would have been 
a smalJ price to pay for breaching the Germon 
def en.es. Instead, the Germans succe-eded in estab
li bing a line in front of Catania , and they held it 
until flanked early in August by Allied operation 
in the interior of Sicily. Thus, although the British 
claimed that by saving the Primasole, FUSTIAN 
had enabled th.em to get across the Simeto a week 
sooner than they otherwi e could have done,n• 
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the paratroops in the airhead . The division would 
then be able to fight as a complete unit. However , 
naval reconnaissance of the sandbars around the 
Voltumo's mouth indicated that a landing there 
was not feasible. Cancellation of thi part of the 
mission, under consideration for several days, was 
not announced to the 82d until 3 September.' 

Without this contact with the sea the airborne 
troops faced isolation until help could arrive from 
Salemo. Estimates of the minimum tune in which 
they could be reached ranged Crom four to eight 
days (It was later recognized that the Fifth Anny 
might not have reached them for a month.). Be
tween Salemo and the Volturno lay more than 40 
miles of very difficult terrain. Nevertheless, the 
airborne commanders were eager for the mission, 
and later regretted that it did not take place .• They 
believed that their men could maintain themselves 
until relieved, provided ·that F"aftb Anny moved 
quickly, and that , if worst came to worst , they 
could take to the hills. 

The air staffs were much less optimistic. During 
its isolation the airborne force would have to be 
supplied by air. The number of planes.needed for 
this task was-variously estimated at from 90 to 
145 a day or from 30 t.o 45 percent of all the 
C-47 s in tho theater. Because · of the distance 
between Salemo and the fighter bases in Sicily, all 
available fighter planes would be occupied in 
maintaining cover over the beachhead ; hence, the 
resupply missions would have to make thejr flights 
to the Capua area unescorted. The enemy ex
pecting their arrival , could ambu h them with 
fighters or concentrate antiaircraft batteries near 
their destination. Consequently, General Dunn 
was dubious as to whether the resupply missions 
could be carried out . The upshot was that on 31 
August , Air Mar hal Tedder decided against the 
resupply missions. Eisenhower accepting his 
recommendation, directed that GIANT I be re
duced to a two-battalion effort limi.ted to the 
Capua area and provided with a five-day level of 
supplies .~ Three days later the mission was can
celed because of diplomatic developments rather 
than military considerations . 

.Italy had been negotiating for an armistice since 
15 Augu l. She eemed almost embarrassingly 
ready not only to surrender but to put "her forces 
at the service of the Allies. The one stipulation 
to which her leaders clung was that the English 
and Americans send as large a force as possible to 

AulaoRNE M1SSIO s lN TliE MBDllilllU1'lBA1'i l942-1945 - S1 

the ,ricinity of Rom e to help defend th at city 
against the Germans. If this were done , Italy 
would join the Allies. So pleasing a prospect 
eclipsed all previous plans. 

Gene ral Eisenhower saw that the offer of an 
operation to save Rome might be decisive. He 
was firmly resolved oo AVALANCHE and lacked 
resources for a second amphibious landing of any 
size. By using the planes earmarked for the Vol
tu:rno oper~tion he could send an airborne force 
to the Italian capital. He indica,i;ed to the Italians 
his readiness to do this, provided the Badoglio 
government would publicly proclaim an armistice 
and pledge full military support to the airborne 
mission. Late at night on 1 September the Italians 
decided to accept his terms. Two days later they 
sjgned a secret armistico . 8 

Plaoning was begun immediately for the Rome 
mis ion, wpfoh wa chris tened GIANT II . About 
noon on 2 September General Ridgway was called 
to a conference with the commanding general of 
NAAF at La Marsa where he was briefiy informed 
that a landing at Rome was being considered and 
was told to report to 15th Army Group at Syracuse 
to assist in its pr,eparation. On 3 September 
Lt. Gen. Mark W. Clark , likewise summoned to 
Syracuse , was shocked to learn from Eisenhower 
and Alexander that his Fifth Army would have to 
forgo it Volturno operation to make possib1e the 
mission to Rome. Although some of the troop 
carrie r staff knew as early as 2 September that 
GIANT ll was a possibility It appears that the 
command did not receive fonnal notification that 
GIANT I had been superseded until late on 4 
September after field orders for that mission had 
been issued and some pilots had already been 
briefed .-r 

The Italians offered five airfields near Rome for 
use in the AJJied landings. Three were rejected 
because of the heavy concentrations of German 
antiaircraf t guns alang their approacnes. The two 
fields approved , Furbara and Cerveteri , lay close 
to the coast about two miles apart about 25 nules 
northwest of Rome. Though they were relatively 
safe and accessible , their capacity was limited. 
General Ridgway convinced Alexander that opera
tion there should not involve more than one PCT . 

Thus the plans for GIANT II issued by Troop 
Carrier Command on 6 September called for a 
miS-sion to Furbara and Cerveteri by a force of 130 
planes (quickly amended to 135) to lift the first 
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mand deep into transport operations, and the 
paratroop regiments of the 82d Airborne Divisioo 
had been used as ground troops. 

On 30 July , after learning of the first plans for 
AV ALAN CHE, General Ridgway had urged that 
his paratroops be given at least three weeks of 
training . Such training would entail their return 
lo Tunisia here lhe lrnop carrier unit were still 
based; the 82d and the troop carriers would be 
pulled out of the Sicilian campaign to train for a 
mission still unknown. Hence, for two vital weeks 
no action was taken. Then on I 6 August, just 
before final approval of AVALANCHE, N AAP 
gave the word for Troop Carrier Command to 
begin intensive training with the 82d, • which was 
to move to Tunisia by sea. Since such leisurely 
movemen t would have left no time for training , 
Ridgway on 18 Augus t obtained permission to caTJ 
on -the troop carriers for an airlift. By 21 August , 
when orders for shipment by water reached Sicily, 
Jiis regiments were already in Tunisia . 

Even so, only one week of training (24-31 
August ) could be scheduled before deployment 
began. No mass jump could be included in the 
training , since there was not time to repack all 
the parachutes . Yet thi brief training paved the 
way for a revolution in airborne operations, the 
u e of pathfinder groups equipped with radar 
beacons.a 

Pathfinders in the airborne sense of the word 
are plane sent out ahead of a mission with spe
cially trained crews and pathfinder teams of air
borne troops , who are deposited on the proposed 
landing or drop zones in time to set up naviga
tional aids before the rest of the expedition arrives. 
Guided by the best available navigator and pro
tected by the element of surprise the pathfinder 
pilots have a better chance to locate their objective 
than do the .leaders of the formations within the 
main force. Moreover, if the path.finder teams do 
not land exactly on the prescribed zones, they can 
move to them and direct the main body to the 
precise spot. Without pathfinders, minor errors 
by the lead planes are likely to be perpetuated artd 
exaggerated by the rest. 

The British had experimented with pathfinder 
tactics . So had a few Americans of the 509th PCT 
at Oujda , but the technique was still little known , 

• About 18 Augual it was decided lhal bolh TCC Wings 
would work with 111c 82d Airborne , The British 1 Airborne 
and 38 Wing would not be used in A VALANCRE. (A-3 
Ditll")', Rq MF TCC [Prov].) 

AIRB01tm" MISSIONS l1'f THB ~ 1942-1-945- S9 

When on 15 August 1943 British officers asked 
whether the 52d Troop Carri~r Wing had ever 
employed pathfinder flights in its training exercises, 
the answer was, 'No."u 

The value of pathfinder tactics was extremely 
limited so Jong as o.nly visual aids such as panels 
and lights were used. Some lights could be seen 
in good weather at a surprising distance. T),e flash 
of the Kryp lon light was said to l?e visible to a 
plane 30 miles away. However, even moderately 
bad weather greatly reduced their effectiveness. 
M diterranean tacticians sought to remedy this 
weakness through the use of radar and radio 
beacons by pathfinders. In this they were pioneers. 
The first small tests of such equipment foe path.
finder operations were not begun in the United 
States until October 1943 .14 

During August hasty palhfi.nder training was 
given in North Africa to a limited number of 
troop carrier crews and airborne teams . Fortu
nately it proved pos ible to complete their training 
in 10 to 14 days. Thus the new methods could be 
tested in the training exerci es at the end of the 
month. 

Full- cale rehearsals were flown on 28 and 31 
Augllst. In these, two beacons , the 5G and the 
Eureka , were tested for use on drop zones and 
landing zones. The 5G a 33-pound British radio 
beacon with a range of up to 40 miles, had been 
modified o that the radio compasse carried by 
all lhe troop carrier planes could receive its sig
m31s. The 5G required rather delicate adjustment, 
end the radio compasses were sometimes unreli
able. The Eurelas., t-.furk JI , was a radar beacon 
weighing about 55 pounds. An airborne interroga
tor called Rebecca displayed its responses as 
"blips " on a cathode ray tube. The position of the 
"blip" indicated the bearing and less accurately , 
the di lance of the Eureka. The available sets 
were limited in ran,ge by lack of power in the trans
mitter . Only 16 aircraft in the command were 
equipped with Rebecca and only 28 men could 
operate it. All were in the 52d Wing. 

The 5G was tested on the 28th with completely 
negative results because of interference from a 
neighboring HF station on the ame frequency. 
The Eureka did better. That night it was picked 
up at ranges of 15-20 miles and tbe 3 groups 
guided by it flew over the beacon . No drops or 
landings were attempted . 1n the exercise on the 
3 I st 3 pathfinder planes , flying 15 minutes ahead 
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hnppene-d to be at Licata for briefing on the Capua 
mis ion. They were orally briefed on the new 
plan and dispatched to their units about 1600. 
Swift action was made _possible by a decision to 
employ essentially the same team of troops and 
planes thon in readiness for the Capua mission.* 
Thu · existing arrangements for staging and loading 
cou1d be utilized. These could hardly have been 
improvised in the time available.20 

The route bad to be improvised. So did tbe pro
tection of the mi sion from the fire of Allied guns. 
The Voltumo and Rome missions had been sched
uled to fly in a straight line across the Tyrrhenian 
Sea through a ·afety corridor to offshore beacons 
near their objectives. No such beacon wall ready 
for the Sele mission. More important, there was oo 
time to set up a safety corridor for It, and the sea 
west of a line from Milazzo in Sicily to Liaosa on 
the south ide of the Bay of Salerno wa a restricted 
area, clo ed to Allied planes.i t Consequently the 
commanders cbo e a course along L11e coast of 
Italy. 

Tbe 3 l 3th Group at Trapani would assemble 
over that town. Planes of the 61st and 314th 
Group would load and take ofi at Comiso and 
assemble over that ba e. The two formation 
wouJd meet at ('ape Rasocolmo on the northeast 
tip of Sicily. From there they would fly successive 
elf hore dog-legs to Cape Vaticano, Cape Bonifati 
and Cape Palinuro. Then they would bead up 
the valley of the Alento acros the base of Lico a 
Point to the town of Agropoli, a convenient check
point on the coast five miles south of the d.rop 
zone. The drop zone, an area about 1,200 yards 
long and 800 yards wide, Jay on flat land between 
the highway and the ea j1.1St north of the Solofrone 
River and about six miles south of the Sele. About 
four mile to the south of the drop zone was the 
front. Given good visibility, the route was almost 
unmistakable. The mission would be fl.own at 
minimum altitude in V of 's forma,tion. Amber 
belly lights would be used for recognition, and it 
was emphasized that all planes were to have their 
IFF in operation. tf all went well, the same route, 
tactics and drop zone would be used oo the fol
lowing night to bring the 505th PCT to Italy.2~ 

ontrol of Allied guns during the mission was 
of paramount concern to commanders who had 
been involved in HU KY 2 and FU TIAN. Ridg-

• pathfinder p ine wGS substilul~ for Dill! c1m)'ing an air 
upporl pnrt • and ten planes sehedule!I t,o earry SU])plies nnd 

m11nit"ons were omhted. 

way wrote in bis reply to Clark "Rigid control of 
antiaircraft fire is absolutely essential." Clark took 
oo chances on half-way measures. He called in 
the naval commander and the commander of the 
American VI Corps, which held the southern half 
of the beachhead, told them of the mission and 
directed that from 2100 until further notice from 
him all antiaircraft guns in the Salerno area would 
be silenced and barrage baUoons be taken dewn. 
He al o sent out officers to the batteries themselves 
to make ure that his orders were transmitted and 
UI1derstood. Meanwhile Troop Carrier Command 
was hurrying to get word of the mission to the 
antiaircraft units in Sicily. 2a 

By 1630 the 52d Troop Carrier Wing was in
formed of the mission. It alerted its units, bat, 
presumably for security reasons, did not tell them 
of. the change of plan. The 313th Group was 
briefing for the Capua mission when its commander 
arrived from Licata considerably after 1630 with 
news of the change. Its briefing, done hastily after 
supper was interrupted when several Italian planes 
flew in to the field to surrender. The planes oftbe 
6 I st and 314th Groups bad to fly in to Comiso 
from Licata and Caslelvetrano to pick ap their 
troops. There, while the men of the 504th were 
climbing aboard the planes, the troop carrier per
sonnel were briefed "by the light of a few flash
lights and maps held against the ide of a plane." 
Photographic coverage appears to have been lack
ing, Reliance on oral information caused consid
erable confusion. For instance Licosa Point, an 
essential landmark appears in a mission report as 
La Rosa Point. Fortunately no erioas errors were 
made.~~ 

The operation. began at 2045 with the departure 
of three pathfinder planes fr.om Agrigento, the field 
where the 52d Wing had its headquarters. The 
pilot of the lead ship was Lt. Col. Joel L. Crouch, 
A-3 of the wing and a strong proponent of path
finder procedures. Favored by fair weather light 
wind and a full moon the pathfinders readily 
found their way to the objective. Just a the pilot 
was remarking that they sbouJd be over the drop 
area. Ila hlight signals and a green Very light were 
seen directly ahead. At 2314 as the first troops 
jumped, a T with its tern pointing ap wind burst 
into tlame on the DZ. This T and another row of 
flares markinl:! the south side of the zone had been 
et up by Fifth Army engineers under the direction 

of a liaison officer from Troop Carrier Command 
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probably because Kesselring had concentrated his 
men and artillery oa the center of the front. 

The fir c Sele mission• had been accomplished 
without loss to the troop carriers. A force of 
about J 300 troops had been carried to the I1alian 
battle front by 85 aircraft within 15 houu; of 
Clark·s initial reque t. OnJy oae of the parachutists 
had been seriously injured in landing, and only 
one company (which reported next day) bad been 
dfoppcd more than a mile from the drop zone. 
Handie-tallcies had been dropped with the path
finders to aid in as embly, but because of the hi h 
degree of concentration, the flares and the Krypton 
light proved sufficient. Within an hour after the 
last man jumped the paratroops assembled, loaded 
into trucks, and set out for the front. ~0 

During the afternoon. German attacks had tem
porarily broken the center of the Allied line and 
threatened to drive down the Sele valley to the 
ea. Clark had tripped bis southern flank to 

strengthen bis center. It was to this denuded south
ern front manned only by a handful of infantry 
from the 45th Division, reinforced by beach engi
neers that the paratroops were hurried. By dawn 
they were in position in the AJbanella sector facing 
the enemy. 

The success of the first Sele mission ensured the 
ending of a sequel. Troop Carrier Command got 

word from NAAF' al 1340 on Lhe 14th aad the 82d 
Division from Fifteenth Army Group at 1420 that 
the Avellino operation would take place that night 
and that the Sele drop would be repeated with the 
maximum number of pal'.atroops. One parachute 
battalion was earmarked f r Avellino. Another 
was on its way to Salemo by boat. The force 
available was thus Limited to the 505th Parachute 
Combat Team. The situation at the front was still 
so critical that Troop Carrier Command was told 
Lhe mi ioa wa 'most urgent."80 

Although as far as possible the second Sele 
mis ion was to be a replica of the first, there was 
tittle time for briefing and for loading plans. At 
1500 the 52d Wtng briefed the staff of the 316th 
Troop Carrier Group, which had not participated 
on the previous night, and perhaps the staffs of 

• ince there is conrusion as to the usage of code munes for 
lhe impromptu operations, they have been avoided in the 
,~, . The nrune GIA NT 1 rr Is sometimes given to the t'A'O Sele 
mmions (alias GJANT l [Revised) 11I1d GJANT TV) and 
50me1imes 10 Lbc Avellino mi~on (alias AVALANCHE) . 
One p-o up calls the fir I Sele mi ion CHANT JI and lhc sec• 
ond OlANT JrJ. (Xll TCC Report, pp. 64, 72-73, 78, 93. 
97-98, 12!, !23; llist 314th TC Gp Sep 43.) 
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other groups as well. After returning to their own 
fields, the 3 L6th began briefing their-flying person
.net at J 630. 

In the second mission to the Sele, 131 planes of 
the 52d Wing were committed to carry the 505th 
Parachute Regiment and a company of engineers 
about 2,100 men in ail. PathfindeI planes from 
Agrigento would again precede the main force 
which was to make its drop at midnjght, simul
taneously with one at Avellino. 

With Colonel Crouch again piloting the lead 
aircraft three pathfinder plan.es took off at 2147 
and flew over at a height of over 6,000 feet to the 
Italian coast where they descended to 1,000 feet. 
The night was calm with a bright moon but some
what hazy. As they neared the drop zone, the pilots 
saw the T already blazing to light them in. Men of 
the 504th were operating a Eureka on the DZ but 
the pathfinder craft had .no Rebecca. At 2338 
the airborne pathfinder teams jumped from a 
height of 700 feet onto the center of the zone. 
Within three minutes they had another Eureka 
in operation. They kept in reserve a Eureka, two 
Krypton lights and a 50 traa mitter. The latter 
was not used lest it interfere with a 5G which was 
being employed in the Avellino drop. 

The fir t formation to follow the pathfinders 
was to consist of 6 flights, 54 p1anes, from the 
313th and 314th Groups. All but one flight weu.ld 
be led by p.lanes with Rebecca. One plane had a 
blowout; the rest took off from Castelvetrano and 
Borizzo more than an hour behind schedule. On 
board were the 3d battalion and the headquarters 
of the 505th and the engineer company. The 314th 
found "elltrerne difficulty • from the start io keep
ing formation, and their flights soon separated. At 
0110 on the 15th the first planes reached their 
de tination and began the drop. Io the haze some 
pilots had clifficulty fo seeing the T, and everal 
.missed the DZ on their first run. One flight leader 
who failed to receive the radar signals got lost, and 
he andhis wing man returned with their loads. All 
the re t made accurate drops, although ooe other 
flight leader, unable to use his Rebecca effectiv.ely 
had bad to bring his planes over the DZ without 
its help. A minor flaw in the performance was the 
fact that 19 hastily instaUed parnracks failed to 
release. 

The second formation, 38 aircraft of the 61st 
Group, had 5 Rebeccas to guide them. As on the 
13th, they flew from Licata to Comiso to be briefed 
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a few bullet-holes in those two planes the enemy 
did ao damage. No ho tile aircraft appeared, 
though one British night fighter almost shot down 
a C-4 7 before the pilot recognized h . 

When interrogated, the erring ptlots had, as 
usual, no inkling of their mistakes. They consid
ered the mi sion "highly successful." They did, 
however, condemn the 5G as useless. Only two 
planes bad picked it up, both at a range of about 
five miles, and reception had been unsatisfactory. 
The beacon may have been weak or mismanaged, 
The operators had had only a few minutes instruc
tion in its use. The mountains may have hampered 
reception, but such interference would hardly have 
affected Lbe planes which reached the vicinity o[ 
the drop z-011e. Eight pilots about half of those 
who came within range, saw the beams of the 
Aldis lamps and found them a useful guide.33 

The plight of the paratroops was even worse 
than the scattered character of the drop would 
indicate. Because of the mountains the troops bad 
been dropped from altitudes between 1,500 and 
2,500 feet above the ground. Though the night 
was calm , drifting down from such heights was 
bound to increase dispersal. Even men fortunate 
enough to land in the same valley were separated 
by woods and vineyards. For several days the 
509th was unable to get together a single group of 
more than 80 men. Most of the equipr,nent. includ
al] the mortars and bazookas, was Jost or tangled 
in treetops. One group which landed in and 
around a German tank park was under fire du.ring 
its landing and its member-s were captured or scat
tered before they could organize. A band of about 
50 men with only 25 pounds of dynamite eventu
ally made its way to Avellino from beyond Cassano 
and blew a hole in a bridge on the road to Monte
corvino. The demoHtion did tie up German traffic 
but it was performed on 19 September after the 
battle of Salerno was already won. Although the 
battalion engaged in jnaumerable skirmishes, this 
demolition was its only major achievement. 

Erroneously briefed to e~pect the speedy com
ing of Fifth Army the paratroops lurked in the 
bills for several days before filtering back to the 
Allied lines. Over a hundred were still at large in 
the area on 30 September when Fifth Anny took 
Avellino. On 8 October, 118 men, nearly 20 per
cent of the troops who bad made the jump, were 
dead, wounded, or missing.8" 

At least one report classes the Avellino venture 

as ''more effective" than either of the Sele drops.' 6 

Thi view emphasizes the alarm and despondeno.y 
produced among the Germans by the Avellino 
JlllSS1on. Actually, they appear to have 
appraised the situation con:ectly when the initial 
surprise was over and left the men of the 509th to 
wither on the vin.e. Minor damage and some 
casualties were inflicted, and the Nazis were forced 
to increase their guards. All this could not nearly 
offset the fact that the crack fighters of the 509th 
had been so scattered that they could not fulfill 
their mission. The parts in the failure played by 
inadequate training a difficult route, an obscure 
drop zone, inadequate pathfinder facilities, and 
loss of equipment are bard to estimate, but it 
seems clear that the mission wa a failure. 

ln contrast, the Sele missions, executed almo t 
perfectly, bad secured the whole southern :flank of 
the Salerno beachhead when there was no other 
way to reinforce iL ln February 1944 Brig. Gen. 
La:uris Norstad, then head of M:AAFs Operations 
and Intelligence Section, said that in his opinion 
the airborne troops had been "essential" at Salemo, 
but in no other Mediterranean operation.1 0 

The wo.rd "essential" is perhap loo trnng. 
Unknown to the Allies, Kesselring had shot his bolt 
on the 13th. Fifth Army's foothold in Italy was 
probably secure by the time the paratroops arrived. 
If the Nazis had not boarded their reserves in 
northern Italy, the value of the Sele missions might 
have received a spectacular test.it As it was, their 
effectiveness was evident enough to win a reprieve 
for airborne operations. 

Plans and Minor Missions, 
September 1943-May 1945 

The Sele and Avellino drops were the last large 
airborne missions flown by the Allies in the Medi
terranean until the invasion of southern France 
almost a year later. During the long interval many 
operations were planned. At least four of these, 
though they never materialized, are worthy of 
mention. 

The first was in the Aegean Islands, an area 
which British Prime Mini ter Winston Churchill 
was very eager Lo occupy as a sequel to 
ItaJy's surrender. The chief prize and the key to 
all the islands was Rhodes. On 9 Septern bee 1943 
the Gean.ans on Rhodes subdued the bewildered 
ftalian garri on before the Allies could act. How-
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eral Wil on, agreement wa reached on a 
landing at Anzio to cut the main road and rail 
lines running north from the German front oppo
site Fifth Army. Anzio was about 70 miles beyond 
the front and 35 mile oath of Rome. In conjunc
tion with an assault by Fifth Army, the landing 
was intended to trap and destroy pie German 
forces in the Gustav line. General Alexander esti
mated the forces needed for the attack at A:nzio 
as lwo divisio~ plus airborne troops and armored 
tonnations.4 

On 30 December 1943, NATAF issued direc
tives on the Anzio operation wh.ich was given the 
code name of SHINGLE. In these, airborne mis
sions employing one RCT were mentioned as a 
possibility. By 3 January planning for an airborne 
operation had begun, and Alexander tequested 
that the 504th Parachute RCT of the 82d Division 
be retained in the theater for that purpose. His 
plea, vigorously seconded by Churchill, was 
granted, and on 4 January the 504th began train
ing. On 8 January, Churcbi11, Wilson, and Alex· 
ander selected 22 January as D-day for Anzio.41 

Plans to drop paratroops on. the outskirts of 
Rome were quickly discarded as too dangerous. 
By 12 January a better plan had been worked 
out. According to t.hls, 178 planes of the 52d 
Wing were to take off from fields near Naples with 
the 504th Regiment, the 376th Field Artillery 
Battalion, and an engineer company. They would 
assemble over the island of Ischia, and fly a bee
line course from there to two drop zones about 
eight miles north of Anzio near the villages of 
Aprilia and Carroceto. Three planeloads of path
finders, Oown to the drop zones ahead of the main 
body, would guide them in. 

After the drop the airborne troops would block 
the direct road and rail route from Rome to Anzio, 
thus protecting the amphibious for,ces and clearing 
the way for their advance. The troop carriers 
would tum out to sea north of Anzio and head 
straight over the open sea to fields in Sicily. Only 
the three pathfinder planes and damaged airCJafl 
unable to reach Sicily would cut back over Capri 
to the Naples area. Thi proviso probably aro e 
Jrom the congested state of the airfields around 
Nai,1es. The planners found it hard to get room 
there for the expedition to stage and take off. u 

Briefing began for group commanders and other 
high offi.cers or the 52d Wing on 12 January wa 
extended to quadron S-2's on the 14th, and was 

AolBOl!.NE MTSSIONS IN THE Ml!DrrERllANEAN 1942-1945 - 71 

given to all group and squadron staffs on the 18th. 
On 15 January the wing had issued jts field order 
for the mission, which went by the code name 
SUN ASSAULT. On 19 January, General Wil
liams of XII TCC went to Naples to supervise the 
operation. On 20 January nine new pathfinder 
aircraft arrived, equ.ipped with the SCR-717.C 
radar which was to prove its worth in Normandy 
and southern France. But they went unused at 
Anzio, for early on the moniing of the 20th orders 
were received from General Clark that SUN AS
SAULT be canceled.• The 504th was sent to fight 
at Anzio, but it went by water as part of the 
amphibious assa11lt. ~i 

General Clark's motives in canceling the drop 
are still something of a my tery. The most likely 
explanation is a statement by Maj. Gen. Edwin J. 
House of XII Air Support Command that Clark 
feared that the paratroops ' would be cut to pieces 
by German tanks." The same anxiety certainly 
exi ted in the 504th. A feeling was prevalent in 
the regiment that security had been faulty and that 
the Nazis would be waiting on the drop zones to 
receive them. Nobody foresaw that when the land
ings took place, the surprised Germans would have 
only a thousand poo_rly eguipped troops anywhere 
near Anzio. u Another explanation is that the 
mission was called off because no satisfactory time 
could be found to schedule it. A drop before 
H-hour (0200 on 22 January) was reportedly op
posed as prematurely revealing the assault while 
a drop after H·hour was criticized as being in 
danger of fire from Allied antiaircraft. 45 Such argu
ments seem feeble when it is remembered that 
Allied commanders in Sicily, southern France, and 
Normandy managed to carry out airborne opera
tions before H-hour without sacrificing the ad
vantages of surprise. Moreover, the :risk of anti
aircraft fue in a drop at Anzio after H-hour was 
small, since the troop carrier route avoided the 
convoys and the invasion beaches by several miles, 
and with radar to guide them, the planes were 
unlikely to vee.r off course as they had done in 
Sicily. A brief moratorium on antiaircraft fire like 
that so successfully used at Salemo would have 
eliminated the risk even if some planes had lost 
their way. 

Whatever the reasons for the cancellation, both 

•MA TA F knew on the 19th lhal lhe a.lrborne o_peulion 
would not Lake place. (Opention "'SBJNGLE," Operation 
Instruction No . I, Hq MATAF, 19 Jan 44 in MAAF Qpera. 
1i011J in Support of "'SHI 01.e~ in 621 .4 OC.) 
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talion would jump at 0120, and the amphibious 
assault wouJd be delivered at 0400.51 

On 10 June to the indignant dismay of the 
French, who had rated the assistance of the para
troop very highly, General Wilson called off the 
drop. Hi (orces in Italy were advancing so rapidly 
that they would soon be north of Elba and in a 
position to isolate the German garrison on the 
island. At th~ same lime the advance created a 
need for air upply, which only the 62d Group 
could provide. He theFefore decided against the 
airborne operation and probably would have aban
doned BRASSARD altogether had the French 
been willing to let him use on the mainland of 
Italy the forces intended for Elba. The amphibious 
a. ault on the island did take place and was suc
ce fuL However enemy batteries includ:ing those 
the paratroops had been supposed to silence 
caused substantial losses to the invaders. An 
observer of BRASSARD reported, "Paratroop 
would have been quite useful in early stages."~? 

During the last 10 days of June, it gradually 
became evident to the Allied headquarters in the 
Mediterranean that their next ta k would be to 
prepare an invasion of soot.hem France. The air
borne effon involved in this enterprise will be 
discussed separately in the next chapter. It was so 
large as to absorb all the troop carrier units in the 
*eater excepting the 60th Troop Cari ier Group~ 
which was inextricably committed to special opera
tions with Tito's partisans in Yugoslavia. 

Nevertheless, late in Jaly MATAF did plan for 
an airborne operation called ALBERGO which 
wa to drop a battalion of ftaliao paratroops near 
Spezia in aid of a strong concentration of Italian 
partisans. The 62d Troop Carrier Group, then in 
training near Rome for the mission to France, was 
to provide 42 planes for the lift. ALBEROO was 
canceled on I August because the Germans had 
dispersed the partisans.03 

The airborne missions to southern France were 
the last such mi ion to be flown in the Mediter
ranean Theater,• although the war there went on 
for nearly nine months more.04 The lack o[ mis
sions was brought about partly by the overriding 
necessity of ft_y:in_g troops to Greece. 

Du.ring August a Russian offensive brought 

•t n OJ)l'ration. HERRING on 20.21 April 1945, 20 pJanes 
of lhe 641h Tr0Qp Ca.Trier Group did drop 220 ltalian para 
Lroops in !he l'o ,•alley 10 barnss the Gcnnnn retreat , How
ever, these were not dropped as a combat unit but lo sing)! 
sticks to acl BS J!Uea:illllS in bands of 8 to 10 men. 
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Romania and Bulgaria to the verge of collapse. It 
seemed almost certain that wben they fell the 
exposed German garrison in Greece would have 
to withdraw or surrender leaving th.e country in 
chaos. Consequently, on 22 August, only a week 
after the invasion of oulhern France, Prime Min
ister Churchill conferred in Rome with General 
Wilson on measures to stabilize Greece after the 
German occupation ended. Chur~bill decided that 
AFHQ should immediately prepare a British ex
peditionary force for dispatch to Greece, and that 
2 Parachute Brigade (then returning from France 
to Italy) should be held. ready to fly in as the 
spearhead of th.is force when the time was ripe. 

The 51 st Wing was from the first the only likely 
source of planes (or the lift. About tbe beginning 
of September it was directed to prepare plans in 
conjunction with 2 Brigade and the British Ballcan 
Air Force, hich was to control the air phase of 
l11e Greek venture. By 6 September the wing had 
made a plan for its airborne operation. Originally 
called DOGFISH, the operation was quickly re
christened MANNA, a more appropriate and ap
petizing title. For it the 51st Wing was to provide 
I 00 planes. n 

Since one of its three groups the 64th was 
committed to air supply of Seventh. Army's fast
moving dM ions in the Rhone valley~ and two 
squadron were needed to help the Yugoslav 
partisans 1 00 planes were about all that the wing 
had to offer. (Actually, by the time MANNA took 
place, the wing was able to recall two sqWldrons 
of the 64th and to use on one-week loan the two 
squadrons worlcing with Tito.) The 2 Brigade ),YaS 

the only experienced and reliable alrborne unit 
left in Italy. Thus while MANNA was impending 
AFHQ had neither l)lanes nor troops to spare for 
airborne mi sions. 

By l O October the German evacuation of Greece 
was far advanced, and the 51st Wing was notified 
that D-day was set for the 15th. The wing hastily 
flew its units into position in the heel area of Italy. 
Next day D-day was adVaJ!ced to 13 October. 
Then on the 12th eight planes of-the 10th Troop 
Carrier Squ11dron acting on orders from Balkan 
Air Force ' completely without the Jeno 1edge" of 
51 st Wing dropped a company of l)aratroops at 
Mcgara. Between the 12th and the 18th the wing 
flew about 224 successful orties from San Pan
crazio Brindisi and Manduria to Megara and 
Kalamaki airfields near Athens. It delivered about 
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CHAPTER V 

The Invasion of Southern France 

Birth, Death, and Resurrection of ANVIL 

EVER SINCE THE SPRING of 1943 the 
Allies bad considered mounting an amphibi

ous operation against southern France . (AN:'Il.,) 
in conjunction with OVERLORD, the mvas1on of 
Normandy. At Cairo in early December 1943 the 
Combined Chiefs of Staff not onJy decreed tl;lat 
ANVIL be carried out, but declared that OVER
LORD and ANVIL were the "supreme opera
tions" for 1944 with priority over all other military 
efforts. On 6 December, the day before the Cairo 
conference ended, General Eisenbowe( was offi
cially notified of the decision to mount AN~. 
Unofficial notification must have come earlier , 
because on 4 December the planning staff of 
Mediterranean Allied Air Force had moved from 
La Marsa to Algiers to prepare the operation . It 
was joined there by Force 163, the name given to 
the ground force planners representing the Seventh 
Army, and by naval plan ning representatives. 

MAAF issued a preliminary appreciation on 2-3 
December and on 29 December sent directives to 
its subordinate commands, including TCC, notify
ing them of their .responsibi1ities for ANVIL.1 

Further progress was unexpectedly hampered by 
uncertainty as to what kind of an operation 
ANVIL would be, and whether it would take 
place at all. 

In December it had been envisaged as a two
division assault to be launched in May simultane
ously with OVERLORD . However , on 2 January 
1944, General Montgomery, who was to command 
the ground forces in OVERLORD , arrived in 
London, and when briefed next day, he declared 
that the force for the initial assault on the Nor
mandy beaches must be raised from three to five 
divisions i( it was to succeed. From then on he 

77 

campaigned earnestly to win the authoritie~ in 
London to this view. Eisenhower, who amved 
two weeks later to assume his duties as Supreme 
AIJied Commander , supported Montgomery's con
tenti on. His influence was decisive, and by the 
end of January the five-division assault was ap
proved . So scarce were landing craft that the only 
way to get two more divisions ashore in Normandy 
seemed to be to take vessels from the Mediter
ranean. This involved curtailment of ANVIl.. to 
a one-division assault or e,•en its cancellation. 
General Eisenhower and the American chiefs of 
staff were at first reluctant to interfere with AN
vn., but repeated study or the problem yielded no 
other solution, and the needs of OVERLORD 
were paramount. : 

The prospects for an invasion of southern 
France were further darkened in February by the 
failure of the Uri valley offensive and the sealing 
off of the Allied landing at Aozio. The stalemate 
at Anzio convinced General Wilson that a one
division assault on southern France, if opposed 
in strength, would, like Anzio, be a costly failure. 
He told his subordinate commanders on 18 Febru
ary that such an assault would be out of the 
question.' 

During lbe next two months it appeared in
creasingly unlikely that ANVIL would ever be 
performed .• When on 18 April the CCS decided 
to postpone ANVIL indefinitely and to summon 
from the Mediterranean all assault craft beyond 
the minimum needed to lift one division, the in-

~ March Lt. Om. Tra C. Eltlccr. commandin11 .gcn~I 
or M AA F wrote "Practically there is no prOSl!«l for !1 ••.• 
and nn 8 April Air Plnns reported to lhc Chtcf of Air Staff. 
AAF lhat ANVIL " will probably nol take plocc." (Ltr , Lt 
Gen i. Eaker , CG MAAF to AM Sir J . Slessor_. DC MAA~. 
subj : ReorganiTat,on for "ANVllr . 8 Mor 44, an 6'22.01; Air 
Plans Weekly Activity Report for Chief or Air Staff, 8 Apnl 
1944. In files of USAF HJstorical Divkion.) 
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mounted after OVERLORD bad seemed to arouse 
lictle interest. lo April, General Wilson took the 
inl'tiative in reviving the idea, if only as a 
possibility. 

About 21 April, Wilson's staff informed him 
that after his spring offensive took Rome , he 
would not be able to maintain more than seven 
or eight divisions in pursuit up the Italian penin
sula. He would need a major amphibious opera 
tion in order to make full use of bis resources. 
Anxious not to have half of bis armies idle, Wilson 
on 29 April appeale d to the CCS to grant him 
landing craft enough for a three-divi sion assault. 
He mentioned ANVIL as one of several possible 
operations , but rated it as contin~ent on a S11b
stantial weakening of German defenses in southern 
France. Besides the shipping , be also asked for 
enough additional airlift to carry a whole division 
in an airborne mission . 

General Wilson flew to London on I May to 
support his request. He found Eisenhower uo.
willing to pred ict just when he could release his 
assault craft. However , by 12 May the U. S. chiefs 
of staff ha d promjsed to send 19 more LST' s and 
19 LCT's to the Mediterranean after they were 
released from OVERLORD. American intere st 
in ANVIL was evident, but Wilson said vehe
mently on 15 May that he was not at all com
mitted to the operation. The shipping had been 
assigned to give him flexibility, not to perform a 
set task . There the matter rested until the middle 
of June . ANVIL remained a mere possibility . 
Nothing definite had come of the request for addi
tional airlift.8 

On 7 June , after Rome had fallen and OVER
LORD had been launched , General Wilson notified 
CCS that the time was ripe to prepare his expedi
tion . On 11 June the CCS gave a firm decision in 
favor of a Mediterranean landing, and on J 4 June 
they recommended that it be a three-division 
am phibiou s assault combined with an airborne 

mission of at least division strength. 10 

This approval precipitated a showdown (which 

Wilson had supposed could be postponed until 
the end of June ) as to where the inv asion was to 
strilcc. The Briti sh commanders in the Mediter
ranean conce ived and favored a plan for a drive in
to the Po valley, to be followed by amph ibious 

assault on the Istrian Peninsul a. General Eaker 
and Maj. Gen . John K. Cannon, commander of 

MAT AF , also supported this plan. They feared 
the disper sion of their forces necessary for opera
tions in southern France and felt tha t the GAF was 
still strong enough to concentrate for a formidable 
blow at eith.er Italy or the Riviera . Lt. Gen . Jacob 
Devers, Wilson 's American deputy , was the only 
major proponent of ANVIL in the Mediterranean . 
Th eo Generals George C. Mar shall and H. H. 
Arn old flew to the Mediterran ean to plead for 
ANVIL . At a conference on 17 June they stressed 
Eisenhower's need for a major French port, pre
ferably Bordeaux or Marseille, for the massive 
build-up which he foresaw might be necessary to 
break a Gennan stand on the Rhine . Perhaps bet
ter informed than the MAAF commanders on the 
over-all resources of the GAF , Arnold and Mar
shall scouted the idea that it could be a threat to 
ANVIL. n 

Even they could not alter Wilson's preferen ce 
for a campaign in Italy and !stria, and on 19 June 
he recommended ,that operation to the British 
chiefs of staff. That day high-level planners in 
MAT AF wrote of action to be taken "as soon as 
it is decided that ANVIL is off." Th e visit had , 
however, been a striking demonstr ation that Eisen~ 
bower and the Ameri can chiefs of staff were once 
more actively campaigning for ANVTL and that 
the CCS might well approve i t.12 

Whatever bis feelings about ANVIL, Wilson 
was eager to have an ampluoious operation of 
some sort. The summer was advancing and noth
ing was settled. He therefore sent to London a 
mission headed by his chief of staff, Lt . Gen. 
James Gamm ell, to discl!S5 the question with Eisen 
hower, and if necessary , to accept a decision for 
ANVIL. The outcome of the conversations was a 
message from Eisenhower to the CCS on 23 June 
recommending ANVIL as the only operation by 
which Wilson could give him the port he needed 
to deploy his forces in France . He indicated 15 

August as the most desirable date and suggested 
ominously that if ANVIl, were to be discarded , 
American and French forces in the Mediterranean 
should be moved to France . He telegraphed Wil
son to the same effect. Gamrnell's report left no 

room for doubt : Eisenhower wanted ANVIL and 

wanted it quickly . 13 

Wilson gave in and told the British and Ameri 
can chiefs of staff on 24 June that he was prepared 
to carry out ANVIL on 15 August if be could get 
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riers to lift an airborne division were apparently 
based more on a hope of using all the airborne 
troops slated to be at bi disposal than on any 
pecific plan . 

The endorsement by the CCS on 14 Jm~e and 
by General Marshatl on 17 June of Wilson's re
quest for additionaJ air Lift stimulated a new burst 
of plannint activity. On 21 June the MATAF 
planner , who were par ticularly concerned with 
airborne operations, returned to Algiers to resume 
work on ANVIL. Since on that day the detach
ment lent to CBI by the 5 lst Wing completed its 
return to Sicily they knew they would have at 
lea t a full ing a\1ailable. What more they might 
get was still very uncertain. General Eaker, trou
bled by logistical problems, was quoted as saying 
on 20 June that only one additional wing could 
be supported in the Rome district, which by then 
was being considered as the take -off area for the 
mlssion.1H By 26 June however, he was much 
more optimistic. Wilson stood consistently for a 
loan of two additional wings. As be wrote in his 
message of 24 June to the British chiefs o[ sta:II: 

1 am prepared to carry out ANVJL with the troop 
carrier resources now availnble to me in the ThMtre, 
but the allocation of addit ional li51 of two wings would 
enable me 10 make [ull use of the airborne forces now 
at my disposal and would materially enhance my 
chances of success and speed up operations.'" 

This view was voiced in London by General 
Gammell and by Brig. den. Lauris Norstad, head 
of MAAF's operations and intelligence section 
and was supported by repeated telegrams to the 
CCS. Wilson's emissaries found the supply of troop 
carriers " very tight." Eisenhower, who was seci~ 
ously com,idering an airborne operation to win 
badly needed ports in Brittaoy, was unwiJling to 
release that much of his IX Troop Carrier Com
mand for as Jong a a month or to lend them at all 
until OVERLORD was securely e tablisbed. How
ever, on 27 June, the day after the great port of 
Cherbourg was taken, Gammell and Norstad won 
from Eisenhower's chief of staff a pledge of · 416 
aircraft. The planes were to be sent to the Mediter
ranean for a mere tJiree weeks, from 1 to 20 Au
gust. The loan wa extended a few days later , 
enabling the troop carriers to leave England by 
mid-July. Not un'til 8 July were all details ironed 
out and a directive issued to IX TCC to send to 
the Mediterranean a headquarters detachment, a 
pathfinder group, and 2 wing of 195 planes each. 
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Several days earlier preparations to receive and 
use them had begun in Italy .~0 

Meanwhile , the renewal of planning for ANVIL 
had borne fruit on 22 June in a new Force 163 
plan for airborne operations. The plan contained 
three alternatives dependent on the number of 
troop carrier aircraft available, but the gist of it 
was that if enough planes were obtained, the 
equivalent of an airborne division should be de
posited by parachute and glider near three im
portant junctions, Le Muy, Le Loe, and Carnoules, 
on the main highway through the Argens valley 
between Frejus and Toulon. This project won 
general acceptance, and a revised version of it 
wa incorporated into the MATAF outline plan 
issued on 8 July . n 

The MATAF plan called for an airborne mis
sion by daylight late on D minus 1 to be lifted by 
394 aircraft and 30 gliders. The 2 Parachute 
Brigade was to drop west of Le Muy, the 517th 
P aracliute RCT near Le Luc. and the 509th Para
chute Battalion and the 1st Battalion of the 55Lst 
Parachute Regiment near Camoules. By taking 
these junctions and holding the high ground north 
of the route, the paratroops could not only prevent 
Gennan reserves to the north and west from 
reaching the battlefield but would also keep the 
way clear for a rapid advance on Toulon. Bolh 
tasks were assigned them. 2-

The weakne of the plan was dispersion. Le 
Muy was only 10 miles northwest of the coastal 
towns of St. Raphael and Frejus. Le Luc was 15 
miles west of Le Muy on the Toulon road and 
over 20 miles by road from the beaches near St. 
Tropez . Camoules , some 10 mile-S southwest of 
Le Luc, wa even less accessible. If Nazi resist
ance wa vigorous, the forces at Camoule and 
Le Luc might be overwhelmed before help could 
reach them.* A SO-plane resupply mission sched
uled for the night of D plus 2 indicates a.n ex
pectation that one or more of the groups might be 
i elated at least that long. In approving the 
Seventh Army plans on 2 July, General Wilson 
had raised the question whether it would not be 
wiser to send the airborne troops against one area 
rather than tJu e but hj uggestion had no imme
diate effect. 28 

The drop was scheduled for daylight because 
15 August fell almost at the dark of the moon. 

• Even agains1 the fetble resls111.nce actually encountered, Le 
Luc and Camoules were not taken until D plus 2. 
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the follow-up in ANVIL, would then be flown in 
by heavy bombers to the captured fields, where 
they were to set up a 60-mile perimeter. Once 
established, they could bar the Rhone valley 
against a German retreat. Supplies at a rate of 550 
tons per day per division would be flown in from 
central Italy by C-47 and bomber until contact was 
made with the forces landed on the ANVIL 
beaches a hundred miles away. The operation 
would require an estimated 70 percent of the 
bombers of the Fifteenth Air Force for 30 to 60 
days and also entailed postponing the return of the 
troop carriers lent by Eisenhower . 

TI1e plan was not favorably received. The Fif
teenth Air Force objected to the diversion of its 
aircraft; SHAEF opposed retention of its C-47's ; 
and Wilson, though interested, felt he could not 
spare the three infantry divisions. General Eaker 
pointed out that the Avignon airfields, being short, 
marshy , and, with one exception, not hard-surfaced 
were unsuitable for heavy aircraft. General Gam
mell questioned whether the airborne force could 
keep the Germans out of artillery range of the 
airfields. General Williams, who bad recently re
turned from the UK to comma nd the troop carriers 
in ANVIL, stressed the danger to C-47's in resup
ply missions and even to bombers coming in over 
hostile terrain in which antiaircraft batteries could 
be concentrated . Events at Arn.hem ~ere to show 
that Gamm ell's and Williams' objections were well 
founded. In any case, the Avignon plan was not 
accepted. It was just as well that no commitment 
was made, because the speed of the invasion ren
dered it unnecessary. On D plus 10 Avignon was 
in Allied hands and most of the German forces 
were north of the city . 28 

On 13 July in 51st Wing headquarters at Lido 
di Roma , Brig. Gen . Paul L. Williams, the troop 

carrier commander, and Brig . Gen. Robert T . 
Frederick , the airborne commander o( ANVIL, 
began joint planning of the airborne missions . 
Highly dissatisfied with the plans prepared for 

them, they made sweeping changes in the drop 
and landing zones, the timing, and the route . The 

two men worked smoothly together , and by the 
I 5th they had their operation "bundled up to the 
complete satisfaction of the Seventh Anny and 

the Navy Task Force Commander" and to the 
admiration of General Eaker. Many details re

mained to be worked out, bat the main featur es 

of the airborne missions bad been finally 
establis bed .2g 

Perhaps the most important change was a de
cision to concentrate the airborne forces in a rough 
semicircle two or three miles in radius north , west 
and south of Le Moy. The Briti sh brigade would 
be dropped and landed north of Le Muy in a roll
ing valley of fields and vineyards. This area, DZ 
LZ 0, was over two miles long from north to south 
and tapered from a width of a mile and a half on 
its south side to about a mile on the north . The 
Nartuby River ran part way along its southern 
boundary , and the village of La Motte lay close 
enough to its southwest corner to help mark it. 
Le Muy itself was' only 400 yards south of the 
southern edge of the DZ, but was separated from 
il by the river. 

The American 517th RCT was to drop and 
land abo ut two miles west of Le Muy in DZ LZ A, 
a rectangle extending about a mile and a half from 
ea.st to west and three quarters of a mile from north 
to soulb and largely made up of level, narrow 
fields separated by hedgerows running north and 
south. The Nartuby River flowed on its north.em 
side, and several roads near its other boundaries 
helped to mark its location. At its northeast corner 
it was only a quarter of a mile from the Bcitish 
zone , a contiguity which was to cause some con
fusion in the coming operation . 

In contrast to the conventional characteristics 
of zones O and A were those of DZ C. This zone, 
about two miles southeast of Le Muy, was a 
narrow oval a mile and a half long from enst to 
west. Lying in a basin between two ridges with 
hills 1,200 feet high to lhe east and 800 feet high 
to the west, it was steep, rocky , and wooded , with 
only two small areas of relatively level and open 
land at either end. It bad no easy landmarks . 
Experts held that a drop on it would need .. pin
point accuracy" and would in any case be "both 
dangerous and chancey [sic]." This unattractive 
drop zone was reluctantly chosen in order to place 
paratroops on the high ground dominating Le Muy 
from the south. The 509th Parachute infantry 
Battalion and the 463d Pa rachute Field Artillery 
Battalion were chosen to drop there. 30 

Williams suoeessfully advocated delivery of the 
main paratroop mission at first light on O-day , 
while keeping the big glider missions in the after
noon as i:n the MATAF plan . The success of 
pathfinder techniques during airborne operations 
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experience in airborne operations fo the Mediter
ranean he bad recently added that gained in di
recting the huge missions flown in tile invasion 
of Normandy. By the 13th he was in Italy with~ 
taff of 20 picked officer and 19 enlisted ,nen 

from IX TCC. Six or seven more officers aod a 
few enlisted men were tater attached to this staff 
to meet variou needs, but none of these played 
a major role . 

The troop carrier force provided for the ope.ta· 
tions iIJ southern France was given official existence 
on 16 July as the-Provisional Troop Carrier Air 
Di vision (PTCAD), and General Williams as
sumed command of jt on that date. Its head
quarters was. set up at Lido dl Roma, 18 mil.es 
southwest ol Rome beside the headquarters of the 
51st Troop Carrier Wing. The headquarters was 
principally concerned with operations, and admin
istrative activity wa kepl to a minimum. No 
central .tiles were kept; much busmess was trans
acted by personal contact; and correspondence 
sent outside the command was sent through the 
message center of the 51st Wing.3~ 

When PTCAD was created, its place in the chain 
of command was left obscure. Supposedly it was to 
b'e attached to Twelfth Air Force for administra
tion and to MATAF for operations, but action to 
that effect Wali not taken until 5 August. Then the 
Ninth Air Force attached PTCAD to MAAF, and 
lhe Twelfth Air Force issued orders retroactively 
attachmg to itself 'IX Troop Carrier Command 
(Prov .)" a of 10 July for the headquarters 12 
July for the pathfinder lllld 16 July for the troop 
carrier wings. The relations of PTCAD with its 
subordinates were also unusual. The air units sent 
from England were assigned to PTCAD; tbe 51st 
Wing (minus the 60th Troop Carrier Group) and 
the 904th Air Base Security Battalion, whicb 
guarded PTCAD installations, were attached to it 
for operations· the service groups at its bases were 
not, strictly speaking, under its authority at all.•0 

On the 16th, parts of Wi[liams' command were 
already in po ition. The 51st Wing had moved to 
the Rome area at the end of June. Rs headquarters 
had been set up at Lido; the 62d Group had its 
station at Galera; and the 64th, after a brief delay. 
had settled al Ciarnpino. All group glider detach
ments of the 5 I st bad been concentrated in May 
at a gUder training center at Ponte Olivo, Sicily, 
a step very beneficial to their morale and efficiency. 

AtRBOllNl! Ml!iSIONS bl ·nm Ma>ll'.FJUlANl!AN 1.942-1945 - 87 

On 30 June they were llown and towed to a new 
center at Marcigliana, ltaly.H 

On the.mornmg of 18 July the 50th Troop Car
rier Wing reached Italy from England with 19·8 
planes. Each of its 4 groups had contributed 49 
aircraft and 3 had been sent from wing head
quarters. Except for one plane which landed in 
Portugal all had completed the trip. Delayed for 
a day by bad weather, they had left England on 
the night of the 16th. Th e 439th and 440th 
Groups bad stopped al Marrakech. The 441st and 
442d bad come by way of Gibraltar. The split 
wa dictated by the fact that neither Marrakech 
nor Gibraltar were prepared to service more than 
lwo groups at one time. The groups were to be 
based respectively at Orbetello, Ombrone Gros
seto and Follonica. The field at Follomca was 
completed just in time to receive the 442d. Wing 
headqaarter wa sel up at Orbetello. 

On 20 July the 53d Wing arrived also with 198 
planes. Its 435th and 438th Groups bad used 
Gibraltar as a stopping point, while the 436th and 
437th had re ted and refueled at Marrakecb. One 
plane had been lost in a crash at Gibraltar. The 
53d Wing was based between the 50th. and the 
51st. Wmg headquarters and the 435th Group 
were located at Tarquinia. The 436th 437tb and 
438th Gronps were ba ed respectively at Voltooe, 
Montalto and Canino. 

Besides the two wings 12 pathfinder planes 
from IX Troop Carrier Command loaded with 
equipment and personnel made the trip to Italy 
and were placed in the Rome area at Marcigliana. 
They had brought with them airborne pathfiQ~er 
teams from the 82d and 101st Airborne Division~ 
to serve as instructors, and a full supply of radar 
and visual aids to navigation. In all, counting the 
3 planes which bad brought General Williams and 
his staff and 2 substitute planes promptly sent to 
replace those which bad come to grief 413 troop 
carrier craft made the trip from England to Italy. 

The move was a remarkable test of troop car
rier navigation and of the potential range of the 
C-4 7. The shortest hops were about 900 miles in 
length, and that from England to Marrakech was 
l,400 miles long. The planes had been provided 
with four cabin tanks apiece to increase their 
cruising radius. They carried an average load of 
three or four passengers and a ton of luggage and 
equipment. The passengers included 225 glider 
pilots. The equipment included a 10-day level of 
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for airborne operations. By direct arrangement 
between lhe airborne headquarters and PTCAD, 
needed Items were flown in from Corsica and 
Ora11. Emergency arrangements · also had to be 
made to bring cargo parachutes and other equip
ment needed for aerial resupply into the theater 
by plane and boat. The last large consignment of 
this equipment reached the airborne force on D 
minus 4.47 

A particularly urgent task in preparing for the 
airborne offensive was the securing and assembly 
of gliders. Plans caUed for the use of over 350 
Waco gliders. The Mediterranean had been strip
ped of gliders in March on behalf of OVERLORD. 
Approximately 140 were on band, but it was 
doubtful whether more than 100 could be made 
fit for combat. 

Fortunately, the War Department had agreed 
aboul 23 June to send 350 gljders from the United 
State for ANVIL on convoy UGS 47. Had this 
action been delayed until MAAF and MA TAF 
could present outline plans, few if any additional 
gliders could have been ob'ta.ined in time for the 
operation. A it was, U1ere was no Lime to spare. 
In July General Eaker directed that glider assem
bly have first priority over all other air maintenance 
nod assembly work. and that AAFSC/MTO as
semble aJJ incoming gliders as rapidly as received.4S 

On 4 July the AAF Service Command/MTO 
· sent to Cercola airfield 12 miles from the docks or 

Naples, a detachment of J 2 officers and 536 en
listed men to receive and as emble incoming shlp
ments of gliders. To this group the 51st Troop 
Carrier Wing contrjbated more than 30 glider 
mechanics to aid io assembly and four glider pjJots 
to act as advisers inspectors, and test pilots. 

On 1 S July shipments of gliders began arriving. 
but two-thirds of them were not delivered until 
the end of the month. It took intervention by the 
Deputy Commander of MAAF to give them a 
priority suffi.cient for prompt unloading, since 
Naples was jammed with high-priority cargoes. 
The deadline for completion was 10 August. By 
9 August 327 gliders had arrived at Cercola, and 
all had been assembled. In addition, 19 gliders 
delivered to the east coast of Italy had been assem
bled at Brjndisi. An ample supply of gliders for 
the coming missions bad been assured. The effi
cient way in which the task had been bandied 
show how much progress had been made since 
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the first frantic attempts to assemble gliders for 
HUSKY.4° 

Difficulties did arise. Once again after. assembly 
had begun essential equipment such as tensio
meters had to be obtained from outside the theater. 
Again intercommunication sets arrived late. Be
ca use of this, and because of the laclc of time for 
modification at Ceroola, intercom sets were in
stalled by the glider mechanics and pilots them
selves after delivery to the troop carrier bases. 
The wiring af two-thirds of the cables had to be 
improvi ed, and the 53d Wing had to use regula
tion field phones and other equipment cannibalized 
from planes on its bases. 

Installation of the reinforced Griswold nose bad 
been given top priority among glider modifications. 
However, since the job would have taken 32 man
hours for every glider, a command decision was 
taken not to attempt it. In any case only 40 p r
cenl of the lcit were on hand . On D-day many 
glider pilots bad good cauiie to regret the Jack of 
the Griswold nose. 

The late assembly left a minimum of oppor
tunity for glider training. On 24 July PTCAD bad 
to direct that glider flight training be "held to a 
minimum to conserve gliders • and as late as 9 
August the 62d Troop Carrier Group had only 
four operational gliders with which to practice.50 

The 50th and 53d Wings began operations two 
or three day after their arrival. The SOLh being 
closest to th.e front was entrusted with evacuation 
of wounded.• The 53d handJed ferrying of per
sonnel and freight. This freed the 62d and 64th 
Groups to practice. They needed it. During the 
winter their services had been in such demand that 
only one or two planes were engaged in pathfinder 
training and as few as 4 percent of their personnel 
and operational aircraft were in training of any 
lciod [or airborne m.i ions. For reasons noted in 
the last chapter this situation bad to a great extenl 
continued until late in Jun.e. So rusty were the 
pilots as a result of their long immer ion in trans
port work that one visiting group commented 
scornfully after watching the veteran 62d that they 
'had no formation Hying experience."~1 

The evacuation and transport duties of the 50th 
and 53d Wings continued through 10 August, on 
which date they were relieved of them by PTCAD. 

•On 2.3 July the 819th Medical Air Evacuation Squadron 
was llown to Italy by ATC to provide medical care for wounded 
men during ulr ~vaclllltion. 
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experience with large airborne ope rations that to 
fill out Frederick 's scanty staff, 36 had to be flown 
in from the United States. They arrived in the 
middle of July . On 12 July, F rederick's command 
was activate d under the title Seventh Army Air
born Division (Prov. ). It was re-dt:,signated on 21 
July as the 1st Airborne T ask Force .~0 

On 23 June the 517th PCT (including the 460th 
Parach ute Field Artillery Battalion and 596th 
Parachute Engineer Company) , the 509th Para
chute Infantr y Battalion, the 463d Parachute Field 
Artillery Battalion, the 550th Glider Infantry Bat
talion and the J st Battalion of the 5 S 1st Parachute 
Infantry Regiment were on the ANVIL troop List 
available for use in airborne missions. So was the 
602d Pack Artillery Battalion, although it had not 
had any airborne experience . The Frencn para 
chute regiment, which was al.so on the list, was 
removed by De Gaulle early in July for use in 
CAIMAN . The British 2 Parachute Brigade was 
not then on 'the list, though its inclusiot1 had fre
quently been proposed. Wilson wanted the brigade 
in Italy , and its pre sence in ANVIl.., a predonri
nantJy American operation, involved considerable 
problems or equipment and administration. How
ever , after the French withdrawal the brigade was 
needed if the airborne troops were to block the 
Argens corridor in divisional strength . The green
ness of the American paratroops made inclusion 
or the British still more important. Except for the 
veteran 509th and two batteries of the 463d (to 
which two new batteries were added) , none bad 
been in combat for more than a week or two. 
Th erefore General Patch asked for the brigade and 
on 3 or 4 July the rlritisb, lent it to him for use in 
ANVIL with the proviso that it be returned to 
Italy as soon as the beachhead was firmly 
established .H 

. With one or two exceptions the other units were 
designated between 2 July and the activation of 
the provisional airborne division on 12 July. None 
of them had had previous training for an airborne 
assault An antitank company acqu ired from the 
Japanese-American 442d Infantry Regiment was 
a valuable addi tion . However, it bad to be re
equipped with British 6-poundcr guns, since its 
own 57-mm . pieces would not fit in a Waco glider. 
Another antitank company was to be organized 
eKpressly for use in the operation , but the time 
was too short to have it ready. Employment of 
units equipped with 4 .2 inch mortars which would 

fit in American gliders bad been suggested in the 
spring as a means of defense against tanks. Two 
such units, Company A of the 2d Chemical Bat
talion , and Company D of the 83d Chemical 
Battalion , were placed on the list. The 887th 
Airborn e Aviation Engineer Company was Jent by 
the AAF , and the 512th Airborne Signal Com
pany was activated . The designation of the 676th 
Medical Collecting Company on 29 July completed 
the roster of airborne units, although detachment s 
of ordnance personnel and military police were 
also prov ided.57 

By mid-July most o( these troops were assem
bled in the Rome area and were engaged in a 
training program directed by Frederick's head
quarters in conjunction with PTCAD and the 
airborne training center at Ciampino . 

The paratroop units needed comparatively little 
adctitional training. The 509th Parachute Battalion 
and 2 Parachute Brigade, both veteran units, bad 
worked with the troop carriers during the spring . 
The 551st Parachute Bat talion had just completed 
a refresher course at the airborne training center 
and so had the 550th Glider Battalion . The 517th 
PCT, having been we!J trained for airborne opera
tions in the United States, bad been given a taste 
or combat in Italy and was just out of the line as 
was the 463d Field Artillery . As already stated , 
no large-scale pnratroop training drops were car
ried out. Such parachute exercises as were held 
were on a token bas is with the bulk of the unit 
simulating the drop and assembly . As in the 
training for AVALANCHE , time was too short 
to permit repacking of parachutes after a mass 
drop. -

Except for the 550th and elements o( 2 Brigade 
Group , the gliderborne units were completely new 
to airborne operations. Between 20 July and 5 
August a school, staffed by an instruction team 
from the 550th , which had conducted glider train
ing courses in the United States , gave them thor
ough training in loading and lashing comba t 
equipment and in unloading and assembling under 
simulated combat conditions . The men were also 
scheduled to receive at least two operatio nal glider 
flights apiece. This phase of the program was 
somewhat curtailed by the glider shortage. The 
only practice glider mission , that of 12 August, 
was on a token basis with very few gliders actually 
landing. 

Each battalion of airborne troops had contrib-
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Sardinia would not work properly and was turned 
oIT. Two, installed in Cor ica, went on the air at 
2100 on D min.us 1 and were in operation through
out the D-day missions. To be a reliable guide 
Gee needed three sending stat1oos on which to get 
a fix. The objectives in DRAGOON were outside 
the 100-m.ile range within whlch it was mosl accu
rate, and tbe navigators' experience with Gee was 
rather Hmited. Nevertheless, four groups found it 
helpful in the operation and one reported it had 
been essential to Lbeir succes . 83 

The airborne diversion a complex and delicate 
operation, appears to have been a success. Five 
C-47's of 216 Squadron, RAF, took off from 
Ajaccio, Corsica, at OJ 55 on D-day to imulate a 
paratroop mission in the La Ciotat area. When 
.about 90 miles from La Ciotat the-Y set their course 
for it. and quartermaster resupply crews of six 
men aboard each plane began dropping Window 
from tne emergency exits. The aircraft flew at 
five-minute intervals, and chaff was dropped in 
such a way as to suggest to enemy radar a forma
tion of five serials, the lead planes o[ whicli were 
five minute apart. Although they had to rely on 
dead reckoning most of the way, the pilots made 
landfall exactly on course. Meanwhile, a naval 
force aided by three Window-dropping Welling
tons of the RAF was simulating a convoy 8 mil.es 
wide and 12 miles long teaming into the Baie de la 
Cfotat. The enemy radar station on Cap Sioie had 
been carefully le[t intact by MAAF bomber so 
that it could record this seemingly formidable 
threat. 

At about 0330 the naval contingent deployed 
a if for an amphibiou assault. Thi maneuver 
caused some confusion, but succeeded well enough 
to preserve tbe deception. Between 0349 and 
0419 the five C-47 s simulated a paratroop drop 
on a DZ between Rougiers and Signes about 15 
miles north of Toulon. Flying at the height and 
speed usual in authentic missions, namely 600 
feet and I LO miJes an hour, tbey dropped pintails 
rifle imulators and 300 rubber dummies. Enemy 
opposition was limited to scattered small-arms fire . 

This feint, immediately before the mass drop at 
Le Muy, appears to have been successful in throw
ing the Germans off balance. Reports that 
thousands of paratroops were dropping west of 
Toulon were made over the German radio and 
went uncorrected for five hours. The fir t German 

communiques also gave erroneous reports as to 
the Allied landings. 

ft is doubtful whether the diversion was of much 
immediate assistance to either the airborne or the 
amphibious landings. Its chief value lay in dis
couraging the rapid deployment of German troops 
and planes which were outside the invasion area 
to meet the ituation. MAAF bombings had so 
shattered German con;ununicatipn that even when 
the Nazi forces in the path .2_f the 'l! saull knew 
they were facing the Allies' main effort, they could 
not get word lb.rough to higher headquarters. The 
German commanders perplexed by scanty and 
conflicting reports moved slowly and committed 
their troops piecemeal. 

No German reinforcements reached the beach
head. The interdiction campaign waged by MAAF 
bad been so effective that few could have feached 
jt. The Germans could, however, have massed 
around Marseille and Toulon and perhaps held 
them for month as they did at Brest, or they 
could have put several clivi ions in position to 
check the Allied advance northward as a small 
rear guard actually did temporarily in the battle 
of Montelimar. Instead, the,y hesitated and lost 
the opportunity to take either course. 6~ 

The Airborne Missions 

The airborne invasion began about 0100 on 
D-day when 9 pathfinder planes carrying 121 
pathfinder troops took off Crom Marcigliana. They 

. flew straight to Elba and from there proceeded at 
150 miles an hour over the route prescribed for 
the troop carrier mi sion . They flew in three 
serials of three planes each with five-minute inter
vals between serials. Each serial bad been assigned 
to a separate drop zone. Aboard every plane was 
a elf-contained team of from 11 to 14 troops 
equipped with beacons and lights with which to 
mark the zones during darkness and fluorescent 
panels for use by day. One such team would be 
sufficient to provide a zone with radar and visual 
aid . Enemy interference on the DZ's was to be 
signalled by firing Very lights. 

Favored by good weather, the pathfinders 
reached France exactly on schedule and approxi
mately on course. However, over the coast of the 
Riviera they encountered a bJankel of fog th.rough 
which they bad to grope by dead reckoning, sup
plemented by vague relief maps of the passing 
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terram :hown on the <:copes of the SCR-717--C. 
A reconnai anc plane had been s nt over the 
invasion area on 7 August. and photographs had 
~o taken or he Images form~ on i SCR-
717-C.. The c photographs the pa1hfindc1 m.1, 
attempted to LJSe to guid them. 

In spite of this help, the lead riaJ. upposcd to 
drop team from lhe 509th and 550th Baualion~ 
and a team from the 5 I. t Regiment on DZ C at 
0323, lost · way, circled ba k to the sea and ruade 
a second run. After about half an b ur of circling 
one plane dropped it troop · and ent home. The 
other two aircraft separated ·oon after that, and 
on dropped its team about 0400. The last team 
jumped about 0415 on the ixth run made y the 
pilot at his elusive target• Although each drop 
was made separately, all three teams of airborne 
troops landed in the same general area a voodcd 
and mountainous region between Freju and Gra e 
from 10 Lo LS mile east of DZ C S me peculiarity 
of the landscape may have deluded the ll vig3tor. 
into thinlnng they were over the drop 1.one. Two 
were sure they had dropped in the nght place. 
Lo t in Lhe ood. and far from their objcctiv , 
none of the three team were able to reach the 
Le Muy area in time to act as pathfinders or even 
to take part in the fighting there. 

The ·econd erial was to drop it troops, a 
platoon of the 5'17th PCT. at 0330. The actual 
drop was made at 0328. The platoon landed in 
woods three and a half mile east of DZ A and 
just east of Le Muy itself. Evidently the pilots 
were very close to the pr r c urse antl cbedule, 
and a drop two minutes 1 ter \llOUld probably have 
been succes ful. 

Instead the paratroop , thoroughly losl, bad to 
wait for daylight t reveal their location. Before 
tbey could move the Germa.ns attacked them, and 
much oi the morning was spent in bcattng off their 
assault. Finally, ith U1c aid of a Briti h officer 
the pathfinders did make their way aroond the 
northern outskins of Le Muy to DZ A. They ar
rived about 1630 and sel up a Eureka, an MF 
beacon, and a panel T. Thus, though th y had 
mis eel the paratroop operation in the morning, 
they were abJe to render sub umtial assistance Lo 
the afternoon missions . 

The third pathfinder serial carried the British l 

"These uc the Umcs reported by the airborM. Two o[ the 
th!'« drop times gi,en in the PTC: D report are clearly in
corrcc1. 

Independent Parachu e Platoon. This it dropped 
on DZ O al 0334 exactly a cheduled, a notable 
feat of navigation srnce the drop zone and all the 
land for mile oroLJnd were invisible. One team 
cnm down within 100 yards of its objective. 

ssembly n a foggy night naturally proved diffi
cult. However, the fog hielded the paratroops 
from nem eyes, and they found a friendly French 
farmer to guide them to 111 exact spot near Le 
1itan wht!re they were to et up their equipment. 

By 0430 1hey had two Eureka beacons in operation 
about 300 yards apart along the axi or approach. 
They also set up two lights. but these were fox 
SS.\embly purposes. The og made them invisible 
from th• air. Twenty-four minutes remained be
fore the first erial of · ault troop .vere to arrive 

vcr DZ 0. The hour and twemy minutes allowed 
for assembly and setting up equipment had proved 
sufficient. u' 

PTCAD aod AFHQ both reported that the path
find r operation was a complete success, and their 
asscrti n has been generally accepted. 64 As has 
been hown, lhl ,·ie~ i erioasly incorrect. In 
fact, the pathfinder mission Wd.S !es than 50 per
cent effective. On one of the three zones naviga
tioriaJ aids were established according to plan. 
Pathfinder l.JJ)Ops for a second zone were dropped 
premature) , bul near enough to have aids in 
operation for some mi s.ion late on D-day. The 
serial intend d for the other zone became lost and 
mi eel its mark by more than 10 miles. 

Thi indicates that even the bei t pathfinder 
pilots and navigator (and these were the best the 
Allies bad were likely ro err. The SCR-717 was 
useful, bul over land its image was difficult to 
interpret. Gee. even with one station missing. had 
helped the pathfinders but had not aved them 
from error. The problem of ensuring accuracy 
remained to be solved. 

Following the pathfinder cam the dawn para
troop mission, ALBATROSS. This crucial initial 
a sault was to be flown by 396 planes carrying 
abou! 5,600 paratroop infantry and ·artillerymen 
and over 150 pieces of artillery ( counting the 
heavy weapon of the infantry units).· Excluding 
75 aircraft awaiting the morning glider mission, 

+The 501h and Hd Wings dropped 3,92( men in A.Ll!A
TROSS. Less condusive dill& . on the S 1st Winq indu:ates i1 
dropp~ "boll! 11700 men. (Hq lX TCC, StaliJcical Repon 
of Op<'r Lion "DRAGOO ," 13 p <14 fn 546.S42F; Hq 
MATAF. Report on Operation DRAGOON. Ann-D. I Nov 
44) 
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serial of the 64th would pass the island. The tim
ing proved to have been sound, and the gigantic 
formation, extending more than I 00 miles from 
end to end, set out with a minimum of confusion. 

The night was calm. Visibility over the sea was 
good, though tnere were sca,ttered clouds and the 
moon was a mere crescent. The navigational aids 
worked well. The SCR-7 l 7 picked up the bore 
line plainly as far a:; 90 miles away and was a great 
help in making landfaJl al the IP. It was also of 
some assistance in keeping the serials properly 
spaced. 

As far as the IP al) went moothl . Neither 
enemy aircraft nor Allied convoys troubled the 
even tenor of the flight. Many of the paratroops 
lept during !he journey. Then, just off the coast, 

the pilots sighted the fog, a heavy blanket variou ly 
estimated at fro.rn 500 to 1,000 feet thick. This 
was mosr serious for the groups headed for DZ's 
C and A, since they would have t.o make their 
drops without benefit of pathfinder assi tance. 

The first two serials, drawn from the 441st and 
442d Groups were to drop on DZ C a 1,200-man 
team made up of the 509th Parachute Batta.lion, 
the 463d Field Artillery Battalion and a platoon of 
engineers. The drop zone was invi ible in the 
fog; the SCR-717 of the lead ship failed; and 
no signal was received from the pathfinder troops 
who at that moment were wandering in the woods 
between Frejus and Grasse. In this dilemma the 
442d Group wa saved by its assiduous practice; 
with the sand table. The jagged biJJs surrounding 
DZ C projected above the fog, and their re· 
semblance to the model was evident. Estimating 
their position by the hilltops the group dropped 
their paratroops at 0421. All bul three or four 
sticks landed within half a mile of the drop zone. 
This achievement of the 442d deserves more credit 
than it ever received. No other group in the whole 
course of the war made so accurate a drop under 
·uch difficult conditions. In spite of the fog and 
the rocky ground only 20 men out of about 600 
were injured tn the drop and only two were seri
ou ly hurt. It should be noted that this low cas
ualty rate wa incurred on a very calm night with 
winds less than six miles an hour. 

The 441sr Group had failed to make contact 
with the 442d over Elba. rt set its own course and 
went astray. Confused by the clouds off the coa t, 
the group failed to realize its error and ordered its 
pa ·sengers, B and C Companies of the 509th and 

AmBoRNE MISSlON'S IN Tm MEOITBIU\ANEAN 1942-1945- 99 

B and C Batteries o( tbe 463d to jump over St. 
Tropez, a coastaJ .Jwn 10 miles from the drop 
zone. Besides being inaccurate the serial was 
baclJy dispersed. About half the troops were scat
tered lo small group · on fields, vineyard , beaches 
and rooftops over an area of several miles. Two 
sticks came down in the sea, but only about 15 
other paratroops out of some 600 droppt:d were 
jump casualtie·.G0 • 

he next four serials were to drop the 517th 
Parachute Infantry Regiment and the 460th Field 
Artillery Battalion on DZ A. The 440th Group 
flying in the lead located the DZ on rbe scope of 
its SCR- 717 after failing to get a ignal from the 
pathfinders. At 043 I it dropped 720 men of the 
2d Battalion of the 517th. The drop was-widely 
di persed. About a third of the troops landed near 
enough 10 the DZ to assemble and move against 
their inltial objectives, but only about 300 were in 
po. ition with the.battalion 24 hours later. 

The next serial flown by the 439th Group. 
dropped the 3d Battalion of the 517th blindly 
under what were conservatively called "difficult" 
conditions. The battalion descended .in three 
groups, three or four miles apart, around the town 
of Fayence, some 15 miles from the drop zone. 
After strenuous efforts it as embled 0 percent of 
its men and equipment and set out by forced 
marches to join the regiment. 

After the 439th came th 437th Group with the 
460th Artillery aboard . Tue group reported seeing 
lights on the DZ po ·sibly improvised ignals made 
by men of the 2d -Battalion of the 5 l 7th.. In any 
case. part of the serial did drop near the DZ. The 
bal1alion had 6 howitzers in position before day-
1 i~ht and l t howlt2er and a .fi..re·direction center 
in operation by 1100. A twelfth gun arrived in 
the afternoon. However, the troops in 20 planes 
bad jumped 4 minutes too soon following the lead 
of men on the o. 2 plane who had m· ta.ken the 
red warning light for the jump signal. As a result 
at least l 00 men and 4 guns did not rejoin the 
battalion until after D-day. 

The 438th Group. the la&t in LBA TROSS to 
drop on DZ A, macle its drop at 0453 through 
dense fog by "717 and dead reckoning." Although 
its first reports indicated that it had dropped the 
1 t Battalion of the 517th within a mile and a half 
of the DZ, most of the troops bad come down 
several miles from the zone. By the morning of 
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dropped. Another reason that the early optimistic 
e timates went uncorrected seems to be that after 
August the location of 'the airborne units made it 
very difficult to collect and collate informatfon. 
The Americans were fighting in the French Alp 
and 2 Brigade had been retumed lo Italy. 

The morning glider mission, BLUEBIRD by 
name, was to be flown by 35 aircraft of the 435th 
Troop Carrier Group towing HorsQS and by 40 
plane of the 436th Group with Wacos. It was 
intended to provide artillery support for the Brit
ish paratroops.• The gliders were to fly over the 
ame route and u e the ame beacons a the para-

troop mission. Fluorescent panels would be laid 
out to -form Ts at the center of each landing zone. 
Smoke bombs at the base of each T would be used 
to show the direction of the wind. Each zone 
would be divided into quarters and numbered with 
Roman numerals made of fluorescent panels. Red 
panels and green smoke would be employed on 
LZ 0. Yellow panels and blue mob would be 
used on LZ A. 

The formation to be flown was a column of 
fours in pair of pairs echeloned to the right. The 
planes in each pair were to keep 100 feet apart . 
Every pair wo~lc;l fly 300 feet from the pair beside 
it. Every plane in the column behind the leaders 
was to tay 1,000 feet behind the glider of the 
plane ahead of it. The speed prescribed was 120 
miles an h.our. Because o[ the terr.µn, the Waco 
gliders would be released at a height of 1,000 feet, 
somewhat higher than the ideal but low enough for 
quick landing. The massive Horsas would be re
leased at 1,500 feet. All the Horsas were manned 
by British glider pilots. The planes woold return 
at an altitude of 3,000 feet and a speed of 150 
miles an hour.n 

The Waco payload was limlted to 3,750 pounds. 
The max:imum payload of the Horsa was et at 
6,900 pounds, and they were loaded to the limit. 
A C-47 was barely able to tow a Horsa, and the 
effort cau ed heavy fuel consumption; conse
quently, C-41's had not been u ed to tow the big 
gliders in lhe Mediterranean. But OVERLORD 
had demonstrated that it was feasible to do so. 

The 435th Group with its Horsa took off on 
schedule from Tarquinia between 0518 and 0550 
and crossed Cape d' Uomo about 0612, followed 

•oLUE131RD ac:111411 • delivered 373 11001>$. mostly rtillcry
mc11, 34 pieces of anillery and 55 ,·chicles. (Hq IX TCC 
Sui.tisticnl Report for Operation "Dr gbOn,'' Ll Sep 44) . 

ome eight minute later by the 436th from Vol
tone. One plane in the 436th had to return with 
engine troub]e. 

The Horsa serial bad passed Corsica when it 
received a radio message from PTCAD's station 
directing it to return to Tarquinia or, if fuel was 
low, to Corsica. Fog still curtained the landing 
zones. and the 435th would not be able to wait for 
it to dear. The planes had barely enough fuel to 
carry out the Horsa mis ion as scheduled. One 
plane with engine trouble and another which was 
short of fuel released their gliders, both of which 
landed safely on Corsica. The rest returned to 
ba e. After hasty conferences General Williams, 
Colonel McNees of the 435th and Colonel Beach 
of the airborne troops reached a decision to try 
again In the aflemoon and launch the Horses over 
the U at 1800, ten minutes ahead of the first 
afterno n mi ·sions. 

The 436th Group circled for an hour waiting 
for the fog to cl ar. Ymally, at 0926 it released 
over LZ O 33 Waco glider loaded with half of 
the 64th Light Artillery Battalion and ome head
quarter personnel. One ·der had di integrated 
in mid-air above the sea killing all aboard. An
other had broken its rope and landed in the Medi
terranean without lo o[ lire. A ubstilute ent in 
place of the plane which returned with engine 
trouble had seen the Borsa serial returning and 
had Ukewi e returned in tbe belief the mission wa 
cancelled. This pla.ne and glider later completed 
their mi ion with one of the afternoon e.rials. 
Since the task force reported that at noon seven 
glidec of the erial were unaccounted for four 
other gliders must .have landed well outside the 
Le Muy area.7~ 

1n considering how the airborne troops brought 
in the morning mi sions, fared during the day it is 
convenient to deal fu'st with the situation at DZ C. 
There the 442d Group had deposited two com
panies of the 509th Infantry Battalion nod two 
batterie of the 463d Field Artillery. Their mis
sion wns a defensive one to hold the heights south 
of Le Muy and to block a secondary road running 
Jrom Le Muy to Ste Maxime. At first they could 
find very little of th ir equipment. The bundle
lights had not worked, and much materiel had 
landed in trees. However after sunrise it was 
quite easy to locate the bundles and pick them off 

the low sparse scrub. Before nightfall about 60 
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occupied almost without resistance . By then all 
the initial objectives of the combat team had been 
occupied, but in some cases this was done by very 
few men. ln the center of the perimeter Company 
A, originally designated the regimental reserve, 
was holding the sector of the mis.sing 3d battalion 
with roadblocks manned by four or five men 
apiece . The gradual trickle of men and materiel 
dropped in that general vicinity bad somewhat 
trengthened the 517th by nighUaU, bu~ il was till 

so weak as to be very vulnerable against a deter
mined attack. rs 

A majority of the British 2 Parachute Brigade 
which was the equivalent of an American para
chute regiment had come down , well concentrated 
on and around DZ 0. The brig3de was to clear 
and hold the area around its drop zone north of 
Le Muy, to make contact with the 517th, and to 
take Le Muy itself prior to dark on D-day. 

The British quickly occupied the village of Le 
Mitan on the eastern edge of their drop zone. 
They set up their CP in the village and at I 000 
after staff personnel arrived in the first 
glider mission, the task force also set up its CP 
there. One battalion of the brigade moved west, 
seizing 80 prisoners in the hamJet of Qastroo, a 
mile and a half norlhwest of Le Muy, and makiog 
contact with the 517th at La Motte. Another bat
talion pushed south and before noon had taken 
the tiny vi11age of Les Ser.res on the north bank of 
the Nartuby less than half a mile from Le Muy. 
Then it ran into difficulties. The enemy had strong 
po itions around the bridge which spanned the 
Nartuby just outside Les Serres. Hampered, per
haps, by the absence of the artiTiery carried by the 
recalled Horsa serial , the British were not able to 
talce the bridge until ]ate a:ftemoon.79 "By that 
time the reinforcements carried in the afternoon 
missions were arriving. 

Troop carrier operation on the afternoon of 
D-day began at 1504 wben the 35 Horsa -towing 
aircraft of the 435th Group made their second 
start. The big gliders carried 233 troops, 35 jeeps, 
30 guns, and 31 378 pounds of ammunition, a 
total load of 248,000 pounds. They were joined 
in the assembly area by the Waco-towing substitute 
from the 436th Group which bad mistakenly re

turned with them in the morning. The 435th had 
sent a plane to Corsica to pick up one of the 
Horsas released there on the first trip . Glider and 

tug joined the formation at the first marker boat, 
nothwe t of Corsica.• 

Tlie air was calm and slightly hazy. Over the 
sea the SCR-7 J 7 facilitated navigation by picking 
up the shore line at 50 miles, and the Gee tation 
alllo proved helpful . Over the battlefield the moke 
was thickening, and the maxi.mum visibility near 
Le Muy was Ii ve mil . The MF beacon was not 
used and the signals of the Eureka were not re
ceived until the lend ships were fouc miles from 
the landing zone. Apparently the beacon was just 
returning to the air . Thus for 14 miles after pass
ing the IP tbe formation had to roakeits way over 
the hills without guidance from the path.finclers. It 
did so without difficulty and released its 37 gliders 
over LZ O accordihg to plan at 1749. The return 
was uneventful , but one aircraft was damnged in 
landing. 0 

After the Horsas came CANARY, the ecoad 
paratroop mission of the day, and the only one in 
the invasion besides ALBATROSS. It began at 
1555 when the 437th Troop Carrier Group at 
Montalto dispatched a serial of 41 plane carrying 
the 551st Parachute Battalion. Aboard the air
craft were 736 troops and 10 tons of supplies and 
equipment. The 437th reported that its SCR- 717 
was effective at the astoni hing distance of 100 
miles. It twice checked its positions by Gee. The 
Eureka signals were received perfectly at as much 
as 35 miles. Thus guided the serial made an un
eventful flight to DZ A. Arriving sometime be
tween 1804 and 1810,t it found the T clearly 
visible despi.te some smoke. The recently arrived 
pathfinder troops had done their work well. All 
concerned agree that the jump was completely 
successful. E cept for two who refused to jump 
all the paratroops landed, well-concentrated , in tbe 
drop area. Only I 7 men were injured. The 437th 
made an uneventful return and bad all its planes 
home by 2018. 1 

Immediately after CANARY came the big 
glider mi sion DOVE. S~ven serials of 47 or 48 
planes each were to tow 332 Waco gliderstt carry
ing the 550th Glider Infantry Ba.ttalion, additional 

•The other !l)Jder in Cor ica. was uroneously believed to 
have been ditched . ll was picked up on D plus one and re, 
l•ase d over DZ O al I IOI. lJ!duding thi , 37 Ho!liS nd J8 
Wacos were delivered in BLUEB1RO . CHIS! 43Sth TC Gp 
Aug44 . 

tThe 4371h stated !hat i!S first plane- arrived ul I 04-: ,he 
.5.5Jst gave the time u 1808; and I.be paihlindetS believed it 
~ 1810. The time is im~rtant since a dcla,y in CANARY 
m•abt have cnritributcd to 1he mix-up in DOVE . 

tThc Sbt Wios SCtlt th~ more t:ban its ppointcd 94, rais~ 
ing the tota.l to J)S. 
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and that many gliders were released at excessive 
heights. Some in the 62d were released at over 
2 ,000 feet and some in the 64th a high as 1000 
feet. 

Dodging and diving with agility the glider pilots 
managed to avojd colliding in mid-air. However, 
their 6rst sight of the landing ,zones revealed some
thing for which neither their briefing nor the avail
able photographs had prepared them. The fields 
were studded with' obstacles known in Normandy 
as "Rommel's asparagus." :Poles from 4 to 6 inches 
in diameter were set in row from 1.5 to 40 feet 
apart. Wires had been stretched between them 
but the paratroops had ~ut the wires. Mines had 
been laid but fortunately the Gennans as yet had 
not been able to get fuses for them . Thus the glider 
pilots were able by adroit maneuvering to set their 
gliders down between the rows of poles . 

Under the circumstances , it was natural that 
they should land wherever they could. Even in 
the lead group , the 442d , the pilots of the last l 2 
gliders found no room on their assigned fields and 
coasted down south of La Motte about 2 miles 
away. Fortunately , their loads were principally ve

hicles and extra ammunition for which there was no 
immediate need. The glider detachments of the 62d 
and 64th Groups found their fields completely 
filled with gliders and had to crash-land at average 
speeds of 80 to 90 miles an hou:r. Though they 

sheered off their wings on the poles and hit all 
kinds of obstxles, the pilots managed to get their 
passengers and cargoes to earth with an astonishing 
degree of safety . 

The gliders, however, were a total Joss. Tbe 
50th Wing reported two weeks later that only 2 
of its gliders were servicea'ble and that only 26 
could be salvaged . Indications are that the gliders 
in the three rear serials, which arrived after the 
good landing grounds were preempted , fared even 
worse. In the hectic time following the invasion 
such gliders as were salvagable were left un

guarded. Weather and pillage combined to destroy 
them. Not one was ever recovered. 

In making the Jandiogs l 1 glider pilots were 
killed and over 30 were injured. About l 00 of the 
glider troops were seriously hurt. Very little dam

age was done to the cargoes, although as usual 
great difficulty was encountered in getting them 
out. For example, the 62d Group reported that 

all its gliders crashed but only one load was 
damaged .. 

The relatively high casualties among the pilots 
were caused partly by the obstacles into which they 
crashed and partly by heavy CQuipment in the 
gliders which lunged forward against them at the 
moment of impact. Most of them felt that the 
Griswold nose, had it been used, would have 
greatly reduced the casualties. They also favored 
use of parachute arrestors (general installation of 
which had been considered and given up due to 
lack of Lime), heavier la bing for the loads and 
safety-belts for the troops. Some pilots suggested 
that jeeps or tractors be employed to pull gliders 
landed in one wave out of the way, so that the 
next seria.l could land. 

After leaving the release area the troop carrier 
dropped their tow ropes at a designated point 
turned right, and returned according to plan . One 
plane was hit b)' a burst of German antiaircraft 
and was forced to come down in the sea off the 
French coast. All aboard were aved. The de
struction of this single C-47 was the only appre
ciable damage the Germans were able to inflict on 
PTCAD in all its missions . 

In genera.I, antiaircraft lire was even slighter 
than it had been in the morning . At no time during 

the da.y dJd enemy aircraft attack the airborne mis
sions . The lighter e. ort left early by prior agree

ment in order to reach its fields before dark. but 
no Nazi prowlers were on band to attack the un
protected rear of the returning column. At 2138 
the last plane of the 62d Group hit the runway at 
Galera . The troop carriers had completed their 
mjssion. ~ 

The effort put forth by PTCAD on D-day may 
be summarized as follows: 

Sorties Intended* ______ 857 
Sorties Accomplishcdt ______ 852 

Paratroop Sorties _____ 444 

Glider Sorties Waco ---·-- 372 
Glider Sorties, Horsa ____ 36 

Troops Dcliveredt 9,099 
Paratroops -·- __ -·-· _ 6,488 
Glider Troops _ __ ___ _ 2,611 

*Cakulalm from 61urcs for the individual missium. 
t fnaluding premature drops and releases over French coas-

1al wa1crs. 
+The l'TCA D Report $!ales 1ha1 c;,:actly 9,000 troops were 

delivered. The d~rcpancv arise mainly because this Rccon 
crcdi1 the 51st Wing with carrying 1,979 troops in DRA
GOON, whcrCtlS the M/\TAF Rcpon which st t~ that the 
Wing carried 2,081 troops has been relied on in this ins\1111,;e. 
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the southern part of Le Muy. By 1445 on D plus 
1 resistance in Le Muy bad ceased . 

In taking the town the 550th had captured 
bet.ween 500 and 700 prisoners, more than its own 
entire personnel. Its losses bad been 1 man killed 
and 15 wounded. At 1600 mopping-up parties on 
the southern outskirts of Le Muy hailed tanks 
carrying paratroop of the 509th. 8* 

Eady on the 16th the 509th bad learned by 
radio from .2 Brigade that Le Muy was as yet 
untaken. They therefore decided to attack toward 
the town early in the afternoon. Brig. Gen. Fred
erick P. Buller, deputy commander of VI Corp , 
turned up at the battalion CP at 0945 with a 
reconnaissance pa.rty of the 45th Division, and 
agreed to assist the assault by sending up a platoon 
or tanks from the beachhead. VI Corps had en
countered surprisingly Ught opposition and was 
heading for the Blue Line• well ahead of schedule. 

The 509th s attack, made about noon by t~ o 
platoons of Company A, was held up by a German 
st:rongpoint south of Le Muy. HoweveI, Butle r' 
tanks arrived at 1330 and their fire broke German 
resistance. The paratroops climbed aboard the 
taaks and were entering the town when they ran 
into the advanci.ng patr ls of the 550th. The tanks 
and their riders were then diverted southeastward 
on the highway to Frejus to make contact with the 
advance .guard of the 36th Divi ion. In their de
fense of DZ C and their attack on Le May, the 
509th had Incurred ju, t seven casualties. n 

Although the capture of Le Muy was the high
light of D plus 1. the airborne troops took two 
other important places that day. At dawn elements 
of the 51 7th Regiment had attacked Les Arcs 
about four and a half miles southwest of Le Muy 
on the road to Le Luc . By 0915 a patrol had en
tered the town. The German garrison resisted 
tenaciou ly and , ere reinforced by approximately 
a batta lion attacking from the southwest. In th 
aft moon they filtered through the thinly held lines 

of the 517th and seemed on the ,,erge of breaking 
them. At that moment the 3d battalion of the 

517th arrived by forced marches from Fayence 

and promplly swung into action. Its intervention 
gave the regiment a better grip on Les Arc but 

German pressure continued until evening . Then 

part of the 180th RCT, whkh had fought its wa)' 

from the 45th Division beach.es to idauban nod 

•See above, p. 80. 

then turned ea t ard, broke through German 
forces a miJe and a half south of Les Arcs and 
made contact with the 517th. That broke tbe back 
of the most formidable resistance faced by the 
airborne forces in DRAGOON. The Le Arcs 
sector was won. o 

A second victory was the laking of Draguignan 
an important garrison town and road junction 
ome seven miles northwest of Le Muy. On D-da y 

fighting broke out in the town between the German 
garrlson and a substantial, but inferior, force of 
French Maquis, who were in danger of being 
trapped. The nearest American unit was the 551 st 
Parachute Infantry Battalion. At 2100 on D-day 
after its successfu I afternoon drop the 5 5 I s1 had 
taken over the position of the 2d battalion of the 
517th near Tians en Provence about halfway 
between Le Muy and Draguignan. 

At 1130 on D plus I the 5 5 J st was instructed 
to uode-rtake an attack on Draguigoan leaving a 
minimum force to hold its former positions. At 
1605 it via ordered to attack at once. The bat
taUon set out quickly and marched to within a 
mile and a half of Draguignan before running into 
machine-gun fire from Germans dug in on a series 
of wooded ridges. After clearing the ridges the 
55 I st prepared to attack the town. Under the 
direction of French guide Company A attacked 
'from the east while B made an assault lrom the 
south. 

Re istance was slight, and by 2300 both com
panies were in Draguignan. By 0430 next mornin g 
the capture had been completed at a total cost of 
one man killed and six wounded. The paratroops 
took 400 prisoners including General Bicringer of 
LXII Corps and his staff. The Germans aid they 
preferred urre.nder to a retreat wh.ich would risl< 
capture by the Maquis. Allied bombing and air
borne operations had isolated them almost com
pletely, both from the beachhead and from 
commands in the rear. German gasoline dumps 
taken at Le Muy and Draguignan proved a wind
fall. Seventh Army had underestimated its initial 
fuel requirements, and the 50-mile advance of 
American motorized units in the ne.xt 3 or 4 days 
was made po ible by this captured gasoline. ~ 

Meanwhile. during D plus 1 the British airborne 
troops had pushed five or six miles north of Le 

·Muy and a con iderable distance east of it. By 
midnight on 16/17 August the airborne task force 
had won itself an airhead of over 50 square miles. 
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CHAPTER YI 

Conclusion 

The lessons of airborne warfare in the Mediter
ranean are lessons drawn from the first dubious 
and speculative trials of a new weapon . Before 
DRAGOON, none of the missions could be flown 
in accordance with an established doctrine, for no 
such doctrine existed. Instead they served as ex
periments in which men learned the operating 
procedures used in Normandy , at Nijmegen , and 
al Wesel. It should be noted that like most experi
ments the Mediterranean missions were on a small 
scale . Again excepting DRAGOON, no mission 
carried more than a reinforced regimental combat 
team . 

This 1ack of size was dictated by lack of means. 
The Allies learned between 194 I and 1944 that 
large number s of transport plaires cannot be bought 
"off the shelf" in wartime and that a force o[ troop 
carrier pilots and navigators cannot be created 
overnight. One group dropped paratroops in the 
November maneuvers of 1941. Only one group 
was fit to fly paratroops in the airborne assault on 
Oran in November 1942. Evidently for at least a 
year after the start of a war , the scale of airborne 
operations cannot much exceed the scale set for 
them in prewar preparations. 

This is not to say that to avoid such a delay 
large troop carrie r forces must be in operation on 
0-day. Civilian transports can be converted to 
troop carriers as the C-47 was converted. Experi
enced navigators and pilots of multiengined aircraft 
can be called up from reserves or drawn from 
surplus bomber personnel and retrained for troop 
carrier work io about two months. Both processes, 
however , require roresight and carefu l considera
tion. The failure of such makeshifts as the C-33, 
the B-18 , and Uie British Whitley is evidence that 
any planes likely to be converted for troop carriec 
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use should be designed to meet troop carrier re
quirements. Likewise, the miscarriage o[ the mis
sions to Oran and to Sicily demonstra tes that only 
fully qualified personnel sho uld be expected lo 
cope with the difficulties and dangers of an airborne 
mission. It takes at least as much skill to drop 
paratroops accurately by night on fields as it does 
to drop bombs by day on factories. FUSTIAN 
showed that it sometimes req uires an equal amount 
of nerve. 

Unlike other personnel of an air force, troop 
carrier crews, even veterans in an active theater of 
operations , need a continuous training program. 
Bombers generally fly missions every week in good 
weather . The troop carriers in the Mediterranean 
went for 7 , 8, and even 11 months without flying 
an airborne mission. During these intervals in
satia ble demands for air transport held training to 
a minimum. For long periods no more than four 
or five planes would be on training status, and even 
they would not be working together. Similar pres
sures held the training period before a mission to 
as short a time as possible. Only a week of train
ing with the airborne troops could be worked in 
before the invasion of Italy. If untoward events 
such as the delayed modifications and bad weather 
before TORCH or the comp licated movements 
before AV ALAN CHE cut into the brief training 
period, there was no remedy. The carriers bad to 
fly their mission as best they could. Cf bungling 
occurred, everyone was shocked by the ineffi
ciency, but no one took adequate steps to ensure 

proper training. • 
The solution was not to remove troop carrier 

crews from air transport work, but to rotate them 
by squadrons or, in a large force, by groups , to 
work with equivalent units of airborne troops. On 
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mark the drop zone were unlikely to put ball; of 
their passengers within a mile of the zone. 

A remedy was sought in the use o{ lights and of 
radar devices both to mark the route and to pin
point the DZ. That this. remedy was not infallible 
was shown at Avellino and in the British drop in 
southern France during which many troops were 
dropped far from the DZ despite excellent radar 
aids. Moreover, pathfinder missions sent out to 
place beacons on the drop zone might themselves 
get lost, as happened in DRAGOON, or might put 
the enemy on the alert. A radar like the SCR-717 , 
which was able to see in the dark, could make 
pathfinders unnecessary but in World War II the 
SCR-717 was too crude to be relied on entirely. 
The enigmatic pictures which it gave over land 
wouJd have baffled Sherlock Holmes. The Gee 
type of radar which also gave promise of sup
planting the pathfinders, was not really given a 
trial in the Mediterranean. 

Like cavalry the airborne troops lacked both 
firepower and staying power. AJJ:bome divisions 
had no tanks and only thirty-six 75-mm. how
itzers prjor to 1945. No piece larger than the 75 
would fit in a C-47 or a Waco glider. A standard 
German infantry division possessed thirty-six 
105-mm. howitzers and eighteen 155-mro. how
itzers and also bad more 75-mm. guns and 
howitzers than the American ai.rbome. A German 
panzer division, besides having large amounts of 
artillery, had a complement of 88 Mark N and 
88 Mark V tanks. The former were more than a 
match for the 75. The latter, with 88-mm, guns 
and with armor almost impenetrable by the artil
lery of the airborne troops, were certain to win 
against them in the open field. The airborne 
commanders were '¥ell aware that in a battle with 
a first-class German division, they would be badly 
outgunned. Never in the Mediterranean did they 
risk a large-scale encounter with the pamers , and 
the possibility of uch a battle played an important 
part in determining the caneellation of the pro
posed missions to Rome and to Anzio. 

Until surface contact was established with 
friendly forces, airborne troops fighting without 
surface lines of communication needed app.roxi-

mately a third as many planes per day to keep 
them supplied a bad been employed to deliver 
them. There was seldom room to bring supplies 
for more than a day or two in the initial mission. 
If bad weather or enemy action interrupted the 
resupply missions, or if ~applies were dropped out 
of reach, an airborne force would very quickly 
cease to be able to fight. Hence the ruuiety 
aroused by the proposed Capua mission, which 
(except for the Rome project) was the only air
borne venture more than three days march ahead 
of an Allied offensive to win the approval of the 
Allied Mediterranean commanders. 

Once on the ground airborne troops abruptly 
ceased to resemble cavalry. For most of their 
tran portation they had to depend on "Shanks' 
mare. This wa because the C-47 and the Waco 
could carry nothing bigger than a jeep, and very 
little space could be spared on an airborne mission 
for any vehicles except those required to haul 
howitzers. An American infantry division was 
allotted 2,113 vehicles including hundreds of large 
trucks. When the-equivalent of an airborne divi
sion launched an assault on southern France, it 
brought with it a total of only 221 vehicles includ
ing motorcydes and ammunition carts. The only 
way airborne troop could make rapid forays from 
their DZ or LZ was to find and sei2e vehicles on 
the spot as the British did when they com
mandeered basses at Souk-el-Arba. 

These considerations determined the character 
of airborne mi ions io the Mediterranean. They 
were subsidiary operations designed to take valu
able po itions or to isolate enemy troops in con
junction with large frontal assaults by land or sea. 
Sometimes, as in Africa and at the Sele, they were 
profitably used to throw troops into an area ahead 
of the enemy. Usually the objectives were from 
5 to 15 miles behind enemy line . far enough to 
avoid troop concentrations near enough for quick 
reUef of the airborne force. Despite all their 
limitations and misadventures the success of the 
missions was sufficient to win the support of the 
Allied comanders for bigger and bolder airborne 
ventures in northern Europe . 
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Resupply 

Serial 

Stick 

Tug 

Waco (CG-4A ) 

Delivery of supplies to an airhead. 

Formation usually composed of several flights 
and separated (rom other formations in a mis
sion or exercise by a specified time interval. 

Planeload of paratroops . 

Aircraft towing a glider. 

American 15-place glider carrying military loads 
of 3,750 pounds . 

11S 
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9. Naval Comdr Ctr TF Opn Q.( I. Orders tor Hom
ing Parachute Aircraft, 14 Oct 42; Hq Parachute 
TF. Signal Opns In str; both in S20.2132. 

10. Outline of Operating Plan. Oran :rF, in 520.2132; 
Hq Ctr TF FO I, Anne x 5, 4 Oct 42, in 450 .l0IC . 

11. Memo for CG VIII FC from Vlll FC A-3, subj: 
Conference on Torch , 10 Oct 42; AFHQ Air Instr 
I. 23 Oct 42. and 4. 31 Oct 42; all in 5201132; 
msg, 4140 . Eisenhower 10 AGWAR. 27 Oct 42, in 
650.1623; Butcher. p. 158. 

12. Msgs. # 1860. ETOUSA to WAR. 6 Sep 42: 
# 3084. APHQ to WAR. 4 Oct 42 ; # R 1568, 
WAR to AFHQ. 6 Ocl 42; # 3312, AFHQ to 
WAR, 8 Oct 42; # R 172S, WAR to AFHQ, 8 Oct 
42 ; R 192.J. WAR to AFHQ, 14 Oct 41; # 3676, 
AFHQ to WAR. 16 Ocl 42; all in 650.1623. 

13. Hq 12th AF Opn. 0-4. 20 Oct 42: !tr, CG Ea.stern 
Air Comd to AFHQ , subj : Flyout of British Para
chute Troops , 24 Oct 42: !Lr, Controller al H.urn to 
CG VJJI FC. 25 Oct 42: all in 520.2132; Maj Gen 
F. A. M. Browning, Report on Visit to North 
Africa, 19-30 Dec 42, 7 fon 43. in 610.452 . 

14. Hist 51st TC Wg and its Components. I Jun 42-
15· May 43. 

IS. Memo for Tl Corps G-3 from Maj Yarborough. 1.5 
24 Oct 42; Journal 2d Ba 503d PIR , in KCRC . Piles 
of 509th Para lnf Bn Journal 11 /42-4/44; Hist 
2d Bn 503d PfR, Prelude to the North African 
Campajgn; Hist 60th TC Gp, 1942. 

16. L1r. CO vru AFSC to CO 8th AF. subj: S1atus 
of Special Project Activities , I 700. 29 Sep 42, 30 
Sep 42; Hq VIII AFSC, Sll!tus of Airplanes in 
Preparation for "Torch" Project as >1l 1630 hou~ 
November 9th. 9 Nov 41: Hq VJ[[ APSC. Torch 
Reporu, 17 Nov 42; all in 520.2132; Bentley , Para
troop Force for Mission "To rch." 

17. Msgs. # 4023, AFHQ (Doolittle) to Schneider, 
Oct 42: # R-2-404. WAR (Schneider) to Doolit tle. 
25 Oct 42; # 4452, AFHQ (Doolin!e) to Schnei
der , 3 N ov 42: # R-28]0 , WAR (Schneider) 10 
Doolittle, S Nov 42 (with notation ''Beverly is run
ning this down." Col G. H. Beverley was A-4 of 
Vlll AFSC). Ari in 650.1623. 

18. Hist 60th TC Gp. 1942; 60th TC Gp S-3, Daily 
Opns Rpts, 30 Oc1 42 ft (The reports for O-day 
and for some weeks therea fter were actually com
piled at some Inter date nnu 1,c less reliable than 
rbc group b~iory and the ur,~~ments included in 
it.): ~tatements from pilob a,,i.. .;.rewmcn of '.18 air
craft oa the TORCH airborr.e mission; Rpt of 
Paratroop Opn "'TORCH " m1,,11on., Col Bentley to 
CG l2lh AF. 20 Nov 42: all m Unit Hist File , 60th 
TC Gp; msgs, # 51 WN 7E, 51st TC Wg to US 
Controller and XTI AFSC A-3, 7 Nov 42; # SI 
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WN JOE, .51-st Wg to AFHQ, 7 Nov 42; # G-113, 
XI[ AFSC to Gib (Commandcth) for Doolittle, 7 
Nov 42; all in 650.1623. 

19. Msg, Hq 44 Gp to AFHQ, Norfolk Howe. 7 Nov 
42, in 520.2132. The account of the flight is based 
on Col Bentley's report, on the history of the 60th 
Gp, and particularly c.n the statements by personnel 
of the group In the Unit Hist File. 

20. Rafi', We Jumped to right , pp. 3.S-36: Bentley. Rpt 
of Para iroop Opn "TORCH " mission. 

21. Llr, Maj W. P. Yarborough to CG AFHQ thru 
CG Ctr TF , subj: Parachute Opn "TORCH," 13 
Nov 42. in KCRC, 11 Corps File 373, Aerial Opns 
7/ 42- 12-42. 

22. Raff. We Jumped to Figl11, p. 47; Hls t 60th TC Gp . 
1942. 

23. Butcher . p. 187; Winston S. Churchill. The Hinge 
of Fute (Cambridge, Mass .. !950), p. 615; !tr, Maj 
Gen L. R. Fredendall to Ci.nC AFHQ, subj: Rpt on 
Opn TORCH-CTF, 13 Nov 42, in KCRC. JI 
Corps F ile. Rpls of Opns. 1942, TORCH. 

24. Raff, We Jumped IQ Fight, pp. 45--46; Fredend all, 
Rpt on Opn TORCH, 13 Nov 42. 

2S. Statement by Ca pt R. A. Davis in Hist File, 60th 
TC Gp. See also statements by Capt K. P. Hansen 
and Isl Lt A. D. Taylor . 

26. Brown ing_. Rpt on visit to North Africa. 7 Jan 43; 
Gcncralfcldm!ll'lihal A. Kesselring, Comments on 
Ms P-OSln , Airborne Opns. Hist Div Enr Comd, 
Proj 37, 12 Jun 50. in 577.051-37. 

27. Fredend all. Rpt on Opn TORCH. 13 Nov 42; Hist 
60th TC Gp 1942; Raff, We lumped to Fig/11, 
p. 52. 

28. Hist 60th TC Op. 1942; Hq 60th TC Gp Opn 
0-183. IS Nov 42; Irr. M;ij M. E. Wanamaker to 
CO 60th TC Gp. subj: Rcp0rt of Parachute Troop 
Mission, 12 Mar 43; bolh UI Hist File. 60th TC Gp; 
fragmentary draft narratives in KCRC. File of 
509th Para Bn Journal 1/ 42-1/45: Raff. IV<! 
h11n~d 10 Fight, p. 53 ff. 

29. Wanamaker, Rpt of Pnmchute Troop Mission, 12 
Mar 43. 

30. Hist Air Ech 64th TC Gp 6-15 Nov 42; Brown ing. 
Rpt on visit to No rth Africa. 7 Jan 43; Hilary St. 
G. Saunders. Tire Red Beret (London. 1950), pp. 
79-80. 

31. Hi st Air Ech 64tb TC Gp . (>.25 Nov 42; Browning. 
Rpl on vis.it 10 North Africn, 7 Jan 43: Saunders. 
The R(d Beret, p. 83. 

32. Hist 51st TC Wg. I Jun 42-1.5 May 43; Browning , 
Rpt on visit to North Africa, 7 Jan 43, npp. B; 
Saunders, Tire Red Bertr . pp. 92-99. 
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43, QM Maint Sec, AFHQ, lUbj: Mounting of 
Airborne DMsioo, io KCRC. 5th Army Files 381 
"Preparations for War 1943"; ltr, Hq NAAPTCC 
to CO 51st TC Wg tt <1I., subj: Assigoment of Air
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Lib. M-17089. 
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626.430}. 

20. Operation Hu.sky-Conf . on convoy escorts, etc., 
held at Tripoli, 4 Jun 43; in 626.4301. 

21. Ibid .. Force 141, HUSKY-Revision of Outline 
Air Plan, 4 Juo 43, io 626 .4301; Troop Carrie r 
maP5 and overlays, in 6 I 3.278. 

22. Hq NAAFTCC. Opnl Plan for Opn HUSKY, 20 
Jun 43: ltr. Air Qirc: R. M. Foster to CG 
NAAFTCC er al., subj: Routing of Troop Carrie r 
Aircraft, 20 Jun 43; ltr , Hq NAAFTCC to AOC, 
Malta, subj: Detailed Plans-Operatio n Husky, 25 
Jun 43, in 626.4301. 

23, Hq NAAFTCC and NAAT-TCC A-3 Diaries , 6 
Jul 43; Msg, COMNAVNAW to CTG's 80.1 tt al., 
6 Jul 43, in KCRC , Files of 7th Army G-3, "Opera
tions in June 1943-July 1.943." 

24. Bradley. A Soldit:r's Story, p. 126; ltr. CO 61st TC 
Gp to CO 52d TC Wg., subj: Final Rpt on HUSKY 
# I and # 2, 20 Jul 43, in Unit Hlst File. 

25. Hq Force S4S (Air), l'lanning Memo 4. 23 May 
43: Hq Foree 545, Outline plan for diversionary 
opn FUSTIAN, 23 May 43, in 626.430J; Hq 
NAAF, Diversionary a.ir opns D minus 4 to D plus 
3, S Jul 43. in tiSS.430W. 

26. Ltr, Maj Gen M . B. Ridgway (CG 82d A/B Div) 
to CG Poree 343. tbru CG JI Corps, subj: Fighter 
Protection for Parachute Assault Teams, 27 May 
43, and indorsemcnts: IIT, Hq NATAP to CO 
Force 343. subj : Fighter Prot ection for Parachute 
Assault Teams, 13 Jun 43; ltr, Brig Geo P. L. 
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632 .430F; msg 3477, COSMED LJ!:I. CCS to Wil
on. 2 Jul 44, in 622.430H. 

15. Hq 7tlJ Army , ANVIL" Outline Plan , 13 Jul ·44 
in KCRC , 7th Army Files. "Seventh Army Oullinc 
Pion "Anvil." 

16. Hq Force 163. Draft TenmLi e Outline Plan 
"ANVIL" Extract. 25 Mar 44. in 626 .301; Hq 
M F. Outl ine Air 'Plan for Opn ANVIL (MF / 
P. l, 6th Draft) , in 622.430H; Proposed Pion for 
Presentalion o( ''ANVll." lo SAC 22 Apr 44); 
Orn-ft Presentution of 163 Outline Plan. 24 Apr 44; 
both in KCR . 7th Army Files, "Outline Ptans 
( VfLl Tentative, June, Jul:, 1944,.~ Hq 
MATAF , Opn Bk. Mar 44, pnssim . 

17. l.tr, LL Col J. G. Rcrry , Fo rce 163 Lo AFHQ G-3 
Plan subj : ANVIL Plan, 13 Jun 44; Hq Poree 
163, Tentali e Army Outl ine Plan Opn "ANVIL " 
13 Jun 44; both in KCRC. 7th Army Files "Out
line Plan~ 'A VIL' Tentative Ju ne. Jul y 1944"; Hq 
Force 16 • l'entotivc "A VIL" Altem nle Outline 
Plan "A.'' 9 Jun 44, in KCRC. 71h Army File11 
'ANVJL' 0pn .'' 

18. Hq MATAF. Opns B . 21 Jun 44; msg OAF 686, 
Pankhur st to AM lessor, 23 Jun 44; fJPS. P/ 179 
(2d Draft Org of A / 8 Forces for A Vil.. . 23 
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Jun 44, in 626.30 I ; AC (44) S CMED con
Jenm ces, 57th Mtg, 26 Jun 44. 

19. Msg MEDCOS !JI, AFHQ to ir Min for Brit 
Chi fs of taff, sgd Wit · n, 24 Jun 44. 

20 . Msg, AEF S3, HAEF 10 GWAR for CCS ~ 
gd Eisenhower , 23 Jun 44; m g IE 7 7 CS. Nor- l 

sllld to Eaker sgd Spaatz, 27 J1,1n 44; msg fE. 791 
CS, orstod to Eaker gd paa1z. 27 Jon 44; both ' 
i.n 632.430F ; !tr. CG 5 I t TC Wg to CG MAAF. 
5ubj: Personnel and Equipment for Incoming 
Uni . 5 Jul 44. in 626 .30 I; ltr . G 9Lh to CG 
1X T , _ ubj: Troop Carrier Participatio n in 
Opn "Anvil." 8 Jul 44. in 05.61 , 1; ltr, Hq 
USSTAF to CG 9th AF, thru Maj G n H. S. 
V3ndeaberg. DC AEF Air Hq , subj: Troop arrier 
Participn1io n la Operation A V[L 11 Jul 44, in 
Ar hives. US F Hi I Div ; h r, Aq SH EF 10 CG 
USST'AP. ubj: ssisnin e to Operat ion "A vn.;· 
I) Jul 44, in 622.4301-1. 

21. Two memo for MJPS rrom Col I. S. Guthrie, 
Force I 63 G-3, 22 Jun 44: A FHQ MJPS. P· I 79 
Orgn of A{B Forces f r A VIL ( Isl draft) 2:! 
Jun. (2d draft 23 Jun, (Pinal) 25 Jun 44 : all in 
KCRC. 7th Army Files '"0-51. A/B Opn for 
'ANVIL ''· Hq Poree 163, "ANVIL" Outline Plan 
Tentati e, 26 Jun 44; Hq For ce 16 . "ANVIL" 
Ouiline Plan Tentative, 5 Jul 44; both in KCRC, 
7th Army i1 k()\Jtline Plans 'ANVIL' Tenllit ivc, 
Ju n,. Jul 44." 

22. Hq MATAF. Ou1Une Plan - Opn " ANVIL,'' Jul 
44. in 622.4 00. 

23. Memo £or CinC Med, Air in Med from AFHQ . 
ubj: Plan Anvfl--Copy of Letter 10 Commandi11g 

General. Force J63 , 2 Jul 44. in 622.430H; 7th 
Army Rpt of Opns France ond Germany , r, 46. 

24. SAC (44) SACMED Conferences. 56tll Mgt, 2 
Jun 44; Mnj P. D . Mulcahy. \J A/ B Adviser. 
Appreci ation of n dawn drop in Anvil , 27 Jun 44. 
in KCRC . 7 th Army File ''0-51 ~: LI Col Phelp s, 
Brit A/ B Adv i er, Appreciation of an H-hour nir
bome landing 10 support nvll. 27 Jun 44 ; memo 
for Cl Ferne 163 from Col J. S. Guthrie Foree 
163 0-3, 27 Jun 44, both in KCRC. 7th Army 
Files "0 -'.B Opns. Fo lder 33": Conf of llied Air 
Comdrs al Caserta, 10 Jul 44 : Hq MA F. Outlin 

ir Pinn for Opn ''ANVIL " (Finni), 12 Jul 44. 
both in 622.430 H . 

25. SAC (44) ACM D onfercnce s, 65th 'Mtg. 12 
Jul 44; Hq 7th Army , Office of G-3 . Tcnt11li e 
Outline Plan for Opn "A IL" / B Phnse, 
(n .d.), in KCRC, 7th Army iles "0 -5 1"; Hq 7th 
Army . "A NVlL" Outline Pl.an. 13 Jul 44 . in KCRC. 
7th Army File "Seventh Army Outline Plan 
'ANVlL'" . 

26. AC ( 44) SACMED Conference . 6Sth , 66th . 68th. 
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in 656 ; msg MX 25160, MAAF to All Flying 
Units MAAF , 19 Jul 44, in 650.1622. 

47. Hq I st AJB TF, Sum of our Opos IS J ul-3 l Aug 
44, 1 Oct 44; AFRQ. Rpl on A/8 Opns in 
DRAGOON , 25 Oct 44, in 632.4308. 

48. P / 179 (2d drafL) Orgn or A/B forces for ANVIL, 
23 Jul 44; mgs MX 2S108, Eaker lo 00 AAFSC/ 
MTO, CG MATS, 18 Jul 44; MX 25998, Eaker 
to CO AAFSC / MTO n 11/., 26 Jul 44; MX 26700, 
MAAP to CG AAFSC/ MTO. CG MATS. I Aug 
44; above three in 650.1622. 

49. Hq AAFSC / MTO. Aircraft and glider assembly 
in MTO. pp. 91-94, 97-99, in 636.84. 

SO. Hist 53d TC Wg Advon, 18 Jul-24 Aug 44; Hist 
4311th TC Gp, Aug 44; Hist Glider Det 62d TC 
Gp, Aug 44; Hq PTCAD , Tng Memo 1. 24 Jul 
44, in Archives, USAF Hist Div. 

SI. Memo for CG 51st TC Wg from 51st TC Wg A-3, 
subj : D istribution of Airplanes as of 0600 hours, 
20 Feb 44. 20 Feb 44. in KCRC. Files of 7th 
Army G-3 Sec. "Air Support Opm. 'ANVIL' 12/43 
to 7/44"; ltr, Bng Gen Pnlchard, CG 2 Inf Para 
Br:ignde Gp lo Brig Gen Beverley, CG 51s1 TC Wg. 
subj: Airborne Opns Pathfinder Training (undated. 
unsigned), in 626.301; Hist 435Lh TC Gp, Jul 44. 

52. Hist 50th TC Wg Advon, Jul , Aug 44; Hist 53d 
TC Wg Advon, 18 Jul-24 Aug 44 ; Hist 439th TC 
Gp. Jun -Aug 44: His lories 441st and 442d TC 
Gps, Jul, Aug 44; Histories, 62d, 435tb,.436th TC 
Gps, Aug 44. 

53 Hisl 501h TC Wg, Aug 44; llr , Hq PTCAD to 
CO's 50th. 51st. 53d TC Wg!i and 'PTCAD Path
finder Unit, subj: Troop Carrier Panicipation in 
Exercise PREFACE, 2 Au~ 44; Hq PTCAD , 
Narrati ve Rp1 of Navigati onal Aids Used in 
PTCAD Exercise Preface, 8 Aug 44 ; both in 
626.301. 

54. Aq MATAF. Rpt on Opn DRAGOON. 

55. AFHQ, Rpt on A/B Opm in DRAGOON, 25 
Oct 44; Hq Jst A/ B TF. Sum of our Opns, 15 Jul-
31 Aug 44. I Oc1 44: P/ 179 (2d draft) Orgn of 
Al B force~ for ANVlL. 23 Jun 44; memo for 
AFHQ G -3 (O rgn) from Maj P. D. Mulcahy, 
U.S. A/ 8 Adviser, subj: Anvil Airborne Staff. 23 
Jun 44. in KCRC. 71h Army Files "O-5IA Al B 
Noles Feb -Jul 44"; Hq Isl A / 8 TF GO I, 21 Jul 
44, in KCRC 509th Para Bo Files ''7/44-8/44." 

56. P/ 179 (2d draft) 23 Jun; (fina l draft) 25 Jun 44; 
mtmo (Hq Force 163) subj: Status of Airborne 
Units Cor "ANV IL" 29 Jun 44; hr. Gen Pa1ch. 
CG Force 163 to AFHQ JPS . subj: Fuclo rs 
Favorable to the Inclusio n or lhe 2d British IJi. 
depend ent Parachut e Brigade in ANVIL Airborne 
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Division, 3 Jul 44; last two in KCRC, 7th Army 
Piles, .uO-51 A/B Operations for 'ANVIL'." 

57. AFHQ. Rpt on A/B Opns in DRAGOON, 2S Oct 
44; Hq 1st A/ B TF, Sum of our Opns 15 Jul-31 
Aug 44, 1 Oct 44; memo for CG Force 163 from 
Maj Mulcahy , atchd Hq 5 A/8 Div (Plans), subj: 
Disc:US5ion ot Airborne Rcquircmcn1s for AN~ 
26 Mor 44, in KCRC. 7th Army Files, "0-51 
A/ B Operations for 'ANVIL '." 

58. AFHQ , Rpt on A/ 8 Opns in DRAGOON, 25 
Oct 44; Hq 1st A/B TF, Sum of our Opns 15 
Jul- 3 l Aug 44, 1 Oct 44; 7th Army Prt of Opns 
France and Germany, 1, 86. 

59. UT, Col B Evans. CO Isl A/B TF Lo CG 7th Army. 
subj : .Recommendation on Organization of Air
borne Units, 19 Sep 44, in KCRC, 7th Army Files, 
~310 .2 Beach Operations 1944." 

60. Histories 50th TC W& Advon and 51st TC Wg, 
Aug 44; Hist 53d TC Wg Advon, 18 Jul - 24 Aug 
44; Bisi 439th TC Gp, Jun,-1\ug 44; Histories 
436th, 438th, 440th-44'2d TC Ops. Aug 44 ; ltr. 
Hq PTCAD LO Wg and Pathfinder Comdrs, subj: 
Briefing. 5 Aug 44; msg, A-21t2 FC. PTCAD to 
Wgi; and Pntb.tlnder Unit , sgd Williams , 11 Aug 
44, both 1n 50th TC Wg Hist File. 

61. Ltr. Hq 7th Anny to Brig Gen Frederick. CG lst 
A/ B TF , subj: Planning for Future Operations, 6 
Aug 44, in KCRC. 7th Army Files "370.2 Bench 
Opcralions 1944"; Diary. Eaker, CG MAAF. 13. 
14 Ju l 44, i.n 622.430H. 

62. Hq PTCAD FO I, 7 Aug 44; 1-lq l\lMF, Signal., 
Rpt on Opn "DRAGOON, " Dec 44, in 650. I0IB; 
Hq AEAF , Air Signals Rpt on Opn ''NEPTUNE '' 
Planning and Assault Phase . Sec. VI. Jul 44. in 
505.29 -32. 

63. 7th Army Rpt of Opll.'l France and Germany, I , 
104; Hq MAAF, Signals Rpt on Opn "DRA· 
GOON." Dec 44: Rpl or Nnval Comdr. Western 
TF. Invasion of southern France, 15 Nov 44, 
in KCRC, 7th Army Files, "Invasion of south
ern France. Rpt of Naval Comdr, wrF" : Hq 
MATAF, Opn fnslr 8, A/ B Diversion in support 
of Opn "Dragoon, " 8 Aug 44. in 622.430H; Maj 
V. R. Chilson, CO 334th QM Depot Suppl) • Co 
Rpt on A/ B Diversion in support of Opn 
"DRAGOON," in 626.430H . 

64. 2d U s J. W. Weddle. R. L. Emmons, and R. B. 
Fuller, Jr .. Rp1 of Pathfinder Teems in Opn 
BIGOT-DRAGOON. !2 ,\ ue 44; l!it Lt D. A . 
Delco, Rpt of 509Lb Pathfind:r Teams (sic\ 22 
Aug 44 : 2d Lt F . J. Co ppo!... Rp. on 550th P:.th
flndcr Team BIGOT DRAG OON 23 Au:: 44 ; IM 
Lt R. S. Fuller, Rpt of P.i1hlinder Teams on Opn 
BIGOT-DRAGOON. 23 Aug 44; Capt P. F. Bal.er 
Rpt of Pathfinder Teams on Opn BIGOT -
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81. Hist 437th TC Gp, Aug 44; ltr , Hq 1st Bn S5lst 
Para Inf ( Rcinf ) to CG 1st A /B TF, subj: Re
port on Parach ute Operations , 2 Sep 44, KCRC. 
1st A/ 8 TF Files, "Journal 9/ 2/ 44." 

82, AFHQ, Rpl on A/8 Opns in DRAGOON, 25 
25 Oct 44; Histories, 438th , 440th , and 442d TC 

'Gps, Aug 44; Bq SOth TC Wg CMR for DOVE, 
16 Aug 44; Hq 50th. TC Wg. Dove Follow-up Rpt, 
30 Aug 44; above two in Unit Hist File; Hq 62d 
TC Gp, CMR Mission BIGOT-DRAGOON, Opn 
.DOVE, 16 Aug 44; ltr, Bq 62d TC Gp to CG 
51st 1'C Wg, lnterrog. of Glider Pilots on Mission 
"DOVE, " 22 Aug 44; ltr, Hq 64th TC Gp, Opns, to 
CO 64th TC Gp (Attn : S-2), Rpt on Glider Mi.,
sion DOVE. 21 Aug 44; above three in 626.J0 l I ; 
ltr , Hq .SSOl.h lnf A/ B Bn to CG 1st A/ 8 TF , 
subj: Report of I.he Operatio n of the 550th Infantry 
Airborne Battal ion on 15-16 August 1944, 11 Sep 
44, in K CRC, 550th Gilder I.of Bn Files, "RpL of 
Opns. 1944"; R&R. IX TCC A-3 to CG, C/ S, and 
G-3, subj: Recovery of Gliders used in Mission 
"DRAGOON ," 15 Nov 44, in KCRC, 1st A{B 
TF Files, "DRAGOON Opn." 

83. Msg. CG Isl A/ 8 TF to CO 1st A/B TF Rear , 
1940 hrs, IS Aug 44; msg, CG 1st A/B TP to CG 
7th Army Forward. 1944 Im!, JS Ang ·44, both 
in KCRC, Isl A / B TF Files, "Journal 8/15 / 44." 

84. Ltr , Hq 550th lnf A/B Bu to CG Isl A/B TP, 
subj : Repo rt of the Operation of the 550th In
fantry Airborn e Battal ion on IS-16 Aug 44, 11 
Sep 44; ltr, Hq SSOth Inf A/B Bn to CG 1st A/B 
TF, subj: Report of the Opera tions of the SSOlh 
Infantry Airborne Battalion fnr Lbe Period 1 Aug 
to 31 Aug 44, 12 Oct 44: ltr, CG 550th Inf A/B 
Bn to CO 1st A/8 TF, subj : Report of Operation 
of the 550Lh Infantry Air borne Battalion on 15-16 
Aug 44, 3 Dec 44, all in KCRC , 550th Inf A/B Bn 
Files, "JlpL of Opns, 1944"; Hq 550th Inf A/B 
Bn Journal. 151530-162.400 Aug 44, in KCRC, 
SS0th Jnf A/B Bn Files, "Unit Journal 8/ 44-9/44"; 
550th lnf A/B Bn S-2 Journal, 151530-162400 Aug 
44. in KCRC. 550th Inf A/ B Bn Files. "S-2 Jour
nal 8/ 44-l l / 44"; note of verbal rpt from 550th 
fnf A / B Bn, c. 0930 hrs ., 16 Aug 44, in KCRC, 
Isl A / 8 TF Files , "Journal 8/16 / 44." 

8S. Sec n 76. 

86 . 7th Army Rpt of Opns France and Gennany, I, 

13 1 

133; Narrative Rpt of Opns SI 7th PICT in south
ern France ; msg. 517th PIR S-2 to 1st A/B TF 
0-2. 0915 Im!, 16 Au, 44; ovcclay "Lt. Parker 
brough t th is in"; overlay, "517 CT Situation as of 
094.S, J6 Aug."; above three in KCRC, lst A/B 
TF Files, "Journal 8/ 16/44." 

87. 7th Army Rpt of Opns France and Oennany , I, 
180, 315-17; Hq 7th Army , Iofo Bull 4, 18 Aug 

44 , in 682.3061; .ltr, Hq 1st Bn SSJ st Para Inf 
(Rein[) to CG 1st A/ B TF ., subj: Report OD Para 
chute Operations, 2 Sep 44, in KCRC, 1st A/ B 
TF Files , "Journal 9/ 2/44" ; msgs, CO 551st Para 
Inf Bn to CG I st A/B TF, IOOO hrs, 16 Au& 44; 
CG 1st A / B TF to CO 551st Bn, 1130 hrs, 16 
Aug 44; ''S/SgL Para. Bn.'' to CG Jst A / B TF, 
1230 hrs, 16 Aug 44; CG 1st A/B TF to CO 
551st Bn, 12S5 hrs, 16 Aug 44; CG 1st A/B TF 
to CO SSJst Bn 1605 hrs, 16 Aug 44; above five 
in KCRC, 1st A/8 TP F iles. ~Journal 8/ 16/44"; 
msg, Hq S5lst Para Inf Bo to Hq Jst A/B TF , 
0948 Im!, 17 Aug 44, in KCRC. l!t A/ B TF 
Files , .. Journal 8/ 17 / 44." 

88. Msg, Hq 2 Para Brigade to 1st A/ B TF G -3, 
SITREP , 2010 hrs , 16 Aug 44, in KCRC, 1st A/ B 
TF Piles. "Journa l 8/ 16/ 44." 

89. 7th Army Rpt of Opns France and Germany , I, 
143; CG VI Corps, Order to CG 7th Army ti al., 
16 Aug 44, tn KCRC, 1st A/8 TF Files ~Journal 
8/ 17/ 44." 

90. 7th Army Rpl of Opns France and Germany, l , 
230, 235: Bq lst A/B TF , SITREP 161200-
171200 Aug 44; msg, 1st A/ B TF G-3 to 1st A / B 
TF Rear G-4, 2300 hrs, 17 Aug 44; above two in 
KCRC, 1st A/ B TF Files, "Journal 8/17 /44'"; 
msg, Hq 2 Para Brigade to CG 1st AID TF , 1000 
hrs , 18 Aug 44, in K.CRC, 1st A/ 8 TF Files, 
wJournal 8/1 8/44." 

91. AFRQ , Rpt on A/B Opns in DRAGOON , 25 Oct 
44; 7th Army Rpt or Opns France and Germany. 
t, 65; Hq IX TCC, Stat Rpt for Opn "DRAGOON," 
L3 Sep 44; 53d TC Wg FO 1, ll Aug 44; Hist 
435th TC Op, Aug 44 ; ltr , Hq 442d TC Op 
Advon to CO SO!h Wg, subj : Summary of Glider 
Pilo t RePom , 19 Aug 44. in Unit Hist File; liq 
1st A JB TF, Sum of our opos, IS Iul to 31 Aus 
44, I Oct 44. 
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A 

AAF Board, 82 
AAF Eng ineer Command / MTO, 88 
AAP Service Commaod / MTO. 88-89 
Aeate Rh ·er, 23, 33-36, 40 
Accra, 27 
Agay , 78, 84 
Agrigento, 61-62. 65 
Agropoli, 61, 66 
Ain Afchn, 11 
Air Forces (numbered): 

6igh lh AP, 3, 6, 8 
Ninth AF, 23-26, 28, 87 
Twelfth AF, S-8, 47, 87 
"'Fifteenth AF, 83-84 

Air Ministry (British), 23 
Air Service Command, 3 
Air Transport Command , 2-3, 86, 

88-89 
Air transport uni ts: origin and de-

velopment in U.S ., 1-3 
Airborne Center, 3 
Airborne Comman d, 2-3 
Airborne forces: origin and develop-

ment in U.S ., I 
Afrborne operations , British , 70 
Airborne operations, Germany. I. 70 
Ajaccio , 93 
Alba nella , 6S-66 
ALRATROSS , airborne mission , 95-

96, 99-101, 103. Su also 
DRAGOON. 

ALBERGO , proposed ai rborn e 
mission. 73 

Aldcrrnaston. 6, 8-9 
Aldis lamp, 10. 33. 58. 68-69 
Algiers. S. 14, 16-17, 22, 77. 81 

Alcnto River. 61 
Alexa nde r, Gen. Harold L ., 21-22. 

56-58, 70-74 
Al.lied Air Supply Base, 92 
Allied Force Headquarters (AFHQ ), 

5,8, 16- 17,2 1.56,58, 70. 73,92,95 

Alynbank, 1, 10-11, 13 

Anderson, LL Gen. Kenneth A . N .. 
14. 16 

ANVIL. See DRAGOON . 
Anzio, 70-72. 77-78, I 13 
Aprilia. 71 
Arce, 72 
Argcns River , 8 1-82. 91 

Argenta, 74 

Index 

Armies (numbered ): 
First Army (Brit), 14, 17 
Fifth Arm y. 28, S6-57, 60-{;J. 

69-72 
Seventh Army, 21, 36-37, 77-78, 

80, 82-83, I 09-10 
Eighth Army ( Brit.), 21 , 38, 47, 

S3-S4, 72. 74 
Anny B (Fr.), 80 
Army Group (nu mbered ): 

JStb Arm y Gp., 56-51, 60, 65, 74 
Arnold , Gen . H. H., 79 
Aneu, 5, 11-12 
Avignon: proposed airborne missfotU 

to, 82-83 
Augusta , 24-2S, 42, 47, 52 
Ansoni Mounts ins, 72 
AVALANCHE: 56-59, 91. 111-12 
AVALAN CHE, airborne mission. 

See Ayelllno , airborne mission to. 
Avellino. airborne mission 10 : 60, 

65-66, 68-69, 113; planning for, 
60, 66, 68; briefing for , 68; tra in
ing for, 58-60. 69; na, •igu1ional 
aids for. 68-69; evaluation of, 69 

A vczzano, 72 
Avola, 21-22. 35, 42 

B 

B-24, 2 
Badoglio. Marshal Pietro, 56-58 
Balkan Air Force (Brit). 73 
BANTAM ,A Uied agent al Fnfnrooui, 

7, 11, 13 
Batta lio,ns (nu mbered) : 

2d Chemical Bu .. 91 
2 Parachu te Bn. (Brit.) , 17-18 
3 Paradrnle Bn. (Brit), 14. 16 
64th Light Artillery Bo. (Brit.), IOI 
83d Chemical Bn .. 91, 108 
3 7 6th Parachute Fleld Artillery 

Bn., 39, 71 
449th Siena! Construction Bn .. 88 
460th Parocbu te Field Artillery 

Bo., 91. 99 
463d Parachute Field Artillery Ba .. 

78, 83, 91, 99, 101-2 
509th Parachute Infantry Bn., 72, 

78 , 81, 83, 91, 95. 99, 101-2 
109 

550th Glider Infantry Bn .. 78, 91, 
95, 103, 108-9 

602d Pack Artillery Bn .. 91 
904th Air Base Security Bn .. 87 
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"Beck, 1st Lt. Joseph A., 11-12 
Beja , 17 
Bentley, Col WiUinm C., 6-7, 10-12 
Biauo Ridge, 35-36 
Bier lngcr , Gen., 109 
Biu rte, S, 14 
Blida. 2 7-28 
Blue Line, 80, 109 
BLUEBIRD, airborne mission , 101, 

104 
BOLERO, 3 
Bone : 8; airborne mission to, 17 
Bord eaux , 78-80 
Borizzo , 65-66 
Bou Ficha, 29 
Bradley, Maj. Gen. Omar N., 22, 39, 

58 
BRASSARD. proposed airborne mis

sion in, 72-73 
Brigades (numbered): 

I Airland ing Brig. (Brit.) , 26. 4l. 
47 
Parachute Brig. ( BriL), 8, 17, 
47, 53 

2 Parachute Brig. (Brit). 47, 72-
74, 73, 81-82, 90-91, 100-103, 
109-] 0 

Brindisi , 60, 73, 89 
Brittany : 80-81 ; diversionary sweep 

over, 7 
Browning, Ma j. Gen . F . A. M ., 8, 

14, 23-25, 37 
Burtonwood . 9 
Butler, Brig. Gen . Frederick P., 109 

C 

C-46,2 
C-47, 2, 9-10, l 13 
C-53, 2 
CAIMAN. propoffii airborne opera -

tion , 82. 91 
Cairo , 22. 70, 77-78 
Caltagirone , 29 
Campo leone. 72 
Cancello, 56 
Canino, 87, 96 
Cannon , Maj. Gen. John 1<., 79 
Cap Bc!nat. 80 
Cap Camarat, 80 
Cap N~gre. 80 
Ca p Sicie. 93 
Cape Afrique. 48 
Cape Bonifa ti, 61 
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G 435th Troop Carrier Gp., 87, 90, La Senia, s, 7-9, J 1-13, 27 • - Gabes, 16 96, 100-10], 103-4, 110 LADBROKE, airborne mission: 24-

Gaf.sa, 16 436th Troop Carrier Gp ., 87, 96, 26, 41-42. 4S-48, 53-S-4. 108, 112; 

r Galera, 87, 96, JOO, 107 101, 103, 110 air operations in support of, 25; 

Galligan, Maj. Clarence J., 11 437th Troop Carrier Op., 87-88, briefing for , 29; evaluation of, 47, 

Gammell , Lt. Gen. James, 79, 81, 83 96 , 99, 103, 110 54; planning for, 22-25; training 

• Gardiner, Col. William T., SB 438th Ti:oop Carrier Gp ., 87, 96, for, 26-28 
-; Garigliaho River , 70 99, 104 Lake Biviere, 33-35, 39 

~ Gaudo, 72. 439th Troop Carrier Gp., 87, 96, Lake Valli di Comacchio, 74 

Gavin , Col. James M., 28-29, 3S-36 99-100, 104 Land's End, 6, 9 

Gela , 21-26, 29, 33-37, 112 440th Troop Carrier Gp., 87, 96, Langford Lodge, 9 .. Genoa, 78, 86 99- 100, 104 Lathbury, Brig. Geo . G. W., 52-53 

GHQ Air Force. 1-2 441st Troop Carrier Op ., 87, 96, Lo Beaussec. 80, 92 
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